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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1869.
After Labor.

window

was

red-tiled

Tis step by step, both sure and slow,

fields of green grass and y®ow

Thy garden may be small, but see
That weeds deface it not.

villages
and

the

:
Beneath his Master's smile.
And when the service of thy love

Is'ended and complete,

grain.

extra

wraps

Set free from sin and care,
The full repose of love shall be

It the

;
In perfect service there!
‘==The Leisure Hour.

hungry

bundle

strapped

hour found us

near

of

a

friendly gasthaus, we became its~ guests,
reserving our own basket for an afternoon
luneh.

Correspondence.
ti
4
WOODS,

True to our Bastei arrangement, the first
on

If not so fortunate,

we

sometimes

bought fresh eggs and milk at a peasant's
house, but not unfrequently we walked for.
hours without finding any dwelling. Then
we sat down by some mountain stream,
and with that best of sauce, a keen appe-

We had persuaded
started

on our expedition with the fortunate number three,and any amount of anticipation.

After this,

tite, enjoyed our cold dinner.

the least tired of the three amused herself
with a book, and the other two enjoyed an

roda had been selected as our
" Friedrichs
place, because we thought it withstopping:

after dinner nap.

And here on the hillside,

with the blue sky

for a covering,

grass for a couch, and the music

ning

water for a lullaby,

thejsoft

of the run-

have I had my

sweetest dreams of home and dear hottie
points, and a mutual friend had secured friends
I
.
us rooms with a peasant woman, whosei-® Every valley, hill, stregm and mountain
neatness and good coffee were far famed.
Interesting

many

of

distance

At Frottstedt we were to change cars for
We had just stepped from
Waltershausen.
our coupe, and were standing surrounded
by our big box, little box, band-box and
budget, when suddenly a peasant woman,

whose black eyes danced and sparkled like
a dewdrop-hung cobweb swung by the morn-

ing breeze, dropped a half curtsy before
us and said, “ Are these the ladies for
We had “scarcely givFriedrichsroda?”
all our *‘ port-

en her the affirmative, when

able property” was seized and, in anincredible short time, stowed away in the relics
of an old carriage, which

have

must

been

_built at the same time with the ‘‘ Parson's
wonderful one hoss shay,” only this forgot
to tumble down at the end “of the hundred
years, and so has been rattling its bones
over the stones of Thuringii ever since.

We came to the
man was our

conclusion that

new

but

hostess,

this wo-

why

she

came to Frottstedt instead of Waltershausen,
as we had ordéred, remains to this daya
mystery; however, there was nothing very
unpleasant in the thought of an extra hour's
ride through the woods, and we permitted
her to dispose of us, as she had of our

She was giving the final touches
baggage.
preparatory to a start, when all proceedings
were stopped by the appearance of the
conductor, who insisted that all was wrong.

““ We were to go and must go with him.”
Here followed a sharp, altercation; our Gen-

eral took the defensive, and, as usual in
She imsuch cases, came off victorious.
mediately mounted the box by

the side of

the driver, and gave the word of command.
Off we went, having no very definite idea
as to where or why, but content to let
a

things take their own

course.

There

was

something unmistakably triumphant in our
friend's

blue

turban

into the air, and my

mounted

high

impression

was,

which

own

that if she managed us as she had the conductor, we should be quite as anxious to
gee the end of the vacation as we had been

Time proved her to
to see its beginning.
A life-long
be& most worthy woman,
‘struggle with poverty had given her a

in Thuringia, has its own history, usually
in the form of a beautiful legend ; and these
we never wearied of hunting. 1 remember
one which we followed for two days before
we could gain any reliable information concerning it. Like a mirage, it ever weat before, and ‘we almost despaired of overtaking
it. If we walked a long way in one direction, that we might call upon an old woman

from a

dance,

and

on

all

sides of

us,

sea of lesser

was

a

great

when, early the next morning,

the Word ofthe

of

Son

God

himself,

the

like

much

very

It was

erage at preserit, $15,000,000, while the gain

from the rigid system of economy” inaugu-~

and
ratedby the present administration,
from a more faithful collection of its
exwill undoubtedly equal, and probably
ceed, $30,000,000. The sums of these sev-

ble for the further reduction of the national

debt. Itonly remains for me to call your
attention to the fact that an annual invests. =
8
ment of $100,000,000 at six per cent.,in
:
sinking fund, will extinguish the entire
principal of our debt is less than fifteen

years; or if the contribution to the sinking
per annum
fund be limited to $50,000,000

at six per cent., (anda smaller contribution

than

the

Church

the

About

ecclesiastical.

made

he

hand,

Dame resound with
promising Liberalism.

periods you have,

the most uncomIn words of burn-

men

that they

to each other as citizens, and

duties

much to my preaching asto myself. Whatever may happen, 1 shall hold them in
grateful remembrance.
To-day, however,
by a sudden change, the cause of which I
do not seek in your heart, but in the intrigues of a party all powerful at Rome,you

was to visit the Inselsberg, the

ted by reticence, I shall notascend the pul-

highest mountain in this partof the forest,

pit of Notre Dame. I express my regret
for this to the intelligent and courageous
Archbishop who has given his pulpit to me,
and sustained me there against the bad will
of men of whom I shall speak at the proper
time. I expressmy regrets to the imposing auditory who surrounded me there with

To.

arraign what you encouraged, you

censure

tion that, if France

in

particular,

and

the

, delivered over to
Latin races in generalare

Hyacinthe

to fill the pulpit of Notre Dame.

As everything connected with Father
Hyacinthe is just now of special interest,we
take the following admirable account of the
career and oratory of-the noble and eloquent preacher from the London Telegraph,
assured that it will be especially acceptable beside his letter that is stirring Catholic Europe and begetting no little uneasiness even at the Vatican.
Thus the writer
tells the story:

The new preacher, Pére Felix, strove hard
to undo the mischief wrought by his gifted

Although + till” comparatively
young,
Pere Hyacinthe stands among the chief pul-

gered

pit forces of the Romish Church.

predecessor.

A

Jesuit,

and dowered with

the graces of his own ‘most accomplished
order, he lent all the riches of his rhetoric
to villify Protestantism, and to preach the
duty of uncompromising submission to the

Holy

Church,

as represented

by its chief

bishop. But the effort was in vain. The
echoes of Hyacinthe’s eloquence still linon

men’s

ears.

At last,

however,

‘the words of calumny won over to the side

Joining of his foes the chief dignitary of his order,

the order of barefooted Carmelites, he’
speedily won distinction by his scholarship
and his culture, no less than by his extraordinary power of speech.
At an early age
he promised to add a bright star to the
galaxy of French pilpit eloquence. But,

who had béfore “encouraged the great
preacher with loving words. _ In a letter to

Hyacinthe, the Father-General of the bare-

footed Carmelites blamed him for doing the
very things which he had previously encouraged him to perform, and commanded
from the time of his first utterances, he was | him to use a language, or to preserve a
regarded with suspicious glances by lead- gilence, which would not be the loyal exing
dignitaries of Rome.
He was seen to pression of conscience.
at
discussed
routes
various
the
and
studied
His words had
great length, Everybody said we must its attention, its sympathies, I was nearly be tainted with Liberalism.
not
that
tone
of
absolute
submission
to the
not
would
I
had
friendship.
its
say
going totake a guide, butour own experience
Our Financial Future.
Holy
See
which
is
now
coveted
by
the
most
Archbishop,
the
of
auditory
of‘the
traversed
worthy
be
paths
defined
well
taught us that
——
powerful
among
the
priests
of
France.
On
would
all the mountains and led down into the of my conscience, nor of God, if I
Mr.
David
A.
Wells,
the special commisFrance,
almost
as
much
as
on
Ireland,
the
role!
a
such
in
them
before
even
act
to
consent
valleys, so there was nothing to fear,
sioner of the revenue, has written a letter
Ultramontane
party
has
laid
its
grasp.
from
time
same
the
at
myself
&
separate
I
perhaps,
except,
way,
if we did lose our
have resided, and Much of the power which the Jesuits have tothe United States consul at Liverpool,
return to our own rooms the first night and the convent in which I
circumstances that more than once lost in that country, they which has been published in the London
new
the
under
a second attempt on the succeeding morn- which
it for me a have won back. Such dioceses as that of Times. In regard to the finances of the
renders
nif,
to
happened
have
way
the
ing. Wa finally decided to go by
thus I am not Orleans are ruled with a rod of iron, in ac- country he writes as follows :
acting
In
soul.
the
of
prison
return
and
Tanzbuche,
and
of the Gottlob
The accounts of the treasury for the fiscal
to my vows. I have promised cordance with the dictates of the Ultramonby the Tnyorstein and Uebelberg. In Co- unfaithful
tane creed; and the prelates who represent year, which ended on the 50th of June last,
honthe
by
but,limited
;
obedience
to
monastic
permitted
burg-Gotha, guides are not
of my per- the old Liberalism of France inspire in men have not yet been fully completed; but
offer their services, so we were saved the esty of conscience, the dignity
un- like Bishop Dupanloup much the same hos- enough is at present known to make it cerpromised
have
I
annoyances of Wehlen; but we were not a gon and my ministry,
tility with which the extreme High Church tain that the excess of receipts over expenjusof
law
superior
that
of
benefit
the
der
little amused at the number of these perdignitaries of England regard their extreme ditures was at least $48,000,000, i. e., reaccording
is,
tice and of royal liberty which
sonages who happened to cross our path
do
ceipts, $371,000,000; expenditures, $323,
Church rivals.
Broad
of
law
Rroper
the
James,
St.
Apostle
the
during the first half hour, and more than to
000,000, As no radical char in the laws
The
Ultramontane
party,
however,
have
the
Christian.
doubtless
one old woman, whose son was
taxation or in the businessof the
not far off, stopped to tell us we cold nevIt is for the more perfect practice of this been forced to.fight a hard battle with their imposing

do this we must spend the night at the
Mountain House. Great preparations, adequate to a journey over the Alps, were
made for this two days’ walk. Maps were

rough exterior, but her integrity was as
inmovable as the hills which surround her
humble home; and her sensitiveness was

er find our way alone.
There is much ‘fossil

like that of the wild deer which still wan‘ders through her native woods.

climb

proper names of Thuringia.

.
holy libegly that I came to ask atthe cloispoetry” in the ‘ter, How more than ten years ago, in the

-No one could

free of all human
elan of an enthusiasm’

Liberal foes.

They

haye had to ©ontend

with a band of men t0° whom

nature had

given extraordinary intellectual gifts, and

country can be immediately anticipated, we
are warranted in believing

that the

above

surplus will at least be continued during

we therefore assume
I shall not venture to add free of whose piety it was impossible for the the current year; and
calculation,
estimate, To this
our
of
basis
the
jealousy
of
orthodoxy
itself
to
impugn.
as
‘it
for
ge
exchan
in
If,
early July morning, and walk through its all the illusion of youth.

the Gottlobas we climbed it on that

[

:

\

notin accordance with pop-

is

in my

opinion,

the

ex-

acttime when the present public debt of the =
:
United States will be extinguished.

aisles of Notre

he taught

ing eloquence

owed

the

this

ular sentiment) the law willonly be extended to twenty-three years ; and between the

Father did not say much; about doctrines
he said still less; and about the clergy he
said little that was not a rebuke. On the
| other

be found to be $120,000,000,

eralitems will

which approximately indicates the amount
of surplus revenue which is likely to be
placed at the disposal of the Treasury during the current fiscal year,and made applica~

best

the

to"
fot

ment of the Alaska purchase.
The present annual elasticity of the
nue, or its increase from the increase ¢
country in wealth and population, will av.

speaking of the forum transferred to the
sanctuary, and made holy by the infusion
of sacred themes. It was the reverse of

spirit and the letter of which are equally
trodden under foot by the pharisaism of the
new law. Itis’my most profound convic-

rous testimonies of them wiitten by your
own hand, and which were addressed as

what you approved, and you require that
1 should speak a language or preserve -a
silence which would no longer be the entire and loyal expression of my conscience.
I do not hesitate an instant. With language perverted by a command, or mutila-

and far famed for its beautiful sunsets.

bounties ; and
$7,500,000
(equivalent
$9,500,000 currency)
disbursed in

that as fathers of families they were dowered with rights which even the Church
the
anarchy,
religious
and
moral,
social,
could not take away. The claim of the
principal cause is without doubt, not in clergy to “direct” the conscience of the wife,
Catholicism itself, but in the manner which
and to set aside the authority of the hussm has,during-'% long time, been hend, was a pretension which Pére HyaCatholici
seto
hastened
we
so
it,
for
help
no
was
:
understood and practiced.
cinthe denounced with that peculiarly cutcure a night's lodging at tho hotel. In half
to
meet,
to
about
Council
the
to
appeal
I
because personal eloquence, which
ting,
torrents.
in
down
an hour the rain came
seek for remedies for the excess of our evils,
men can wield when assailing the members
From exact calculation, made after carefulinquiry, I am able to predict that it rains and to apply them with as much force as of their own order. He asserted the right
on the Inselsberg twenty-five evenings out gentleness. But if fears in which I do not of the husband to be supreme in his own
of every month; and I advise any of my wish to share, come to be realized, if the household, and the duty of the citizen to
Unfriends who wish to see one of ‘‘the far- august assembly has not more liberty in its obey the Jaws of his own country.
famed sunsets” of the Island Mountain, not deliberations than it has already in its prep- moved by the threats of Rome, he raised
aration, if, in a word, it is deprived of the up that old banger of French Liberalism,
to choose one of those unfortunate days.
of an (Ecumenical on which was inscribed devotion to the
characters
essential
N. F.
Council, I will ery to God and men to call family and to the nation. Without directly assailing the priestly pretensions ofthe
another, truly united in the Holy Spirit,not
Father Hyacinthe’s Letter.
in the spirit of party, and representing Ultramontane party, he set forth doctrines
really the Universal Church, not the silence which made those pretensions null and
We have at length the text of the of some men and the oppression of others. void.
letter which Father Hyacinthe addressed to ¢¢ For the hurt of the daughter of ‘my peoHence the men of Trance listened to the
It does
the General of his order in Rome.
ple am I hurt; I am black; astonishment French preacher with undisguised rapture.
not appear what was the import of the com- hath taken hold on me. Isthere no balm A religious creed which did not compel
munication to which this is a reply. It is in Gilead? Is there no physician there? them to break off all visible connection with
even more vigorous, decisive and signifi- Why then is not the health of the daughter Rome, and yet left them masters in their
cant than the references to it by cable led of my people recovered ?"—Jeremiah, viii. own households and citizens of their own
us to suppose. It has the clear ring of Lu- In fine, I appeal to your tribunal, O Lord country, was the very thing for which they
ther’s responses,and must make its mark. It Jesus;—Ad tuum Domaine Jesu tribunal pined. On the other hand, the Ultramonis not easy to sce how he can well return appello. Itis in your presence that I write tane party of Paris were furious against
to his old allegiance. The document is well these lines;it is at your feet, after having
the discourses of the Carmelite.
All his elworth reading and preserving, and we
prayed much, reflected, suffered, and wait- oquent denunciations of the vices which are
therefore print it. It is as follows:
ed much, that I sign thém. I have confi- preying on the life of France were powerMy VERY REVEREND FATHER:
During dence thatif men condemn them on earth less to still the fierce cry of heresy. The
the five years of my ministry at Notre Dame
That is suf- preacher was assailed with that ery; and,
you approve them in heaven.
de Paris, despite the open attacks and secret ficient for me, living and dying.
at last, even the courageous Archbishop of
accusations of which I have been the object, |
Fr. HYACINTHE.
J
Paris so far bent before the storm, that he
and confidence have never
your esteem
put an end to the series of Carmelite disfailed me for a moment.
I preserve nume- The Recusant Catholic Pictured. courses, and invited the chief rival of Pere

we went to see this veritable ‘authority, we
were told that he had moved to Australia,
but that his cousin, who lived on the other
gide of the mountain, doubtless knew. as
well as any one the story of the Angel's
Brook.
One of the things which we greatly desired to do,

ural.

for

quired to complete the payments

ion itself. Lacordaire died while the struggle was yet at its hottest; and Montalem-

I protest,above

ble and holiest aspirations.

seething, rolling mass of gray clouds.
Very soon they were over us and night
was upon us, when we knew that for two
hours the sun would be shining through
our west window at Friedrichsroda. There

that we should have gone in the opdirection and asked ‘‘an old man
grandfather, when he was a little boy,
from his gray haired
the story

teacher ;” and

it rises

because

rustic

and

that he cut loose the ties which bound him,
not only to Rome. but to revealed relig-

sons

the

all, against the sacrilegious perversion of

who ¢¢ surely knew all about it,” it was only

to find
posite
whose
heard

teenth century, of whom

are

=
tell me, have we gained orlost?
| We reached the Inselsberg (island moun-

us,

rain, and

we

these false doctrines,in its most indestructi-

simplicity

could

thrown by the members of his own Church,

according to the times, and toward whom
we have also some duties and attachments.
I protest against this more radical and
nature,
opposition to human
dreadful
which is attacked and made to revolt by

hills) at a proper hour to see the sun set;
but that was not what we did see. Under

from some

of

necessary incase

closely

the
who
books.

And in the temple of thy Lord,

in Walking.

it was a clear spring, or

they

prophet

‘and

tain,

we made out. the programme for the day
—deciding by lot who should carry the
well-packed basket of provision, who the

Then, looking back upon thy life,
"Thy one regret shall be
That thon hast done no more for Him
‘Who did so much for thee.

so

an unusually

but in those days of romance, When

adorned

Over our morning coffee

time for sleep.

Twill be for thee to take the rest
To weary ones so sweet.

i

as Lammenais, Lacordaire, and

bert’s record has yet to be written. To the
same band o enthusiasts, although he ocCanes muti, cupies a less exalted place, belongs the
reproaches as unable to bark.
non valentes latrare. The saints were nev- present Archbishop of Paris, Monseigneur
Anu ardent Liberal as well as an
er silent, 1am not one of them, but nev- Darboy.
ertheless I belong to their race, filii sanc- ardent Catholic, Monseigneur Darboy has
torum sumus,and I have always heen ambi- more than once been the object of Papal
tious to place my steps, my tears, and, if suspicion, and has been forced to reaffirm
necessary, my blood, in the tracks which his devotion to the Holy See. But. his
they have left. I raise, therefore, before chief offense was the admission of Pére
he Council, my pro- Hyacinthe to the Cathedral of Notre Dame.
the Holy Father
testation as Christian and preacher against
To that historic church the intellect and
these doctrines and practices, calling them- the religious fervor of Paris flocked when
selves Roman, but which are not Caristian,
attracted by such eloquence as that of the
and which in their encroachments, always barefooted
Carmelite.
And the eager
most audacious and most bsaneful, tend to crowd was not disappointed.
Lettered and
change the constitution of the Church, the unlettered, academicians and epiciers felt
basis as well'as the form of her teaching, the fascination of the brilliant preacher.
and even the spirit of her piety. I protest After the great church had been filled in
against the divorce, asimpious as it is in- every part, a man of short stature, and sinsane, which it is sought to accomplish be- gularly bright, prepossessing face, would
tween the church, who is our mothet accordascend the pulpit and address the expectant
ing to eternity, and the society of the nine- multitude.
His oratory was strikingly nat-

glaring gas-light, the heated ball-room; the
painted beauty, and the modern waltz,
with the soft moon-light, open air, un-

distant, halt hidden spire, is but the momentary flashing of a helmet and spear.
They were emphatically three weeks of outdoor life. The long days of that latitude
give ample time for excursions, and little

The weariest hours of one who works

and

pleasant
valleys,

the reflected light

sily fancying

Thou hast not long to labor thus,"
And songs may well beguile

us,

the

axe and the buzzing of the busy mill. Bat
still there are the wooded hights beyond,
and ore often looks down from mountain
summits upon wide, stretching forests, ea-

us

or

Such men

consent to remain as the mute dogs of Isra-

shepherd lads with their chosen maids met
to cllebrate midsummer's eve. Contrast

clear streams, by the ring of the woodman’s

.

May be thy destined lot;—

a London friend to join

and

in

Little

The dryads have been frightened from
their cool recesses and the nymphs from the

found

adder,

men’s. lives ran naturally in idyls, this
‘was a grand old beech wood, where the

gentle hillsides are striped with alternating

climb the highest stair.

vacation

hamlets

have gathered

And day by day some little things
:
Will wait for thee to do;

day of the summer

a blind

knoll of tempting blue-berries ; and not un-

the

now

It is not

To feeble ones and small.
Fold not thy hands in weariness,
Nor.droop them in despair;

* our wayto Thuringia.

only

large slug; haply

a pot of

unbroken wild of the olden time.

To strength alone, but oftentimes

THURINGIAN

was

Those simple but elegant

passing merchantman.

Nor doth the victory fall

THE

el, unfaithful guardians, whom the

tected traveler or demand tribute from the | lodge;

The swift not always win the race,

German

carefully laid between the leaves of an old
book brought for the purpose; possibly it

frequently we stopped to look down into a
deep gorge, or up at an overhanging ledge.
adornments revealed the native refinement If we missed. our Irish friend for a few
of her mind and the goodness of her heart. minutes, we were sure to hear her call us
' How shall I fitly describe those three from some hight above, where she had disweeks
in the haunted woods of Thuringia? covered a spy-glass, formed by the meeting
For tome they are haunted by the spirits of branches below and interlacing of twigs
of the holy hermits who once lived and above, through which we saw such patches
studied ir their quiet shade, by the ghosts of blue sky and moving cloud, or rare bits
of the bold reformers, who, in the bitter of far off landscape, as made us forget the
days of persecut’on, often found in their Inselsberg and the miles we had yet before
unfrequented depths a refuge from the fag- us.
The Tanzbuche (dancing beeches) is a
ot, and the rack; and by the shades of those
small area of high table land, now used as
plume
waving
with
who,
robbers,
bold
a pasture and adorned with a Swiss Chalet.
and jeweled armor, like the eagle from his
by the present Duke for a hunting
built
eyrie, swept down to plunder the unpro-

we did find her.

accounts of revivals, and other

So day by day thy failng strength
©
Shall constantly renew,
Some lowly service, out of sight,

I

of all, can

flower or new species of moss, which we

mignonnette.
The flowers satisfied me.
I knew we should find our hostess all that

| The Worning Star,

«We

or our

least

of the gospel, were he the

cool sitting room with its recently scrubbed
floor and fresh curtains.
A plain mug
filled with white lilies stood on the deal

All ' Ministers (ordained ‘and licensed,) in
sianding in the Freewill Baptist Connexion are
authorized and requested to act as Agents in obtaining
Subacrivery, ad Hpy!iccting au forwarding Honeys.
Agents
are
al o
er cent, on
moneys collected and
tted by
them
’
y
Agents and others should be particular to
give
the Post Offices (County and State) of Stisularto give
whom they make remittancs, &c.. Remember, it is
not the names of the towns where they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which they
receive their papers.
matter invol
facts must be accompaied with
proper names of the writers.
{

such as

my sacrif ces, I am to-day offered chains,

one often sees, barricaded with logs, in our
Froni the Gottlob to the Tanzbuche, our
western states, only in place of the logs
‘800 years, an (Ecumenical Council is not
there were children. But what we did not path led us sometimes over high hills and
only convoked but declared necessary;—
at
but
valleys;
find on the outside, we certainly found sometimes through narrow
such is the expression of the Holy Father.
Nothing could have | every step we found somethingto interest
when we entered.
that a preacher
than our sleeping | and delight us, * Perhaps it was a beautiful It.is not in such a moment

AUVTHER R. BURLINGAME, Agent.
All letters on business, remittances of money, &c

Number 4-1

amount must be added two specific items «
expenditures provided for out of current rehave not only th: right but the duty to re-. Montalembert funcied that
ceipts
during the last fiscal year, wirich will
bridge
over
the
chasm
between
the
theothem. The present hour is solemn.
and finally cease talking altogether—wiii - | ject
carried over into the present year;w
be
not
The church passes through one of the most logical creed of the fifteenth certury and
out feeling that the very spirit of the place
therefore, be reckoned as a net
must,
and
the
political
creed
of
the
nineteenth.
Inthe
violent, dark, and decisive crises of its exwas praise to the All-Loving One.
reistence here below.
For the first time in encounter Lammenais was so utterly over- gain to the treasury, viz., $18,000,000
“holy balls” the perfect quiet of which
made us unconsciously lower our voices

There was nothing pro ossessing in the
external appearance ‘ of the house before
‘which we stopped.
It looked very much

THE

13, 1869.

OCTOBER

DOVER, N. H., WEDNESDAY,

XIT.IV.

Events

of the Week,
A

FEARFUL DISASTER.

5

The Indiana State F air, held at Indian-

apolis, was the scene of aterrible calamity
on the afternoon of Oct. 1st. The boiler of
Sinker and Co.'s sawmill burst while a
large number of people were witnessing its
Twenty-seven were killed outoperation.
right, and nearly a hundred wounded, some
of them mortally. The horror of the scene
after the explosion is reported to be beyond
description. . Frigments of human bodies,
and dead

bodies themselves, mutilated in a

fearful manner, were scattered in all direcMany- women and children are
tions.
victims.
the
among

7

THE STORM,

The storm on Monday of last week was:
terrific along the whole Atlantic coast.
From the New England states, New York,
Pennsylvania, and even from beyond Wash-

ington, come reports that bridges and mills"

|

were swept away, and of unusial interrup- '.tion to travel. The wind was not so heavy
as during the tempest of last month, al--

though the coast of Maine was visited by

quite a gale, and Eastport is reported tobe:
The destruction of
nearly demolished.
property was very great, and along the
coast of New

Brunswick,

tle and sheep

were

thousands of eaf=

drowned.

THE GOLD SPECULATION.

ve

The disasters which befell the gold gamesters-on the final squaring of accounts, are
Ruin
greater than was at first supposed.
overtook men who were thought to be.nSuits at law have arisen between
vincible.
prominent parties. A. R. Corbin, brotherin-law of President Grant, has

commenced

action against James Fisk, jr., for the recovery of margins on sales, amouating to
a million or more.
Fisk has been served
with a capias, and much of his property
attached to meet the claims.
REDUCTION OF THE PUBLIC DEBT.
The efforts for economy and retrenchment in public expenditures- are continued

and successful. The statement for the month
of September

shows

a reduction

of seven

and a half millions of the debt, and a decrease, since the first of March, 1869, of

about fifty-seven millions.
be decreased at the samerate

Should the debt
for

the

next

five months, almost one hundred millions of

dollars will have been paid during the first
year of the present administration. Noth
ing shows more plainly how determined
the members of the opposite party are te
find fault and deny facts, than their frequent
assertions that the present financial policy
isa failure. The work of reduction continuesin spite of them, but they still deny
it, and repeat the cry for repudiation.
CUBAN PRIVATEERS,

i

These crafts, of which there are several
afloat, are producing considerable. uneasi-

ness among
They can do

merchants and ship-owners.
much damage to commerce,

and may help to increase the complications
of the Alabama affajr; for the fact that they

can escape from our own ports with out the
knowledge of the authorities, shows that
the Alabama may have done a similar thing
without England's consent. One, the Hornet, has already been seized by our Government, and is detained at Wilmington,

Americans are volunteering to asN.C.
sist the Caban patriots, and among a party
who recently left our coast are Generals

Steadman and Magruder.
THE

SPANISH REVOLUTION.

* “The revolution in Spain is daily assuming
amore serious aspect. Engagements be

tween the insurgents and Government
troops have occured in various places, in
all of which the troops were vietorious.
The republican element is reported to be in

'
the ascendency, and unlessan ocoupantis

soon found for the throne,
come a Republic.
{

Spain

will, be.

.

a

EE

atoga all summer.

Fulton St. Prayer Meeting.

er of hundreds
and as

the

So they had at Sar-

This has been the moth-

of ‘daily

prayer

meetings;

earth revolves, the sun

ceases’

‘not to to shine upon noon-day assemblies
The Fulton Street Prayer Meeting isone
like this, each meeting a sun of rightof the prominent institutions of New York. eousness and peace and blessing where it
It stands as the opposite pole of metropol:
:
jtan life, over against the Exchange and burns.
And men come here and get warmth. and
Gold-room of Wall Street. So much of its
light, which they impart to their families
historyas is traceable, is voluminous and
and neighborhoods. I was conducting the
interesting! But the portion hidden from meeting here a year or more ago, and a few
the eyes of the world is ampler, and doubt- weeks afterwards at a meeting of Presbyless often carries the deeper meaning.
tery, when narratives of the state of religanIt has recently celebrated

the twelfth

niversary of its establishment.

The meet-

presented touching its features

and work,

ing on that occasion’ was crowded, tender,
The facts
jubilant, devout, impressive.

ion were given, one of the

sh

pastors

from a

neighboring county said: “I attended the
Futton Street Meeting ou such a day”—
naming the day I refer to—“and 1 went
home to my people, told them whatI had
heard and enjoyed, and they believed, were

can hardly be vead without gratitude and
tears. Some things have appeared in the
management of the meeting, from time to quickened, and a revival followed.” Another man gave his report: ‘‘I was ‘present
time, that may be properly regretted, but
at the same meeting ; and when I related to
‘ the daily prayer service has been both a our people what I had heard, they too were
great power and a peculiar blessing. We led to pray with faith, and a precious work
copy in substance, from the New York 0bwas begun.” We cannot gather vp all, no,
server, some portion of the historical state‘not
the ten thousandth part of the results
ment brought out by the recent anniversalke these: the land over, the world over:
Iy.
i’
are they not all written in the Book of the
‘
NUMBER OF MEETINGS.
Chronicles of the Kingdom? and will they
Counting from the beginning, there have
not be read with adoring gratitude when
seven
thousand
three
about
been feld
the
Books are opened?
They
hundred and seventy meetings.
And the answers! How many poor sinhave been held on every day of the week,
ners, great sinners, weary, heavy-laden sinwithout a single exception, save on the Sablike
women
old men,
ners—young men,
bath. They have been fully attended from
angels, and unlike them, because no
fallen
the time they began to be held daily until
Ghirist died for. fallen angels,—how many
now. Thousands on thousands haye.come
broken-hearted parents and anxious sisters,
iu here from all parts.of-the” Iand and the
seeking prodigal sons and brothers, have
spiritual
their
had
Christian, world, and
strength renewed and their faith increased. come here and have found salvation for
And thousands in these twelve years of themselves and those they loved. At the

member

those

who have forsaken all for

EY

Fe

Christ's sake ?

To-day, watching that face whose lips
seem ready to speak to me, I think of our

missionaries toiling” still among the “benighted heathen. Many faces, familiar in
the past, are among that number. Our
gay, laughing classmates are there, toiling

to add stars to their crown of rejoicing.
Young men who did valiantly for Christ at
home, are there, laboring where darkness
abounds.

Do

for rest and

these grow

home?

very cheerless

weary, and sigh

Does their way seem

sometimes,

and the blessed

fruits afar off? So surely as God led our
missionaries there years ago, so surely as
out of their heroic lives grew great good
and glory, so surely shall not these toil in
vain. - Some tired ones
may
gather
strength from the earnestness and the
steadfastness that mark their labor for
Jesus. Even now,their faces may kindle a
glow of devotion in hearts at home. There
are prayers here for that band of toilers.

siom

means

crated

them to

“Yes,”

a year”

That. “once.

a year.

from .thefirst day of Jan. until the

Yours

Rev.

Rev. Daniel Brown,

of

Bruce,

others

our

lives,

our deveticu,

and

willing

surrends: ui vverything to God? Shall our
faces ever prompt and help one doubting
heart to trust more entirely in Jesus?

years

<I

age,

and

joined

the

Macomb

Methodist

Episcopal church, as there was no F. W.
Baptist church near him at the time. Some
three years after this, he was baptized
by Rev. Stephen Griffith, and joined the
Freewill Baptists. He was ordained in Lon1,

Half-hour Preachers.

seen and

Selections.

Daniel Brown.

Co., Michigan, departed this life, August 3,
to the cross those who worship idols.
1869, aged 47 years, 3 months and 28 days.
0 how many missions we have, all of
The subject of this notice was. bern in
us! We tremble sometimes when we think .Canada West, converted: when about 18

ence,

have

ever,

L. CRAWFORD.

with tears, and conse-

may gather strength from car influ-

said, ‘“we

A writeron Physiology |. Mr. Ellis then went and: brought out a
says that, when animals are young and Testament with a book of Psalms bound up
tender, their very bones may be colored by with it, and showed it to them.
“Now,” said he, *if you will give me
what they eat. So our congregations, unless they are hardened beyond all hope of your few words of David, Iwill give you
salvation, will have their Christian charac- all his words, all the words of Jesud} and
ter colored throughout the whole frame- John, and Paul, and Peter besides.”
work and foundation, by the nutriment ad- . The men were amazed and delighted ; but
ministered to them by their pastors, from they wanted to see if the words of David
Sabbath to Sabbath. God help us to re- were the same in Mr. Ellis’s book; and
member our responsibilities, and to work when they found they, were, and thousands
more of the same sort, their joy knew no
while the day of life lasts.
All the members of my little family of a bounds. They willingly gave up their poor,
hundred .and thirty-five, are comfortable. tattered leaves, seized the volume, bade the
Four were baptized last month, and others missionary good-bye, and started off, upon
that we received heretofore are growing their long journey home, rejoicing like one
Christians. This letter is already too long, who has found a great spoil. Did not these
or I would write you more about the present poor men prize the Bible? And had not
state of the mission.
they found a treasure?

Mr. Ready-to-Halt
most

Heart

exasperating

ever

Celestial

dragged

City.

must

have been

pilgrim

over

r. Feeble

that

the

that;

and

all

strong

people

missionary,

in the opening sentenceof his

address to our school, ‘I would very rarely permit any one to make an address to
my school. Speakers are apt to take time
that ought to be employed in the study of the
Bible. Inever waht to hinder for one mo-

ment the opportunity of these

preachers.”

:

Golden speech.

good,

earnest

half hour

He made a few more

remarks,

and,

just

at

the

right time, stopped, and had the graceto
remain stopped, in the face of the temptation of an invitation from both superintendent

and

pastor,

to

say

on,

a

little

longer.
“Good for you, Father Paxson,” my
heart exclaimed jubilantly, as he-resolutely shook his white head and marched off the

platform.

Every eye was sparkling with

attention,

every

ear attuned to listen, ev-

ery countenance radiant with interest, yet
this blessed saint had the exceeding grace
to know when to stop. How I wish there
were more like him! In my day and generation I have been connected with many
Sunday schools; some ig log cabins, some
in beautiful temples. Cobsequently I have

fect “that Mr. or Dr. or Rev. Good-as-theaverage will now address the school.
When such announcements came before
the lesson, I could stand them with some
equanimity, but after, ah me!
When I

was bad

hear them I am fain to give utterance to
my emotion in that supplicatory ejaculation, so oft repeated in the Litany of the.

enough ; but genuine weakness and organic
incapacity appeal all the while to charity
and sympathy. If people really cannot
walk they must be carried. Everybody
sees

«If I were a superintendent,” said Father
Paxson, the well known Sanday school

Great

the road
to the
Mind

a bys

many times heard announcements to the ef-

The Reads-to-Halts.

Christ, that they might win

how sacred these are, how tangible for
good or evil.
Shall we live so well thet

they

heard them ; butwe never owned them.”

last day of Dec.

There are mothers here, who have sprinkled their little ones

ome

are,

or

Episcopal church, ‘Good Lord, deliver us.
Once in a thousand, a man of discrimi-

nation and intuition rises to make a speech.
A few

brief, incisive sentences, concerning

-

ought to be, ready to litt babies and crip- one strong, sharp, vital truth, earnestl
don, Canada
1845. He labored in different places in ples. There are plenty of such in every uttered, and he is done. For every pi
less success.— parish. The Feeble’ Minds are unfortus “man thank God heartily. But most heartior
“Never say Fail.”
Canada with more
nately predisposed to intermarry, and our ly thank him for the man who unvaryingly
Sabsequently he removed”
to Lexington,
schools are overrun with the little Masters refuses to crowd aside or displace the good
Dear Friends of the Mission:
We are all
Mich., and preached in the town of Worth,
and Misses Feeble Mind.
But, heavy as seed that may have been, with inexpressistill at our posts, laboring to win souls to
He also la- they are, (and they are apt to be fat, ) they ble labor, by earnest and faithful teachers,
where he baptized a number.
Jesus,notwithstanding in May last,you read
precious and pleasant friends and neigh- implanted in the hearts of the learners, A
bored in various other places in ths Oxford are
bors in comparison with the Ready-to any dismal, ten-minute harangue, or equalin the Star that ‘‘the question of recalling
first anniversary of this meeting, a mar
In June,
prayer have testified to the power of prayer
Q. M., with considerable success,
Halts.
ly disastrous rehash of paltry anecdotes or
with murder in his heart and a knoife in his some of the missionaries now in the field
1867, he” setiled in Bruce, took the pas:
. in bringing down answers in the converThe Ready-to-Halts are never ready for laugh-begetting stories.
:
hand, and thirsting for his neighbor’s blood,
must come up for serious consideration at
that
in
church
anything
else.
They
can
walk
as
well
as
Baptist
toral care of the F. W.
sion of souls.
In one Sanday-school where I had a class
the meeting
of the
Board, in a few
was
passing
the
door
of
this
church
;—the
place, and remained there until his death. anybody else if they only would ; but they of wide-awake lads, our superintendent
Running through these twelve years of
The Secretary closes his appeal He made his own arrangements for his are never quite sure on which road they had seemed to have a mania for inviting every
entering crowd on a week day at noon ar- months.”
prayers, there has been no general falling off
rested him ; he turned in and leaned against by saying, “It remains for the denomina-~ funeral, selected his text, wrote out the better go. Great Hearts have to go back strange, elderly person of the prescribed
In sunshine and storm, no
as to numbers.
look them up. They are found standing gender, who chanced to visit the school, to
one of those pillars near the door; he heard tion at large to say what “shall be done.” leading features of the discourse, selected to
still, helpless and bewildered, on all sorts ‘favor us with a few remarks.”
matter what the weather, the meetings are
Often
words of tenderness and love ; prayer fell on Judding by the meager contributions that
of absurd side paths, which lead nowhere,
the minister to preach, and calmly awaited
Many have attributed the
always full.
have I glanced around the room as one of
his ears unused to such tones; hymns rose have since been reported, one might be led
the callof the Master to enter into rest. and they never will confess, either, that these unfortunate persons arose to favor ( ?)
large attendance to wrong causes—ocuriosion the air, and a new life began to dawn to suppose that the decision to recall us He died as the Christian dies, in hope, and they needed - help...
They always think us, the- lesson having been cut short to.or- .
ty, or the meeting of strangers in a great
they are doing what they call ‘‘making up der. The faces of the earnest wotkers, the
on his dark,dreary,dreadful soul.
The man
had *already been made; still I believe best- ripe for the kingdom.
city, or morbid religious sensibility. Itis
their mind.”
But, whichever way: they
was saved.
There are fifty men in this ter things of ‘‘the denomination at large.”
His funeral was attended by the writer, make it, they wish they had madd it the teachers who truly and faithfully sowed
none of these, nor all of them, that brings
and watered and besought the Lord for the
house now who will testify that. they were Let me say, however, that, if a letter to re- Aug. 7. Sermon, from 1° Kings, 20:11, other; so they unmake it directly. And b
these crowds together.
increase, assumed various expressions indiborn here.
Perhaps there are hundreds. call us, for want of funds, ever leaves your ¢ Let not him that girdeth on his harness, this time, the crisis of the first hour in
cative of their seve
emotions. Some
NUMBER OF REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
they lost, has become complicated with that wore 8' look of indignant protest, othersof
Nohouse in this city would contain the per- shores, I pray thatit may meet the fate that boast himself as he that putteth it off.”
The requests have not averaged less than sons who have ascribed their salvation to awaited the disobedient prophet when he
of the second hour, for which they are in ill-concealed scorn for the weakness and
Cont.
rowise ready ; and so the hours stumble on, lack of perception on the part of both su20 per day, and probably more. Often they the power of prayer in this meeting.
was thrown from the ship into the sea; but,
one after another—the day is only a tangle
have been 50 per day for months together.
rintendent and speaker; others, again,
But they will all be together, in one unlike Jonah, may it never again be cast
of ineffective cross purposes. Hundreds of Poked meekly enduring, as though, one
Wasted Time.
Allowing the average to be 20 per day for place, by and by, when they come from the upon dry land, however sick the fish may
:
such
days
drift
on
with
their
sad
burden
of
—-E——
>
way or another, like most of the ills of life,
8,770 days. it would give us the enormous East and the West, the South and the be from swallowing such a document.
wasted time. Year after year their lives it could be borne; while yetothers gazed
Few
things
in
the
lives
of
distinguished
men
number of 75,400.
These refer to the writ- North, from Southern Africa and Eastern
Here, among the effeminate natives, no are so impressive or so fall of valuable sug- fail of growth, of delight, and of blessing around with pitiful, appealing glances, and
to others. . Opportunity’s great golden then, as in despair, settled into a listless
ten requests.
\
Asia, and Europe, and the widely distant other expression has tried my patience so
gestions, as their frequent lament over lost doors, which never stay long open for any
for
requests
verbal
the
parts
of
our
own
loved
land
;—drunkards
reare
there
Then
much as the “Mo-tay ah-see na.” It don’t opportunities for mental and moral culture. man, have always just swung to when they vacancy of expression which must have
prayer, presented by those who are in the formed and in their right mind, prodigals come to me to do this, or to learn this. Un- In his autobiography, Sir Walter Scott says: reach the threshold of a deed; and .it is been inspiring to the worthy orator. A
few teachers invariably bowed their heads,
reclaimed and clothed with the robes of til an Oriya bas some English or Yankee
meetings. These have been very numerous.
hard, very hard, to see why it would not and I have no dqubt implored the Lord
«
If
it
should
ever
fall
to
the
lot
of
youth
to
We cannot compute the number; perhaps Christ's righteousness, wives and husbands
energy infused into him, or his heart has peruse these pages, let such a youth re- have been better for them if they had nev- fervently to make all things work together
er been born.
:
they have averaged three or four ina meet- restored from sinful alienations, brothers been thoroughly renovated by the Holy
for good.
member that it is with the deepest regret
But, after all, it is not right to be imBoys are not fools. They judge rightonly
are
estimates
and sisters given to each other in answer to Spirit, ¢‘motay ahsee na,” is the ever ready,
ing. Of course,all these
I recollect in my manhood, the oppor- patient with them, for, in nine cases out of eous judgment as a general thing. They
proximate. It is impossiblenow to get ac- prayer, now before the Throne with palms and to him sufficient excuse for every kind that
tunities of learning which I neglected in my ten, they are no more responsible for their estimate men and ministers generally at
curate statistics. But these estimates are in their hands, singing unto Him who hath of ignorance .and laziness.
mental limp than the poor Chinese.woman just about their proper value. They know
But a race
“believed to be within the mark. We have loved us, and washed us in His own blood. that lays telegraphs from continent to con- youth, that through every part of my liter- is for her feeble feet. From their infancy, when a man is in earnest and when he onary career I have felt pinched and hamper- up to what in our comic caricature of words
seen hundreds of these requests for prayer. To his name be praise.
ly wishes them to think he is. They know
tinent, and builds railroads from ocean to
ed by my own ignorance, and that I would we call ‘‘maturity,” they have been band- when he speaks from a sense of duty, and
we
when
And
_ They are heart utterances.
ocean,
can
never
even
think
of
such
an
ex“ Dear dying Lamb, thy precious blood
at this moment give half the reputationI aged. How should their muscles be good when from a heart full of sympathy and
remember that they have been offered to
cuse.
That Methodist brother was of
Shall never lose its power
:
have had the good fortnne fo acquire, for anything? From the day when we love. Boys differ from their teachers in
give, and take, and arrange the baby's
God, who hears and answers prayer and
Till all the ransomed Church of God
Anglo Saxon origin who used to pray for if by doing so, I could rest the
The moment the
re- playthings for him, hour by hour, without that they won't be bored.
who saysHe always will, we confess to a
Is saved to sin no more.”
‘faith that laughs at impossibilities, and
speaker loses his hold upon their attentive
maining
part
upon
a
sound
foundation,
ever settling before him to choose one of interest, that moment they draw upon their
feeling of awe and reverence when we stand
cries, it must and shall be done.” He did
of learning and science.” Edmund Burke two and give up the other, to the day when own resources. Who ever knew a boy's
in the midst of these requests.
not say, It don’t come to me to work for
grew wise in. this respect while it was we take it upon ourselves to decide wheth- resources to be exhausted ?
A Speaking Portrait.
ANSWERS TO PRAYER.
God,” and he was instrumental in the salvahe shall be an engineer or alawyer, we
0, how often have I wished as I have
not too late to retrieve the most of his er
BY MRS, H. M. LINCOLN.
persist
in doing for him the work which he watched these doomed and doom-foretion
of
many
souls.
inthorough
and
extended
somewhat
On
errors
and
losses
;
for,
before
his
youth
was
St fn
should do for himself. This is because we shadowing elderly strangers, in that Sunt
Dear F. W. Baptist ‘‘denomination at
quiry, we find that an average of more than
entirely past, he wrote to a friend: ‘ What love him more than we love our own lives. day school, each moment drawing them
They live in faces, dwell in forms,
large,”
are
you
saying,
‘‘It
don’t
come
to
anof
accounts
come
one to each meeting
would I not give to have my spirits a little 0, if love could but have its eyes opened and us nearér that inevitable address, that
Long since gone home to glory,
me to support our Foreign Mission?” Not
swer to prayer. Perhaps the whole would
Whose tender eyessepeak to our souls,
more
stirred! I am too giddy; this is and see! If we were not. blind we should the unfortunate person were my uncle or
A sweet, pathetic story.
for a moment will I insult you so much as
know that whenever a child decides for
be from 3,000 to 4,000—more. rather than
is the bane of my life; it hurries me from himself deliberately, and without bias from my cousin, that I might whisper warningly,
to believe you capable of thinking yourless—if all accounts, both verbal and writIn my own room there hangs a picture,
my studies to trifles, and I am afraid it will others, any question, hawever small, he “Friend, don’t say a word unless the Spirit
moves you mightily; and in any case, say
That determined
ten, could be collected and numbered.
The touching and almost sad, in view of ‘the selves so inefficient.
hinder me from knowing anything thorough- has had just so many minutes ‘of mental
object is not ‘to number Israel.” Ifisto memories that make it dear to thousands of man who, when® the enemy tried to entice ly. Ihave a superficial knowledge of many gymnastics—just so much strengthening of it short.” For I hold to the divine right of
the half-hour preacher. The parent has
see what cause we have for gratitude and hearts. The face is beautiful, the eyes ear- him from building up the.broken walls of things, but reachs carcely the bottom of any.’ the one facultycon whose health and firm- the
child alway, if he so choose. The
joy, that we have been permitted to witness nest and tender, the brow open and fair, and Jerusalem, said, ‘Should such a man as I Washington Irving, when giving counsel ness his success in life will depend more téacher in the day-school, in loco parentis,
SA
the mighty power of God in subduing so over the shining tresses droops a spray of flee? And who is there that, being asI to young friends, exclaimed in the bitterness than upon anything else. °
has that child’s being in his hands a large
So many people do not know the differrtion of each day. The minister has it
am,
would
go
into
the
temple
tosave
his
many by his grace, and fitting them to be- white blossoms.
A flowing white robe,
of hisheart: ‘ To how many an hour of hard ence between obstinacy and clear-headed inthe Sabbath service and the children's
_ eceme heirs of a glorious immortality during opening low at the throat, without an orna- life? No, I will not goin.” Too many of
of will, that it is hardly safeto say church, and in his blessed moments at the
you are like Nehemiah, ‘everto put your labor and hard study have I had to subject firmness
these twelve years of prayer.
.
much in praise or blame of either, ‘without opening and closing of each Sanday-school
ment, finishes the toilet. Majestic palms
myself,
to
atone,
ina
slight
degree,
for
the
1t will never be known on this side of tower in the distance, and rich, tropical hand to a good work and then leave it unexpressly. stating that I do not
mean the service.
The Sanday-scheol teacher has
hours which J#uffered society to cheat me other.
They are as unlike as digestion and the ong brief half hour devoted to the Serip-..
heaven how many have been saved in an- plants spread their luxuriant foliage about finished. The late war and the later Paout
of!”
And
Josiah
Quincy,
in
his
diary,
indigestion, and one would suppose could
Truly, the time is short.
swer to the prayers of these meetings. But this impressive picture, forming a link with cific railroad reveal the American temper.
laments more than once his ‘ neglect of not be much more easily confounded ; but ture lesson. perhaps ten or twelve immoreight,
But there may be a difficulty in the
Six,
probably it will be found; hereafter, that a touching and pathetic history.
that mental and moral cultivation” which it is constantly done. It has not yet ceased tal oi oy needing to be fed with the bread
smallness of the foreign field that you
the number is far beyond dur largest comI never tire of looking at this sad, sweet
he regards as ‘‘ the noblest of human pur- to be said among fathers and mothers that of life, and
refreshed with the livin
prehension. It is no extravagance to say
cultivate. It did very well when the deit is necessary to ‘break the will” of chilface. When I am tempted to think my
suits.” On one occasion he says: ‘‘I re- dren, and it has not yet ceased to be seen waters, look up to the teacher as the alnomination was but a child, but has not
that thousands have been saved in answer
to remoner from whose hands they are
Father's hand laid heavily upon me,—when
room for the exercise of its vigorous and solve, therefore, in future to be more cir- in the land that men, by virtue of simple ceive these gifts of God. The teacher,
~ to prayer. ..
:
!
the cup that he presses to my unwilling
cumspect—to hoard my moments with a obstinacy, are called mena of strong charac-,
to the work, feels the res nsiMany of the addresses delivered were lips is bitter,~when the rod chastens me full grown manhood. Then go into all the more thrifty spirit—to listen less to the sug- ter. The “truth is, that the stronger, bet- consecrated
bility. In this brief time 1 must le
world, as the Saviour commands.
China
admirable in both substance
and style. sorely,—then I look up to that face, and it
of indolence, and to quicken that ter-trained will a man has, the less obsti- one of these precious, blood-bought souls,
isopen, so is Africa; and we can find room gestions
5" 1°
nate he will be. Will is of reason ; obsti- at least one step, nearer, my God, to thee.
:
1
We give only the report of Dr. Prime’s re- points me to India’s burning sands, to toil enough without treading on the heels of || SPIrit
of intellectual improvement to which
nacy of temper. What have they in com- In these brief moments I must plant in each
marks at this anniversary. He said:
and famine, to pestilence, persecution, and
I devote my life.” It will do no young man mon ?
heart some seed that shall bear fruit. I
other denominations.
Who is ready to en
the least harm to ponder well the lessons of
For want of strong will, kingdoms and must. tell these little ones again, and with
. SincoI was at one of these anniversaries, a prison.
ter Africa and endure for Christ as much as
souls
have
been
lost.
Without
it
there
is
S.
deeper interest and impressiveness, the
I have been a pilgrim in many strange and
‘Do I sufter P—Then what of her who left the unconquerable Baker and his heroic these eloquent confessions.
no kingdom for any man—no, not even in
distant lands. But everywhere the people home and friends, and was the first Amer- wife endured to discover the source of the
his own soul.
It is not enough, then, that
“01d, old story
Of unseen things
above ;
of God had heard of this meeting for prayer, ican woman who carried the tidings of sal- Nile? If a carnal warrior wept because
we do not ‘‘break” this grand power, this
Love for God’s Word.
Of
Jesus
and Bia ory,
one attribute of all we possess which is
and desired to be told more of its spirit and vation to heathen lands? When murmurs there was but one world to conquer, shall ;
—
Of Jesus and his love.”
power. “Its line has gone out into all the rise in my heart and find expression in my spiritual warriors seek their ease before ~' Bibles are so common among us that we most godlike, since by it we say, under
laws, as he says, creating those laws,
I mnst inspire each heart with a desire
earth, and its words to the ends of the repinings, when my way seems a little this seceded world is reconquered for its have a faint sense of the value put on them his
“So far and no farther.” It is not enough to do or be or suffer something for this
world.” Its reports in the newspapers and darker than any other ever trod, when I al- legal sovereign?
dear Friend, who has lived and labored and
But you say, “The by individuals; or families, who have never that we do not “break” it. It should
published volumes have been read with joy most faint, and for one brief moment lose home field is large.” Yes, thank God, our seen an entire Bible, but only single books strengthened, developed, trained. And, as suffered so for them. I too must work the
gymnastics gives his works of my Father.
;
and quickened faith ard tears of hope. I sight of . the cross behind which I shrink to home extends from the lakes to the gulf, of Scripture. The following is a touching fe fou teacher of
With “ convictions like these, the teacher
have letters telling me facts that the angels hide, and of the crown won for my un- and from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Emi- story of the joy of some of the natives of beginners light weights to lift and swing,
should we bring to the children small turns to the lesson which has been carehave long ago rejoiced over, and which worthy head by the Lord Jesus,—then I grants flow into this home from nearly Madagascar on receiving a copy of the New so
points to decide; to the very little chil- fully and prayerfully studied. It is graven
‘would fill the hearts of all the saints with look at that face and dare not complain; I every country, and whensoever we will,we ‘Testament with the Psalms.
dren, very little points. “Will you have on the heart.
Passage by passage the .
gladness, when they hear what the Lord has think of that life, so full of unutterable an: ‘may do them’ good. We need Missionarie s|
Two men came one night to Mr, Ellis, the apple or the orange? You cannot class now study it together. The central
have
‘both, Choose; but after
done in answer to their prayers. These let- guish, and, humbling myself, lift the cross in every southern state; (states made dea r | the missionary of Madagascar. They had
you have truth is strongly brought out, and all the
ters from other lands have been in English and anticipate the crown. The way in by the blood of our bravest men and by the walked a hundred miles out of their way to chosen you cannot change.” “Will you side lights of the lesson are turned full up.
have the horseback ride to-day, or ‘the on it. . Then come the questions from
the
and German and French and Datch—for which our Father leads us may be mysteri- broken hearts of our truest women, we visit him.
concert to-morrow night? You can have scholars. The doubts, the fears, the mudmotin Holland only, but in South Africa ously dark to our weak faith. The burdens want missionaries in all the dens of pollu- -*‘ Have you the Bible?” asked Mr. Ellis, oy one.”
dles of the learners’ hearts and intellects, *
the reports have been translated into Dutch which he puts on us may be too heavy for tion in our cities and among the pagan
Every day, -many times a day, a child all spread out before the instructor. It is
‘“ We have seen it and heard it read,” one
a solemn time, this half-hour. Impressions
our unwilling strength, only because we do Chinese on our western coast. But where man said; ‘‘but we have only some of the kshould decide for himself points
dic
and cons—substantial ones, too. Let are being made for eternity. Unhappy
is
A minister of the Church of England not put our hand trustingly in his to be led are all the laborers? My plantain trees words of David, and they do not belong to pros
him
even
decide
the
teacher
and
the
class
that
is
oo
unwisely,
and
take
the
them and was converted, and read in the joyful way, and patiently wear the send up healthy-looking shoots all around us—they belong to the whole family,”
consequences; that, too, is good for him. interruptions during its progress ; or to anyhis church and a revival followed. yoke that our burdens may be light.
‘‘ Have you the words of David with you No amount of Blackstone can
the parent tree, but produce little fruit, an
give such thing at its close that may tend to dissipa:
and they were greatly instrumental
Tell these impressions.—Central Christian AdThey looked at idea of law as a month of D
Do we doubt that God directed the foot- that of an inferior kind. An experienced now P” asked Mr. Ellis.
moting
revivals. In France they steps of Ann Hasseltine Judson? * Oh no! gardener has lately told me to take away each other, and would not give answer. Per- him as much as you please of what you vocate.
in readin neighborhood meetings: We think he marked every step which that all the scions and transplant them in another haps they were afraid ; but Mr. Ellis spoke know on both sides; but compel him to
decide, and also compel him not to be too
Some professed Christians are as unous results. In missionary fields suffering one trod, giving her courage to field, then they and the parent trees will pro - | kindly to them. Then one of the men put long
about it. ‘Choose ye this day whom finished and as ungainly as the uncouth
evived the hearts of the faithful, walk amid gloom and danger, and grace duce fruit bountifully. Are there not some his hand into bis bosom and took out what ye will serve,” is a text good for every base of the monument to Washington at the
ded showers of mercy. From and strength to glorify him whom she fol- scions in all our churches that ought to be seemed to be a roll of cloth. He unrolled morning.
0 &
:
nation’s capital. It begins with a Vast prom- |
If men and women had in their child- ise, and ends in airy emptiness. Nor does the
ant lands and in many tongues lowed. No less does God give us our transplanted into larger fields, in order that | -it, and after taking’ off some wrappers, beas this, unfortunate pile of marble give an sywplop
to us requests for prayers, and, humble mission. No less does he lead us all may ‘bear much fruit?” Let the lay hold, there were a few old, torn, dingy hood such training of their wills
we should
see so many putting their of improvement.
‘ Beganto A d, and
God, how many answers have just where we can best accomplish our life- brethren, the sisters and the believing chil- leaves of the Psalms which had been read, hands to thenotplow
and looking es, and was not able to finish,” might be wrilten,
fl
;
work for him. We who labor at home, dren, all ,work, and- let this be your watch - | passed around, lent, and re-read, until they “not fit for the kingdom of heaven.” Nor not only on that uncompleted shaft, but on
were almost worn out. Tears came to Mr. for any kingdom of earth, either,-unless it too many
o has gone out of this meeting surrounded by cherished friends, knowing word, “NEVER GIVE UP.”
a ghurch member's crude, incon‘and towns in foreign coun- neither famine, peril, privation, nor perseSome months ago, brother Libby, ina Ellis's eyes when he saw them: Have you be for the wicked little kingdom of the sistent, ill-spent life. Let no man e
Prince of Monaco, where there are but two absolute perfection ; neither should any setcution,—shall we count our trials great, and circular which he sent to the ministers, | seen the words of Jesus, or John, or Paul, things to be done—gamble
or drown yours tle down contented with a willful wretched
asked
them
to
remember
our light afflictions sovere, when we rethe Foreign Mis- or Pete: asked the missionary.
self.— Independent.
imperfection,
MAT
’
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West,

and

married June

4

os Saias

on earth, which Brother Kirk once called
the “ gilded gateway of hell,” they havea

daily prayer meeting.

a pas

'
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THE

@ommmications.

ca

~
My

unitin’ with the church now, forthe
in’ reasons :
1

ain Fireside.

My ain fireside, my ain fireside!
My bonnie wifiu’s there;
My gigglin’ wee-things roguish
An’ miss their daddie sair.

Fustly, they don't feel 'surcd of her
varsion.

:
hide,

As blaze on hearthstone

Chorus.—
~_

ain fireside, my ain fireside !

VF, N hearth is burnin’ brightly :

Frae us, that lang-leagued seas divide,
And prayer is offered nightly.

I’ve geen through palms the tropic sun,
Pve trodden polar snows,

An’ frae cauld hights that toil had won,
Ha’e watched the day’s repose.

‘Whate’er the clime, whate’er the lof,
‘What star in heaven did ride,
There was for me ane single spot,—

My ain, my ain firggide.

My ain fireside, my ain fireside !
hear in dreams thy glee;
There breaks in spray sweet laughter’s tide,
An’ nane’s awa’ but me.

.

I see them roun’ the board snaw-spread ;
I hear the reverent word
;
‘Which, frae wife’s lips sae fitly said,
Our Father, too, has heard.

Blue skies that arch my native land,
Clear streams that seek the sea,
Proud mountains that as bulwarks stand,

Oh, bless my hame frae me!
Ye stars,oh! keep your vigils still,
Still

be the exile’s guide;

And thou, who dost a’ wide space fill,
Smile on my ain fireside |
My

ain fireside, my ain fireside |

seem to catch, through thee,

$

Faint gleams o’ what God does provide,

whatever's the Lord's. will.
it seems they don’; see that

‘What heaven itself shall-be.
I seem to hear hame-voices there ;
1 seem to see hame-thrangs ;

con.

Furthermore,
evidence that

is satisfyin’ to tiem of the fruit of the Sperit
in your heart an’ life. But the fruit of the

For that hame-gathering us prepare,

Sperit is love,

"An teach us #’ the sangs!

joy,

peace,

long

sufferin’,

gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance; ag'inst such there is no law.
Now, Sarah, my decided pinion is that ’tis
your dooty for to gain over your parents to

—Sabbath at Home.

.Christian Experience.

their,wishes.

have

been

AND

accumulating for

that of jinin’ the

church

ag'in’

their

't is May Bell's.”

tian, n shrewd thinker, and a keen judge ot
character,though he murders- the King's
English. However,in many country towns
and back woods settlements, not to say oc-

BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
Natures Crown.

by he will be rewarded. The offers which
we now make are numerous, varied and
liberal. Look at them.

GRAY

of decay at the roots,

new

subscriber

(with 12 cents additional

and

Courage

at the Last.
—

ed, for the Sabbath School and
by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz. :

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.

the

biographer of Beattie, uttered -this:

their very originality wins attention:
“Do you mean to say, Miss May,it would
be a great joy to you, one you have been a
longin’and hankerin’ after, for to jine the
church an’ cometo the Lord's table, an’ be

Will

—

The excellent Sir William Forbes,

met,

just published,or immediately to be publish-

* Tell

the bed of death, from my

experience, that |"

it has no terrors; that in the hour when it
is most wanted, there is mercy with the Most
High; and that some change takes place
which fits the soul to meet its God.”
When the loyal Earl of Derby came to his
execution, although he had said, in previous times, that he could die in fight, but
knew not how it might be on the scaffold, he
now said that he could lay his head on the

an’

confessed the Lord Jesus afore a gain-sayin’ world ?”
“Oh, yes! indeed I do mean to say it!
It would bethe greatest possible joy and
rivilege to be baptized, thus confessing
hrist before men; uniting with the church,

4.
5.
6.
194
7.

Price

of

two

new

times

no.

Not

a

an'

contempt

on

them

for

It often appears that exactly those in whom
constitutional courage or philosophic firm-

Europe.

Proprietors,

ness could least be expected, go down

the valley of death with most complete
umph over their past apprehensions,

an

act?
said May, with a serene look of
wonder’,
“ There is anothgr thing that seems to be
a mighty burden on the tender consciences
of some ofour young convarts.
They feel
so powerful weak, an’ £0 amzin’

for to

takes those terrors away

ted out through the
— George Burgess.

dishonor

the Lord's name, it they owned right up
that they was his.”
- May smiled quietly as she replied,
« That seeilis to

me

a- strange

Golden
—

excuse.

renunciation, a confession of utter

dence

upon God for

grace

to

of

the * Son of Man!"
might always have

self

aright.

My weakness and unworthiness make me
feel the need of being inside the fold of the
church.
hat evil may not befall a tender
lamb that does not seek shelter there? I
feel too weak to stand alone, yet I suppose
I must.”

:

far sweeter thought.

.

Sartain the Lord

won't,

an’

sartain man can’t.”
«I fear you are not quite right Mr. Jones.
My father has forbidden me even to enter
your place of worship, and mother would
never give her consent to anything contrary
to his wishes. What can I do but obey?”
“You can disobey,” said

Mr. Jones,

’p'intment,

confessin’ of his name,

His table.
your

in

in communion

You're commanded

parents

in

the

to

Lord, not

at

oboy

outerthe

Lord ; an’ the words of Jesus is plain as
rint ean make 'em, that one is not only to
ove Him better than father an’ mother,but
that ones to forsake father an’'mother if needs
be, for to follow

you

think such

Christ's words?

be.

is the

meaning.

church

withou

e consent

of

though

might n't allers be fora gal of your
whose

parents are unwillin’.

maby

Now,

.

it

years,

there

a

iy

is Sarah Elton, about your age, she’s in a
mighty hurry for to jine the church, spite

of everything, an’ seems a sight more submissive to the idee of its bein’ her dooty to
oppose her parents’ wishes than of its bein’ her dooty to yield to ‘em. Now her
folks is good religious people, only power-

ful afraid of new notions,
jined our

church

but never

theirselves,

‘cause

Wow

If he had chosen, he
spoken of himself as

tioned

has

they

differ from us on sartain p'ints of. doctrine

an’ practice. For all that, they are rejoiced
that their darter has found the Lord,—if so

be she has,—an’ they be r'a'ly anxious to
have her do her dooty ; but they forbid her

Price $1,50.
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will
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H. 1. RICHARDS & CO.
413 Chestnut,St., Philadelphia, Pa.

simyle

means

of

self-cure,

which

he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of
a stamp to 3 y Jost e,
Address J, H, REEVES,
78 Nassau St., New York.
1y24
B. M, PETTENGILL & 00,, Newspaper AdvertisAgents, 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park Row,
New York, are authorized to contract for advertising
the
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CO..

make it appear, for when

and medical advice.

sold at all drug

MANSON LANG,

to

most

Complete

Assortment
Prices.

LOTHROP

use

&

|

superior.

manner.

40 Cornhill,

Boston, on

the same name or otherwise.

practical
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Sewing

COUNTY

on LAMPS

others

COM

and

interested

door or street Lamp.

MINER'S

lowing

an
that

only

STREET

AND

DEPO LAMP give s amuch
better light, is cleaner, more
durable, and more econom-

ical every way than any lamp

now in use. Testimonials
of the BEST kind will be tur-

$18.

nished in abundance.
Send for Pamphlet
Price List.

Machine

SALE.

J. GJINKENS

to Male

Agents to introduce the

BUCKEY

¥

20

ecution

Address
Ohio.

and

imprisonment.

W.A.

PLEASANT

OUTFIT

HENDERSON
AND

DR.

&

FREE.

Co.
:

HEALTHY

Cleveland,

Sm34

BEVERAGE+

IRISIH'S

OTTAWA

BEER

Is a cooling and pleasant beverage, more fully ——
ing the thirst than any
article in use, which makes it
particularly sought after as a summer drink, and only

requires.a

SOUTHMAYD & CO.,

Cor. Tremont & Bromfield
sts., Boston, Mass.,
Are the sole agents for the sale of rights for
4138
New England.

Boilers

ON

Steam

Boiler,

81-2 x 20

feet,

Flues 18 inches

with two

in diameter.
Above Boilers in excellent condition.

Ap

ply to

.-SWAMSCOT
SOUTH

MACHINE CO.,
I

NEWWMARKETN,,

“PULPIT,
denomi-

nation all over this country and Europe.
They are
full of vital, beautiful religious thought and feeling.
Plymouth Pulpit is published weekly, and contains

Mr. Beecher’s Sermons and Prayers, in form suitable
for preservation and binding.
Kor sale by all newsdealers.
Price 10c.
Yearly subscriptions received
by the publishers, $3, giving two handsome volumes
of over 400 pages each.
Halfyearly 21,75. A new

and superb Steel Portrait of Mr. Beecher presented
to all yearly subscribers.
Extraordinary Offer!—

PLYMOUTH PULPIT ($3).and THE CHURCH |

UNION ($2,60), an Unsectarian, Independent C
tian Journal—16 pages, cut and stitched, clea
printed, ably edited, sent to one address for 52 weeks

for tour dollars.
Special inducements to canvassers
and those getting up clubs.
Specimen copies Jogtage
free for He, J. B. FORD & CO., Pubs. 39 Par
Row, N.Y.
4640

BLACK DRAGON CHOP
TSING TEA t
liams, vol. 1, p. 310, vol. 11, p. 136.
3
As this tea is prepared without coloring matter or
foreign substance of any kind, over a slow fire on Por-

a

It is perfectly healthy, as it is the
higher

class of

.

Perfectly Pure

;

Young and Tender
Natural Leaf.
This celebrated chop

of TSING TEA was

first intro-

duced here by the ORIENTAL TEA COMPANY, in Map,

1868, when the limited quantity imported was rapid He

sold at the high

such unqua¥fled

price of $1.80 a pound.
approval,

and

;

It met wil

the demand

for4

The simplest,cheapest and best Knitting Machine

Will knit 20,000 stitches per minute. Libinvented.
1
inducements to Agents, Address A
CAN
CO, I

Ving

Each chest of this tea contains 36

pounds put w

neatly in one-pound parcels, with the price, $1.20,
printed on each package. The WHOLESALE PRICE for
a large quantity is $1.10 per pound. In order to ins
troduce the tea we will send a single chest of 36
pounds as sample to traders or clubs

at the

@

wholesale

price, by express with bill for collection, and it
not give perfect satisfaction
eve
way, will we
back,
refund the mgney an
4 ] x pense
~¥We call special a
3
:
car's orop of NEw Black,
0
oJ
pure

SAS T° too AS Lh Sa
furnis

;

Java, Mocha und Maleberry Coffees, which we

ED — AGENTS — TO SELL
THE
$25.
AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE, Price ever
MACHINE

once made arrangements to procure a la
upon more favorable terms, for the future; and
y
are now in receipt of a large invoice of this
crop, which they are now enabled to offer at the low
price of $1.25 per pound, at which (but two-thirds the
cost one year ago)‘it is the cheapest tea known.
i

and

‘

ch26t

Louis, Mo,

>
th

from all seeiions was so great, that the Company at
SECOND-HAND

KNITTING

Xr

Are being read by people of every class and

Also,

diameter.

fair trial to be appreciated,

IN

PLYMOUTH

SECOND-HAND

16tf

SERMONS

,

same as the Mandarins and

Stones 80 inches in diameter, manufactured
by HoLmes & BraxcmARD.
Has been in

SHUTTLE

SEWING MACHINES, Stitch alike on
both sides, and
is the only LICENSED SHUTTLE MACHINE sold in
the United States for less than $40. All others are in.
fringements, nd the seller and user are liable to pros.

:

natives themselves use, being made of

each 4 x 20 feet, with two Flues 15 inches

and Female

WARD

BEECHER'S

all consumers.

Girist Mill

T W 0 Steam

HENRY

is introduced, and we are sure that we cannot too
earnestly recommend it to onr friends, customers and.

SECOND-HAND

use about two months only.

territory
at

H. EARLE, Publisher,

celain instead of copper, and combines all the health; iuviSOrEHos qui ties and peenliar characteristics
of both Black and Green teas without any injurious
quality whatever, and as it is purer, better, more
Rleaedst to drink than any other, we confidently preict that it will supersede all other kinds whereverit

gen-

ON

Secure

sell

word Olung, which means Black Tea With Green flavor.”—See *' The Middle Kidgdom,” by 8. Wells Wul-

OFFICE AND WORKS AT PORTLAD, CONN

FOR

i

large; agents sometimes

“The Chinese word TSING signifies Purity.
The
term BLACK DRAGON is a translation of the
Chinese

SALESROOM,
44 Murray Street, New York

manufac.
12136

They do every variety of work, and come Twenty
Dollars Cheaper than any other First Class Machi
in the Markets

$20 A DAY

sales

96 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

=

and

The Heath & Smith Manf’g Co.,
6ml7

°

OF

B%E AGENTS wanted for Rev. A, B. EARLE’S
“Bringing in Sheaves.”
Meets with great
favor and success. Crowded with stiming
reminiscences and lessons from the author’s experience.
“No book has been published recently which is so
taking hold of the masses of Christians,”— Christian

©

OR KEROSENE.

all

Te
OF

FLOWER

W.J. Hf

:

>

PATENT STREET LAMPS.

per

Street, Dover.

i

2t40

4140

rants, also Churches, Physician’s country residences

AT J. H. WINSLOWS,
Central

ulars, address,

from twenty to thirty in a day.
once.
For circular, address

MINER'S

and

“THE

Liberal inducements will be offered to

Very popular;

CALL AND SEE THE

Shuttle

or Conversion; and

HEAVEN.”

will have that privilege until the middle of Oct. after
which the books (if unsold) will be withdrawn.

and

month
twice

machine

HOOD, Gen’l Agent,
97 Water Street, Boston,

ANTED.—Agents!
Agents!! Agents!iit
sell two new Engravings— ‘THE DAWN
PEACE,”

Te.

will find that this is exactly
what they need for an out-

only

Ours is the

cheap

H,

&

Boston

GAS, Railroad, Gas and Fer144 Cos.,
Railroad gupply
Houses, owners
of Market
Houses, Large Storehouses,
Depots, Skating Rinks, Manufactories, 4lotels, Restau-

amount can be made.
Address SECOMB & CO.,
PITTSBURGH, PA., or BOSTON, MASS., or ST,
LOR 30.
CAUTION.—Do not be imposed upon by other parties palming off worthless cast-iron machines, under
uine and really
tured.

GEO.

(at Auburn

SEMINARY,

York.

still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without

Te

6140

at this Office,

GAS

in use,

Liberal discount to the trade everywhere.
Circulars sent free on application.

GREAT SUN-SUN CHOP

FOR

STEAM TIGHT.)

40,000 now

JAMES

more elastic
the ‘‘Elastic
be cut, and

it. We pay Agents from $75 to $200 rer
expenses, or & commission from which

‘CLOTHES WASHER.

ing to directions.

ical Classical training,nor in highest accomplishments
in Modern Languages, Painting and Music, Location, for health, beauty, and refining influences, unsurpassed. Next year begins Sept. 30. Address
CHAS. W. CUSHING.
8w34

Sale

Agent,

Street, Boston,

DOITY’S-

Circular and Sample stocking FREE, !

Fully warranted for five years.
e will
+ pay $1000 for any machine that will sew a
stronger, more
beautiful, or
seam than ours,
It makes
Lock Stitch.”
Every second stitch can

and Lowest

For 17 years a leading New England

For

Water

Wringers of all kinds repaired.
Ld

a complete set of Freewill Baptist Quarterlies (16vols.) for $25. Any person wishing to purchase,

Price

HOOD, Gen’l

97

Over

Not excelled in thorough English or crit-

Seminary.

H,

and most of them ‘sold with the
guarantee that the
money would be refunded if not liked.
Ifnot found for sale in any town, and
your storekeeper refuses to get one for you, send the petai
price, $14.00, and we will forward free of freight, and
so sure are we toat they will be liked that we agree
to refund the money if any one wishes to return the
machine free of freight, after a month’s trial accord.

Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO., Bath, Me. 2B
.
12t32.8

Albany R.R.)

ers oT:

GEO,

(NEARLY

CE

FEMALE

gombined.

Sold by

| is now-established a WONDERFUL SUCCESS.

simple cheay liable, Knits everything.

WANTED.

the
18
cogs at
al ,
when most
fatal ob;
»

The “Universal” has taken more ‘ firs{ premiums”

& CO.

38

MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a
most

STE

when a large article is passing
between
little if any better than one without any
because the cogs fail to be of service
needed. The “UNIVERSAL” has not this
tion, butis WARRANTED DURABLE,

wringers

SUNDAY . SCHOOL LIBRARIES

dale, Mass., 10 miles from

$200

cogs at that end fs
be DOUBLE: or if
when the pressure
all the cogs may

as the best, at State and Institute Fairs than all other

STORE

.

New

articles disconnect the ¢

be disconnected and rendered useless.

EMPLOYED.

BAPTIST BOOK
IN BOSTON,

ASELL

OF

Brondway,

aad

on either end, the power of the
lost, and it consequently ceases to
garinents are run through the center
taken off to admit larger articles,

94 Columbia St., New York city

(ch. to Sep. 12, 69)

210

;

re

The “ Universal” cannot be thrown out: of
gear
when the pressureis taken off, to admit large
!
as is the case with otherBroo
cog-wheel wrimgers, .
3
The great advantage of BRowell's Patent Dowble Cogs cannot
be obtained
Pv putting Cage
wheels on both ends of the roll, as some try
to-

put. up in white wrap-

GENTLEMEN

7 can receive a sample of our medicine free.

energetic

VOID QUACKS.—A: vietim of early indiscretion, causing nervous debility, premature decay,
&o., having tried in vain every advertized remedy,

scales

pennyweight are in—no stir still—but when
the twenty-fourth and last grain touches the
balance it settles down atonce! Each atom
from the first has been bringing about this
consummation, the last bit only finished up

we

4 ALESMEN.—~Wanted,
a few reliable,
S salesmen, to sell by sample standard

Address
dtewl0teow38

AND

We haves positive remedy for 1t and all disor

SAYRE

eS

NOTICE.

a dear

quart.

Small bottles

person.

Our readers may be quite sure they will find the

to the office treated free of cost and no

CONSUMPTION

ddress,

by the strongest

7
ng

“Universal” wringer a good and serviceable article,

H.
1. STETSON,
Greenpoint, L. I.. Aug. 6, 1869.

ders ofthethroat and Jungs, and
.
CAN
: immediate and permanent relief in all instances.
See
testimonials ! $1,000 will
A
=h
«n by us for any case in which we do not afford positive
benefit.
All who would be

A

emptied

the last

$375,00,

fifty new sub-

the latest excellences and improvements.
Transportaton to be paid by the receiver.)
dapted to churches and large vestries.
Price $240,00.
:

either way. Imaginea dealer in the precious metals to go there for a dozen ounces
of the golden ore. They are weighed out.
Careful ly the shining particles are

and

and Randall's

and

seven stops and Book-Case, and combining

changé is ascribed is only the last of a long
train, each of which has been leading the
sinner towards Christ—carrying over the
affections and will to God. In our mint ab
Puiladelphin they have scales so perfectly
that

hundred

Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having

majority of cases, the influence to which the

balanced

one

scribers

is

urable!

and

Randall's Five Octave double Reed Organs,
in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
parlor or vestry. Price $125.00.

1 can

it is really worth

than one hundred dollars a

AGENTS

WILSON
and

cured

MITTEES

Price $85,00.

VIII
$212,50, we

a quart,

TOWN

Randall's Five Octave Single Reed Organs,
in Black Walnut Case.
nth
to

Grain.

of a soul

Gas Works,

§15,00,

VII.
.
subscribers and $150,-

sixty new

T

Company,

ANTED—AGENTS—$75

subscribers

entirely

Instead of its being

dollars

month, everywhere, male and female, to introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED
COM-

of the Cyclopsedia.

For

I am

ped

Steam Engines,

tf51

Or,

VI.

umes

eight

Fok Fam

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mil)
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gazometers and

prize, entitled
literary excelin many other
book last men-

Price $5,00.

more

at

FREE

Draggiets,

Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s

Portable

pages, written in

IX.

The

but in

AND

Price $2,00.

six new

that

of over 50 years’ successful operation.
‘ Every facility is provided for a thorough course of
useful and ornamental education, under the direction
of a corps of more than twenty professors and teach
ers. For circulars, apply to JOHN H. WILLARD,
Troy, N. Y.
2m36

STATIONARY

YY,
For

thout hesitation,

garments,

tse my limbs and every part of my body with as much
freedom and strength as I ever did in my life. WoOL-

Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

the current year, commencing with the No.
for January.

center,while the two together give double the capacity

for pressure.
:
The “Universal has its iron parts either
or malleable, and is built so strongly and sub
tially. that i
ears it canny be broken, in

of his PAIN PAINT. This small
for me. It removed the most of
stiffaess. I continued purchas
bought five quarts,and I can say,

This Institution offers the accumulated advantages

Gis Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

8. For three new subscribers and $7,50,
we will send the ¢ Sabbath at Home,” for

Jesus loved manhood

kinsman,

think it
my

400

competition for the $500,00
« Shining Hours,” which, in
rence, high religious tone,and
respects,is fully equal to the

All hail, thou blessed Jesus ! Inasmuch

of

xy par

volume of more than

Text.

an eight dol.ar bottle
amount did wonders
my pain, but not my
ing and using until I

TROY FEMALE SEMINARY.

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

for

itd

r——

heard many people give tne strougest testimony in its
fasor. I finally was induced to purchase a
quart or

4w40

another

MANUFACTURERS

WORLD.

Which is the best Clothes Wringer

steeet, Hoboken,N. J,

20 cts., twice as many, 30 cts.

AMOS
PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N, H.

to be a superb book for the Family and the
Sabbath School ;—or, we Will send the-new

Lamb.

token of thy grace, thy humility, thy love.

* Yes, Miss May ; in your case I do think

’tis a plain caso
of doo'y,

Yet t

Machine

$7,50,

For eleven new subscribers and $27,50, (with $1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send the first and second vol-

er and a near

my duty to 2oue fii and unite with the
ents?”

blot-

the
Tr

Price $2,00.
Or,
new subscribers and

' THE

proof

Picture business.
Very profitable.
No Risk,
Seventeen specimen Pictures and Catalogue sent for

New-York

SWAMSOO

$7,-

stars upon the breastof manhood, and show

I never thought it LH

Do you really mean that you

is

sin

of

.

entitled ‘* Andy Luttrell,” and pronounced |

as thou art evermore using the sweet name
which acknowledges that thou art a broth-

Him.”

and

(with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
the first volume of Strong and McClintock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopedia.

us.

A dark shadow of suffering swept all
the light from May's countenance, as she replied,
“Do

who

recious thought still. Jesus Christ called
imself the. Son of Man to express his oneness and sympathy
with his” people.
He
thus reminds us that he is one whom we
may a proach without fear. Asa man, we
maytake to him all our griefs and troubles, for he knows them by experience; in
that he himself hath suffered as the ‘‘Son
of Man,” he is able to succor and comfort

in

new subscribers

go much, that he delighted to honor it; and
since it is a high honor, and indeed the
greatest dignity of manhood, that Jesus is
the Son of man, he is wont to display.this
name, that he may as it were, hang royal

children.

de-

baptism,

and

forth the love of God to Abraham's seed.
Son of Man! Whenever he said that word
he shed a halo round
the head of Adam’s

cidedly.
¢ Nothin’ can be sartainer than
this, namely, no mortal bein’ has a right to
hender you from follerin’ the Lord Jesus in
the way of His

tell

He prefers to call himself the Son: of man.
Let us learn a lesson of humility from our
Saviour; let us never court great titles nor
proud degrees.
There is here, however, a

¢t Suppose you must! Who or what is ain’to
hender you from comin’ into the

lessed fold?

They

the Son of God, the Everlasting Father, the
Wonderful, the Counselor, the Prince of
Peace; but behold the lowliness of Jesus!

depen-

live

triIn

250 Washington

tf20

V.
three

THE STRONGEST AND BEST WRINGER

(From the Boston Traveller of July 2d.)
August 6, 1869.
My father is proprietor of the Peconic House, | After careful examination, we recommend
Greenport, L. 1. I had rheumatism over five years.
“Uuiversal” as the best and strongest
;
A portion of this time I was unable to walk. My
It has ‘“‘patent cog wheels” (Rowell’s
patent don
legs, my arms and my body also have been contracted
gear), with
very long and strong allernatin
and drawn up shorter, and became crooked in cons + which, together with the “patent stop” (wi
quence of the severity of this disease. I have poured
no other wringer) allows the rubber ro.
cut money without stint to doctors and tor medicines,
rate sufficiently
to run through the
lari
]
wit out.any earthly benefit or use, until I felt almost
easily, yet cannot separate 80
that
the
v
completely discouraged and disheartened. My pain disconnect and lose their power, as is the case
and sufferings were
beyond all description, and no
other wringers, whether the cogs are on one or
language that I can uge can portray the
agony I have
ends of the roll.
:
i
endured. Isaw DR. WOLCOTT’S advertisement day
1t also has the peculiar advantageof two
atter day and month after month, but could not begerews, so arranged that each screw presses
lieve his PAIN PAINT could reach my case, although I ends of the roll alike, the samieas if it was in the

D.

50, (with 30 cents additional to pay postage) we will send ‘Life Scenes from the

How constantly our Master used the title,

The profession we are speaking of, I sup,to.be a profession not of goodness, but
of sinfulness and weakness; an act

when

blood

Wholesale

soa,

IMPROVED, .

140

of the eflicacy of
WoLCOTT’S ANNIHILATOR, a8 1
am now inmy 70th year.
#
SAMUEL SCHENDLER,

The

’

(with 16 cents ‘additional to pay postage)
we will send a copy of the new $500,00
prize volume, containing about 400 pages,

tenderness.

5

is

And Religious Publications,

of

us that this absence of fear is no fruit of natural habit, or of strenuous effort, but
the
when he made it the doom of sin,

they think they oughter wait awhile for to
make themselves better, afore they profess
the Lord's name afore men.
Might do
somethin’ another, you see,

into

gift of Him who gave to death its terrors

unworthy,

one copy

four Gospels.”
92. For three

and

) wor

now

Joy years is the best

subscribersand 8.50C,

the recollections of many, some such example of a dying friend will occur with con-

vincing power

8. R. V

weight

pounds. This increase in
solid flesh for a man of

ADIES

SGLD BY ALL DRUGGISTSE

35 Barclay St. aud 40 Pers P

eac

Price $1,20.
For

my

stores. All remittances should be by post-office orders
R.L. WOLCOTT, 1
or registered letters, or by express,
Any sensible person can understand that a wringer
4140
No. 181 CHATHAM SQUARE, N. Y.
having cog hes which can play apart or disconnect
A

The Restorer and Zylobalsamurs should not

de used one with the ocr

« The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479

1.

use. I owe my very life to
DR. WoLCOTT’S REMEDY;
of this fact 1 am fully convinced. When I commenced
using the ANNIHILATOR I
only weighed 119 pounds,

dosing the stomach.

1y9

to pay postage) we will send

|

efit 1 have derived trom its

All who come

its

acknowledged by all not only in this country

5. For the same, and .(20 cents additional
pages.

tude for the wondertn]l ben.

ead for $5, including directions

Beauty.

ZYLOBALSAMUM,

= DR.

Dr. WoLcOT1’S remedies are

death.

with joy to look death in the face.”

that

such

of

been many years under the terror of death
—come now, in the mercy of God, and by
the power of his grace, composedly and

comes out to be separate ?”
“Oh, no. How could you think I would
care for any reproach of men

afraid

«1, a poor, weak, timorous man, once as
much a¥raid of death a3 any—I, that have

cross, but the greatest possible honor, joy,
rivilege thus to profess myself a penitent
liever in Jesus Christ before all the world
—all the universe, were that posible !”
“ An’ you think you wouldn't mind nothing that might be said by the folks to the
t'other church, an’ them that is allers ready
to cast shame

not

and

to

. using

pers; buy none other.
One gallon of PAIN PAINT,
double strength, sent free of express charges on receipt of $20, or one quart, $8, or one pint $5, or six
pints of ANNIHILATOR for Caturrh and colds ip the

preparation jor the Hair ; clear and transparent,
without sediment,
It is very simple and often produces
wonderful resulls.
lis great superiorily and ecomomy
as a Hair Dressing over high cost French Pomades is

(with 16 cents topay postage) we will end
the book entitled ‘¢ Sunny, Skies; or AdvenI bless my God that I have no fear, no tures in Italy,” 261 pages; or,
doubt, no reluctation, but an assured confi2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,’
dence in the sin-overcoming merits of Jesus
257
pages. Price of each book $1,50. Or,
Christ.”
i
8. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
" -don’t seem to think it-wonld even be a cross
Thus said Peter Finley: «Give my love
to you?”
:
to the people of Princeton; tell them that I (with 20 cents additional to pay postage)
“A cross! By ‘across’ you mean somes am going to die, and that I am not afraid we will send a copy of the new *‘ Book of
thing distasteful, unpleasant; a hard, dis- of death.”
Worship.” Price $1,00. Or,
agreeable thing, to be done as a duty and
« 0, donot fear to die,” said Mrs. East,
4. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
not as a privilege. Is that it?”
in dying; ‘‘ you will find the word of God
“Sartain; that's jest the idee. Now ‘sure ; all will be fulfilled, and you will find (with 28 cents additional to pay postage)
wouldn't it be any cross for youto be bap- it so.”
we will send one copy of ‘¢ Butler's Thetized and jine the church?”
These were the words of Haliburton : ology,” 456 pages. - Price $1,60. Or,
died undaunted, and

commenced

for Catarrh. I hardly know
how to express my grati-

more

IIE
1. For

“Let my people know,” said the pious
Archdeacon
Aylmer, * that their Pastor

and being one with His dear people.”
“'Tis refreshing to hear you speak so,
Miss May, when there is to many of our
young convarts, that oughter come out
an’ confess the Lord, that we can’t persuade
forto take up their cross an’ dot. You

Hair

Life, Color

Mrs. 8. A ALLENS

¢¢ Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or,
*“ The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
¢* A Rainy Day at School,”
by Mada,
pages; or,
¢ The Birth-Day Present,” by Ma:

Latham Clark, 174 pages.
of these books, 75 cents.

Gray

relief from any one, until I

It will promote luxuriant growth.
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.

8. ¢¢ Making Something,”
184 pages ; or,

block as cheerfully as on his pillow.

remembering the Lord's death at His table,

Natural

the Family,
i
.

1. *¢ The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
2. * Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,

those,” said he, * that are drawing down to

izestore

strength con- .

WOLCOTT’'S ANNIHILATOR

remedy

MRS. S.A. ALLENS
HAIR RESTORER

to pay postage)

we will send any one of the following books,

OLD.

over

stantly fuiling under their
treatment, and without any

to suffering humanity.

New Style.
Important Change.
A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING
Combined in One Bottle,

$2,50,

Catarrh

number, my

Peconic House,

We offer the following premiums for new
subscribers to the Star.
1. For one

had

thirty years.
I have tried doctors and
mediciges almost without

«

HAIR

18 a certain indication

II.

SEVENTY YEARS
I have

coTT’s PAIN PAINT, 1 cin say from experience, is the
best remedy and the greatest invention ever offered

You Must Cultivate it

Premiums for New Subscribers.

Elton’s dooty ; butit a’n’t at all my ’pinion

Chris-

A MAN

an

without

getting subscribers for the Star, and by and

com-

admission to the church, is a devout

“No, no; a thousand

Adbertiseemnds,

TO

our own publications, or will be filled with the
organ. By a faithful, persistent and umted books
of other publishers,and will be furnished to
effort, any church can secure some one of Sabbath schools in Librayies, at wholesale prices.
the organs now offered as premiums. Let
‘Address,
. L.
R. BURLINGAME,
~
Dover, N. H.
every one who reads this go to work now,
and continue to work through the year in|

take up than

mands ; but you know you be willin’, you
say, to take up any eross, even unto death.’
Now ‘that is what I thought was Sarah

baptized,

may

869.

TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES

And so when one submits to be
grace, the motives influencing

however small in numbers, be

This I've no doubt will be a

sight heavier cross for youto

D. Lothrop and Co., of Boston, the following unique but instructive colloquy on Christian experience Mr. Jones,one of the committee for the examination of candidates for

one with them that has been

‘thereto

good, faithful, meek, temperate waiting on

Printing Establishment in connection with

casionally in cities,such characters are

the work.
saved by

whatsoever of your wishes is right,by lovin’,
joyful,
peaceable,
long sufferin’,
gentle,

——
We copy from May Bell, one of the
«¢ Prize Series” of volumes issued by the

-and

foller;

S. S. Superintendents.
years.
Argument, counsel, ‘appeal have
Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
Secondarily, they want her to take time. all been crowding the soul towards the
to consider, for to get her mind better in- cross. And yetno movement is seen. No published-by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estabformed and better settled on them said p’ints efféct seems. wrought. - But by-and-by the lishment, These Books are now ready for sale
.
wherein she thinks she is wiser than they last solicitation needed, the last particle of and delivery.
pressure requisite, is brought to bear, and
be.
/
Prize Series.
' Thirdly and finally, they think it will be the heart, long plied, goes over to the Lord.
Andy Luttrellyeeceeceseeseases sessssseasl,bO
a good test of her religion for to bear the And yet the renewing Spirit was making
Shiging HOUTS,eeeesassressesaranannsensel,50
earlier
means
tributary
to
this
result,
Jess.|.
wishtheir
to
submission
in
waitin’
of
cross
* Master and Pupil,ecesesecesceccsensiaas
1,60
than
the
final
agency
employed.
A
thouses.
May Belleeeessrssssssccsssoesanscnreness],b0
and
unsuspected
forces
have
molded
many
Now I s’pose you think I 'vised Sarah to
Sabrina Hackett,«eseesseserasesssssansssl,b0
a spirit for eternal life.
up an’ jine the church, forthwith, spite of
Aunt Mattie, seeerierraesresionssnssnessal,fl
her father ari’ mother; but on the conteraRainy Day Series.
ry I done jest the conterary.. So I says to
’
rt
‘A Rainy Day at Schoolyeeeesvessrecscces 516
LL
Premiums.
Ud
Sarah,
Birth Day Present,ceccsesececcscsssscene 210
«Sarah Elton,’ says I, ‘you're willin’, be
you, to take up any cross the blessed Jesus | -Any one having sent for one of the PreJrs. Child’s Series.
lays in your path P’ an’ she answered, says miums offered last year, and not having reThe Christ Child,ssssasseeeasnsscsancaces 319
she,
ceived it, is requested to’ inform us of the
518
¢ Yes, brother Jones, saysshe, with her fact, as we have recently learned that some
Making Something,
«ees eesssesersssssrass 316
han'kerchief to her eyes, ‘I'm willin’ to of our letters sent with money to pay for
Jamie and Jeannie, ceeeescecesssssssaceee 51D
take up ‘my cross an’ follow Jesus to parseBoy’s Heaven, seeseesssecsersscesanses 510
premiums
have
been
lost.
We
wish
to
make
cution and death.’
.
Bright Day Series.
good
our
promises.
‘Well,’says I, ‘maby you be,’ says I,
Bright Daysyseceersanesncrnraancansal 2h
‘but tis a powerful happy sarcumstance for
By a united effort on the part of the
Sunny SKiesyeeesceccvesccscsssrcacronessl,2h
you that parsecution an’ death a'n’t at all church members and Sabbath school scholPompeii and Herculaneum;,ssesseoesesees1,26
the question in your case; but only, on the
ars,
the
Washington
Street
church,
Dover,
conterary, a question of waitin’ patiently a
Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents
few months for
your parents’ consent to obtained, last year, a sufficient number of each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents
jine the church.
There a'n't the least ques- new subscribers to provide itself with two each; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.
tion to my mind, butthey be as r'a’ly anx- good organs. . Let other churches go and
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
ious to have you do your dooty as you be do likewise, and let no one of our churches
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
to do’t, an’ in the end will consent to
their orders which will be immediately filled with

The auld man in the corner sits,
An’ ower his lang life dreams,
fits,
. Wi’ now and then his talkin’
gleams.
‘Cherus.~My

=

THE MORNING STAR: OCTOBER

i

12

tw

also

and grind pure every.day.’
0 in’ PURE
i being Yara
the Sountzy, WO are
sending

theee

podlars and clubs,

8

over

;

the coun!

oy hi

i

i

ORIENTAL TEA CO, BOSTON.

.

Ene

on

some

sort

of, pretext, it will not be ad-

journed or dissolved before anything really

Editor.

@EORGE T. DAY,

be addressed

to

Catholics

Great

Council.
called

by

of December

next,

is something

that

geems to carry us back tothe Middle Ages.
The time was- when such assemblies awed
the world. Their discussions were carried
on by the most learned and eminent prelates of Christendom,
Their decisions
‘ were waited for with almost breathless
eagerness by distant
rejoiced or trembled
were rendered.
Men

»

peoples.
Monarchs
when
the verdicts
of learning waited

upon the sentence which went out from the

mighty court, and then published or destroyed the results
according
as the
smiled
gions.

of their patient study
Council frowned or

upon their inquiries and eoncluMen who were poring over the

Bible, and finding comfort in its fresh revelations to their minds and hearts, heard
their cherished opinions pronounced heresy,

of its anathemas

against

heretics,

of both

the positive and the negative sort, islong
enough to fil! a ‘considerable volume. It
outlived the Pope who convoked it, and
did not digsolve till it had sorely worried
his successor, scandalized religion, provoked many a quarrel among its own members, become conscious of its loss of pres-

overawe the
suppose that
a creed, and
those whom
it will thus

few who never think, who
belief means simply assent to
that there is no salvation for
the church anathematizes; but
arm the conscience of Chris-.

tendom ‘against the
gates

of

Rome

hierarchy,

to some

open

Victor

the

Emanuel

or Garibaldi, and make the Council a hissing and a scorn among all thicking men.

it may give place to what has a life to
maintain and a mission to execute.

The Catholic church is in a sorry plight,
that is certain; it remains to be seen what
the Great Council will do for her relief. If
left Romish,

' she must soon become

effete;

if lifted into freedom, what has especially
distinguished her for many centuries is to
drop away from her forever, and her longmaintained pretensions will be the great
marvel of ecclesiastical history. We wait
with interest for the work of the Council.

tige, and furnished a hundred reasons why

The

Soul’s

it should be the last attempt to co-erce uniformity of faith by means of sentences that

tl

at

schismatic,

common

and

sense,

all

of curses

of them,

3

that

as their pro-

ceedings are read in the light of modern
opinion, are now looked upon as presenting a strange combination of wisdom and
folly,” humility and pride, dignity and
frivolity, fervor

and fanaticism,

saintliness

Love

bestow rest-

fuluess, and Ilope give the earnest

of eter-

A

SOE
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Labor Reform

his acquaintances there, much

ognized by them.

less be

rec-

It seems like bedlam

found

in

all hearts.

In

youth,

when

and

the

mischiefs

to interfere with the work of the churches,

ten plainly upon

ment, and that they may be wisely employ-

up

judgment. The following sentences will
read somewhat strangely, and will not, just

terrible,

yet, meet a general or hearty endorsement:

They

scream and

scores

of faces,

while

with

a

flame

more

4

scarcely

a

feature

of

and

legitimate

Instead

of this, they declaim, in the wild-

est way, about the mischiefs of capital

and

the

the

servitude

of

the

pulses and
the muscles are elastic, and the
path is sunny, and the sky serene, and
the heart full of hope, and the future ap-

pears glorious like a dream-lantl,
and bit-

labor;

insist

that

working-hours must be fewer and the wages
larger; that the Legislatures are ignorant of
political economy and only prey on the life
of the State which they are set to guard and
strengthen; that the proposal to pay the
national debtaccording to the pledge-of the
government when it borrowed the money
of its creditors, is an unmixed folly and
a terrible wrong to the working classes;

that a new political party must forthwith
be organized to save the nation ftom bankruptey and the laborers from starvation,—
and many other things equally discreet and
self-contained. The Reform League kept
up its sessions over the Sabbath, and spent
a portion of the day in glorifying its own
noisy assembly as the only congregation of
real worshipers in the city. We regret that
the workingmen should thus throw suspicion upon a movement that might be of esthey

have

themselves

to blame. that their procedure should be
dealt with in the caustic mannér adopted
by the Boston Advertiser, one of the

ablest

and most dignified of the daily papers in
New England. There is justice as well as
satire in the following :
It is not hard to imagine the convention of
the ¢‘ Reform League” to be a device of the
convention of the *¢ workingmen” to demonstrate their own conservatism and common

sense.

Ifthe workingmen on Tuesday went

to an extreme, the leaguers on Saturday and

Sanday went further and jumped off.

If the

first used words of folly,

were

the

second

not contenf short of words of insanity.

If

the first regarded the capitalist as an enemy, the second treated him as an outlaw
and a villain. The first stopped somewhat
short of the agrarian dreamers of Basle ; the
second went far beyond them.
The first
declared for a repudiation of the public debt
by the substitution of non-interest-bearing

game, and the disputes about the issue are
not yet over, and mutual changes of fraud
and falsehood, and threats of exposure and

°

and brutal-

~

id

his

mani

stand

will

beneath burdens, cheated and despondent,

with their many

the Council will be

, if it assembles, whether,
fr

struggles for relief,

But

ble expedients would appear in the course
of the contest which was deliberately pro-

the great Rest-giver is ever near them, even voked by the leading actors.”
when they see him not.
He speaks to
‘The picture presented in the Gold-room,
them, though they fail to recognize his at such a time, is startling and disgraceful.
~

I do

King

street exile

as a dreamy dunce, than

the churches, and
that
they promote
Christian
union.
In order that there
might be no misunderstanding in refer-

deny to

has much affection
in him, and is very
faithful to his old friends and old servants;

that people who come near him love him
much ; that he is free and kindly of speech ;
that his personal defects are rather those of
a warm and rash, than of a cold and stern
we

were

But I think it is high time that
done

with

dime-romance,

but rather to aid them in its “accomplish

Louis Na-

not

it is now, when it regards Napoleon III. as
a ruler of consummate wisdom. . . .
I believe the true Louis Napoleon has a
remarkably kind and generous heart; that
he is very liberal and charitable; that he

nature.

that these Associations were not designed

the melodramatic,

darkly

mysterious

Louis

Napoleon of the journals. He belongsto
the race of William Tell, of the Wandering
Jew, the Flying Dutchman, the Sphinx to
whom he is so often compared, the mer-

ence

to this subject,

the

Convention

- -

em-

bodied its views ‘in a resolution to the effect ** that Young Men's Christian Associations -are not designed to act in any manner in opposition to the churches, but in
harmony with them, seeking to aid them in

every possible way.”

The question of the

practicability of forming Assosiations in the
sparsely settled towns also excited some in.
terest. It was thought that, in such towns,
union of Christian effort was greatly needed, especially in giving the means of grace
to the more neglected communities and districts ; andit was shown that, when associations have been formed in such towns, they

maid, the sea-serpent, Byron's Corsair, and -hayge done a good work, by means of organThaddeus of Warsaw.
N
:
prosecution, occupy the contestants and beizing and concentrating effort. We could
wilder and disgust the public. The whole
not but wish that these discussions could
THE AMERICAN BOARD. This lead- have been listened to by all the ministers
operation is not of the slightest general importance to the countty, save as it unsettles ing missionary organization held its annual and laymen of the state, as they were well
confidence, casts contempt upon legitimate meeting last week at Pittsburg, Pa. Rev. calculated to impart correct views and to
trade, and stimulates young men to rush Mark Hopkins, D. D., presided. After the quicken the spirit and activity of each and
usual preliminaries, Rev. S.P. Treat re- all. The good feeling manifest in them
headlong into the snares that are almost
:
viewed the condition of the Board. He was marked.
certain to catch the most wary of those who
‘said the total receipts during the year were
¢ will be rich.”
THE WELCOME AND FAREWELL.
The need of returning to specie payments $525,214, and the total expenditure $53),
Another marked feature of the Convenis rendered obvious and pressing by such ex- 661, showing an indebtedness of about tion appeared in the meetings ‘of welcome
periences as this, Just let the Greenback £6,000. On the whole, its financial condi- and farewell, held respectively during the
X. andthe gold eagle represent equal val- tion is good. The secretary gave an exfirst and last evenings. The first of these
ues, and.one of the spheres of gambling will tended review of the missionary operations
meetings was somewhat formal in its charunder
the
direction
of
the
Board.
There
are
be vacated at once. Meantime, let honest
acler. . Addresses were made by Mayor
men and patriots keep to the safe ways of three hundred and fifty laborers in the forOtterson in behalf of the city, Rev. Dr. Ealabor and trade, and let Christians pray that eign field. Reports from them show uni- ton in behalf of the churches, and one of the
form progress.
In the afternoon Dr. Treat
the bitten and broken gamblers in gold may
young men in behalf of the Nashua Associbe brought to repentance by their humilia- read a paper in reference to the proposed ation. Responses were made by Mr. Hamoccupation of Japan as a missionary field,
tion and pain.
lin, ‘president of the Convention, Rev. Mr.
and the prudential committee recommend- Ayer, of Concord, and a gentleman from
ed the occupation of the field.
Manchester. All these addresses were perCurrent Topics.
The exercises were interesting and im- tinent and timely, and, interspersed with
SERIOUSLY MISSTATED.—A statement pressive, and the friends of missions were | excellent music, they made the meeting one
appeared some time since, to the effect that greatly cheered and stimulated by the re- of much fnterest.
The farewell meeting,
ports and plans aud discussions that kept
Robert Tash,an aged and colored F. W. Bappartaking more of the nature of a conferthe meetings crowded, and sent the interest ence, was less formal but equally profitable.
tist preacher, was a town pauper in Exeter,
often
up tothe very highest point.
N. H. The story was caught up by the press,
It showed very conclusively that the Conand especially by one or more journals in
vention had done “much to quicken the
AMERICAN BiBLE UNION. This So- spirits of the delegates in attendance.
this state, that'are great sticklers for religion
in the pulpit and church press, but terribly ciety, whose chief work has been done in
DEVOTIONAL ELEMENT,
sensitive over any effort to apply it in the providing for the issue of an improved verNot least, however, among the marked
sphere of politics and secular life; and the sion of the Scriptures, is to hold its twentifeatures
of the Convention, was the devotioneth
anniversary,
Oct.
21st
and
22d,
in
the
editors went, figuratively. speaking of course,
A al element. The business and the dfscussions
into groaning horrors and bitter tears over Baptist Mariner's Temple, New York.
the lack of appreciation and pity in the de- long i of peter is announced, and the were interspersed throughout with prayer
re told that the year has been one and songs of praise. Two open air meetings
nomination that would allow such a thin pg-to-| Publi
happen, even in ignorance.
It is perhaps of extraordinary interest, and the exercises were held in front of the City Hall, both of
a pity to spoil so suggestive a story, and of the Anniversary are expected to par- which were largely attended, and very earn-80 serve to neutralize’a sermon so pungent take of the same character. Arrangements est appeals were made to the impenitent.
and pathetic as that which our political ed- are being made for a large attendance, and Prayer meetings were held at the close of
itors'united in preaching. But the truth may it is probable that some significant notice the welcome and farewell meetings, and one
as well be told. A letter lying before us, will be taken of the slashing and not very at an early hour on Wednesday morning. All
wiitten by one of our responsible ministers, courteous review -of the revised version of of these were pervaded with the spiritof the
The one on Wednesday
states that, on inquiry, beis informed that the New Testament, which Prof. Jewett great Master.
Rev. Mr. Tash and his brother were assisted has published in the Congregational Re- evening was especially -excellent. It will
The Union has done and is still do- long be remembered, and its influence will
by the church to which he ministered,
and view.
be lasting.
ing
a
work
both needful and valuable.
other Christian friends, to build a dwellin gMISCELLANEOUS.
house in Exeter.
At the decease of his
Delegates were appointed to attend the
brother, he came into possession of the prop-

ter griefs are not eomprehended, and
every power struggles for free activity
ity.
like a hound held in the hunter's leash,—at
erty, valued at about two thousand dollars.
It has been supposed that the regime of this season and amid this experience of life,
Councils went out of existence long ago. these words may wake no response in the promises; the second carried the same prin- Becoming infirm, having no relatives, and
But history is said to repeat itself, and so soul. And even later, when the eager and ciple so far as to reduce it to an absurdity by taking the advice of friends, he made a
the exploded methods of the tenth century ambitious pursuit of gain or place is at its proposing.to abolish at one sweep the pay- contract with the authorities, by which he
are to be tried again in the nineteenth. hight, and the hand is just closing upon the ment of interest anywhere, and the recogni- surrendered the property to the town on the
_tion of gold as money.
Paul III. has been regarded as the last tempting fruit, little suspecting thas it is
Perhaps the student of the problems of the condition. that he should be well cared for
Pontiff who would set his name to a Bull perchance to prove like the ap;ges of Sodom, day, who listened to the oratoss applauded at during life. So far as is known, the town.
of Convocation, but Pius IX. was not con- worthless ashes in the palm, the offer of in- Worcester, may have got some ideas worth authorities are honorably keeping their
consideration; but certainly the reporters
tent to die till he had shared that honor ward repose may be unheeded.
Labor is caught nothing which can serve a better ‘pledge, and Brother T®sh is both comfortable and satisfied.
Will this statement so
with his predecessors.
And so the. hier- not always a burden; the shoulders do n#
purpose than furnishing
amusement. A
~ archal potentates are already calling the always stoop beneath life's load; the tem- striking instance of the” arrogance of men far quiet the nerves and dry the eyes of the
tailors and mantua-makers into service,and pest is not constantly careering over the who think they hear the thunders of a gen- editors in question, as to enable them to
eral convulsion when a bee is buzzing in the prepare a correction for their columns ?
packing their carpet-bags, preparatory to a soul; desire does not fail wherever
itis instart for the Eternal City and the great Con- dulged ; weariness is not continually forced portals of their own ears, was given by
the treatment of the question of the propri- |
vocation.
» to cry. out for u respite; and the conscience
ety of meeting on Sunday.
The objection ——ANOTHER QUESTION.—Zion's Advocale,
There are those who still doubt whether is not perpetually plying its- lash.
And might be thought to be sufficiently met, while trying
to divert attention from
the Council will be held. The Cardinals even when there is exhaustion or disquiet, when the holiness and grandeur of the pur- the close communion that is maintained in
pose of the gathering was alleged; but a
and the less eminent of the Pope’s advis- the heartis often averse to the sort of rest representative
speaker had to go further, its own household of faith, to the grief of
ers, itis well understood, are not a unit in which Christ promises, and it spurns the and say that the convention was ‘the only so many good Baptist brethren as well as to
their opinions respecting the propriety of conditions upon which it is offered. We
piace in the city where God was truly wor- the regret of Christians generally, says that,
The same intolerance inspired in reference to the practice of open comthis step. Some of them see plainly that would have repose, but togo to him for shiped.”
the time for such things has gone by; and, it—ah! that is what our waywardness and another orator, who protested against any munion Baptists, ‘the question will arise,
recognition whatever of brain labor, even
though they probably do not say that blunt- our pride object to.
r
: in mechanical inventions, unless it came whether the apostles would have refused
ly, either to His Holiness or to each other,
Butit is a gracious word, after all.
It from working mechanics,—all others were church membership to those disciples who
yet they hint with caution what they say pledges what the heart craves ; though, since ‘‘ parasites, getting their living off the were qualified for, and could consistently
to themselves in plain speech.
that craving is more than half blind, there working classes.”
Every community must have these escape- and regularly partake of, the Lord's SupThere are several grounds for this dis- is often a failure to perceive what is really valves, tolet off superfluous nonsense; and per.” This method of putting the point is
trust among the papal advisers. Some are to meet the want. It is rest froni baffled it is as farout of the way to look to their not very skillful nor very just. 1. No quesspeculation ; for the ‘ebullitions with any serious fears of evil re- tion touching the meaning and act of bapfearful that the Council will wholly fail to logic and unrewarded,
come to an agreement upon the questions soul is calm in the assurance of the truth. sults, as to count upon them for solutions of tism arose, or could have arisen, in the days
practical questions of the day or of the
_ that are to be submitted to it for decision, It is rest froma fear that sets the heart any
future. The League meets again in a few of the apostles. 2. Whoever took the atand that its own dissensions will bring con- shrinking at every thought of God and days at Providence; and it
iteyvil contrive titude of a real believer in and a disciple of
tempt upon both it and the Catholic of his’ claims; for the spirit of reconcil- to draw from Mr. Sprague a speech which Christ at that time, was accounted a proper
church. Some, who look for it to.repeat iation has come. It is rest fom the self-re- he would otherwise make in the Senate, it person toreceive baptism, the Lord's Supthe declarations of its predecessors, and proach that followed every survey of char- will have conferred a sufficient benefit upon per and church membership, by virtue of
the country at large to justify amply its
~ boldly assert the supremacy of the church acter and every reading of the inner record ; own
his faith and character ; and there is no eviexistence.
‘
for,
being.
justified
by
faith,
there
are
both
dence that it was insisted that these must
in the temporal sphere and the infallibility
Of its recognized head, see plainly that it peace and hope. It is rest from the defeatfollow each other in an invariable order. 3.
would thus stultify itself before the world, ed struggles for self-purification; for the
Freewill Baptists do recognize the right of
Gambling in Gold.
and seal up forever the lips of such skillful eye has seen the Lamb of God whose blood
those who are fully qualified for the Supper
to receive church membership, though
pleaders for it as Mr. Brownson and the cleanseth from sin. It is rest from the vain
The more we learn of the nature, animus
+ Paulist Fathersin New York. Others, who attempt to keep the weak heart in safety in and results of the recent struggle at the the propriety of having [Pedobaptists enter
think it may adopt a more tolerant policy in a world of temptations; for he who once Gold-room in New York, the more apparent into such relations with a Baptist church,
d allow free inquiry to its members, see mastered the subtlest and strongest of the it becomes that it was more in keeping with may be deemed doubtful. Itis not the nat| that assent to what the papacy has al- soul’s foes in his own person, has undertaken the usual operations of the gambling-sa- era church home for one who differs so wideays condemned and cursed, the loss of the now to master them again in the persons of loon than with the proper sphere of honora- lyin religious conviction from the body to
restige and the power which have sprung his own disciples. It is rest from the fear of ble brokerage. It originated in the lowest which he comes. He may more properly
om its assumption and rigidity. The few’ death that holds so many in bondage all motives ; there was not the slightest reason unite with a church of similar faith, and Free‘civil governments that lend a qualified sup- through the life-time; for he has taken for such a contest ; a large part of the trans- will Baptists will then recognize him as truly
to Romanism, see no good thatis like. away its sting and despoiled the grave actions were fraudulent; there was really and properly a member of a Christian
ow from the Council, and much of its victory. It is rest from crushing anx- nobody among the chief actors who wished church, and treat him accordingly. 4. Is it
h
‘and so probably discourage ieties about the future ; for he Who has gone to buy gold or to sell it for any legitimate not quite as nalural to ask whether the
he independent men who are still to prepare a place for his followers will re- purposes ; there wasno actual or prospective apostles would have refused the communion
the church's pale, are roused by the ceive them to himself, so that where he is, scarcity on the one hand and no excess on to any one who gave unmistakable evidence
spiritof intolerance and medimval- the source of all real good, they may surely the other ; the bonds of the Government were of faith and of earnest, obedient diséipleship,
appears in the Vatican, and so and forever abide, satisfied because they not likely to change suddenly in value at and whom they had long and heartily wel, protest
and resistance. Of have awaked with his likeness,
home or abroad ; and it must have been fore- comed as a co-laborer in the gospel ? Does
The world is fall of the laboring
and heavy seen that the worst passions, the most child- Zion's. Advocate do this, and urge it upon its
Hyacinthe, of Paris, is the
example; but he isnot by laden. They are weary with toil, bowed
ish sort of spunk and the most reprehensi- readers P

and self-seeking, benevolence

Of course,

tian Associations to the churches, was particularly animated. It was clearly shown

ed in the much needed work of home evangelization, that they serve to develop the
working talent of the younger members of

poleon certain qualities of greatness. * But
I believe the public was not a whit more
gravely mistaken when it regarded the

i Fie

The

blundered far more frequently.in his politi-.
cal movements than he has shown tact and

furiated mob.

and selfof :an in-

to see that they involve chiefly all the es-

of over-statement.

Convention for the work before them.

He admits his successes,

clamor

Men, usually grave
appear like leaders

sential elements of reckless gambling,

They might have calmly stated their hardships and grievances, pointed out the causes
operating to burden them unjustly, and
thoughtfully sought or dignifiedly stated
the way of securing relief, provided they
knew the way. There are things of this
sort needing to be said. They would then
have been listened to with respect, and
their words would nothave been wjthout
weight.

posite of the truth.

2 a

of the

and gesticulate with the energy of desperation or insanity. Despair and ruin are writ-

let loose.
contained,

possess

cies

acterserved to prep re the members

one on the relation of Young Men's Chris-

than anxiety or rage. Fortunes are made
and lost in a quarter of an hour. Few understand the transactions, butit is not difficult

Movement.

rt

5

tions of the man are almost the very opand credits him with some brain and a reasonable courage, but thinks he is not a
shrewd diplomatist at all, and that, since
mounting to the throne, he has weakly

a countenance

Fullness of joy, forever and forever !”

|.

A stranger in the spot would not recognize

fiendish exultation here and there lights

“0 Res\ ofrests!
O peace, serene, eternal!
Thou ever livest and thou changest never!
And in the glory of thy presence dwelleth

sential service, and

Restfulness.
fe,

Through how many centuries, over how
many lands, and to what a diversity of naabounded in passion but were wholly desti- tures have those wondrous words of Christ
tute of power, and of assumptions of au- been making their appeal and uttering
- thority that were forbidden in Scripture. their promise;
‘‘ Come unto me, all ye that
Between these two Councils, there were labor and are beavy laden and I will
seventeen others which the Romish church give you rest!’
pronounces valid, though the most of them
They touch a chord that does not always viare counted out by the Greek church as brate but one that, is sooner or later to be
struck

TOBER

SOE NO

horror. Rome knows all that as well as
It is a pity that men cannot be reasona- trade. Almost no’ gold changes hands,
weé know it, and so she must at least make
ble
in their methods when seeking to cor- though the transactions involve many mila show of consistency and confidence.
rect a real abuse or give practical embodi- lions ; and, indeed, few of the operators acWe shall probably have the Council.
‘ment to an important and overlooked truth. tually have or expect to have any gold in
But what willitdo? The answer to that
Extravagance is always the signof weak- their possession. It isa series of nominal
question is not very easy. If it goes to
ness, and a fact may be easily exaggerated offers and bids, first on one side and then on
work in the old way, claiming sovereignty
the other, and a balance sheet is made out
till it becomes a manifest falsehood.
over men in both temporals and spirituals,
The recent meetings at Worcester, Mass.,
on some future day indicating how much X.
denouncing free thought and liberal instiheld by the workingmen, or by those who owes B. as th® result of the game of shuttutions, frowning upon scientific inquiry,
consecrating absurd dogmas and cursing claimed to represent the workingmen, tlecock played so blindly and violently. A
strikingly and sadly illustrate, the tenden- fortnight has elapsed since the last great
all who are unable to swallow them, it may

and turned pale as they saw before them If, on the other hand, it attempts to marry
either the horrors of the inquisition or the liberality to dogmatism, it will soon disbitterness of exile. The Council was the cover the absurdity of the effort, divide its
its warmest supporters,
great phenomenon. of its period, and the members, disgust.
and
fling
away
its
scepter. If it spends its
whole history of the Catholic church, for a
thousand years, may be read in the light of strength in debate, pompously announces
these huge assemblies that lift themselves old platitudes, and really dees nothing that
iato prominence along its track, embody its is unequivocal and decisive, it will prove
its practical worthlessness, and give Rospirit, and point out its career and work.
The first of these Councils was that of manism over to the hands of the sexton as
Nice, held A.D. 825, and was especially something that has lived out its day, and so
called to put down the heresy of Arius, and needs at once to be put into the grave that
define the true doctrine respecting the Son
of God. The last was that of Trent, held
A. D.1545—1563, being in session eighteen
years.
It was convened
to arrest the
spread of Protestant opinions; and the lis

vigor,

nal satisfaction.

would hardly restrain their dis-

would stand aghast with bewilderment and

Pins IX. to meet in Rome, on the 8th

‘Pope
day

Council,

Faith shall bring

as the papacy can not afford

trust and contempt should such a retreat. be
| sounded, and the real believing -papists

—A E—

(Eoumenical

of

fact with terrible severity, the half-hearted

the Agent.

The

have in‘'it an element of relief, and amid
the hardest toil and the longest marches,

To claim infallibility~"or suto exhibit.
preme authority, after such a show of
would be simply ridiculous.
weakness,
The Protestant critics would use such a

AT communications designed for publication should

The

such

purpose

be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business
remittanees of money, &o., should

them look, and listen, and take his yoke,
and the heart-load will lighten, service shall

significant is accomplished.
ply a short-sightedness or a vacillation

an

voice. ‘He bends over them to liftthem up,
though they feel themselves deserted. Let

But we presume the Bull of Convocation
13, 1869. '- will not now be revoked. That would im-
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Associations.

Conventions soon to be held in Massachu-

CONVENTION AT NASHUA.
The Second Annual Convention of the
Young Men's Christian Associations of New
Hampshire was held at Nashua, Oct. 5, 6,
commencing on the 5th, at 2 o'clock P. M.,

and closing with

the evening

#f the 6th.

The first convention of the kind in the state
was

held

in Manchester,

mn Aug., 68.

It

was well attended and gave a great impulse
to Christian effort.
The Convention at

Nashua was determined on by the N. H. delegation at the International Convention

of

Young Meil's Christian Associations, held

vention; andit was decided that the next
convention should be held in Concord.

The

meetings were held in the Main St. M. E.
church, one

of the the most costly and

beautiful in the State. The cordiality ofthe” *
Association in Naga was marked, while
the hospitality of the citizens was abundant:
Friends in different parts of the state, de~

sirous of information and aid in forming
associations, will please address C. W.
Moore, of Concord. Itis to be earnestly
hoped that the work commenced through the
state, may be a fulfillment of the prophecy,

ponding member of the International organ-

earth upon the top

ization for the state, stating that the convention would be held as stated above, and
inviting each Association in the state to
send five delegates, and each church to send
its pastor and two delegates.
The recent
storm, disarranging travel by railroads, prevented the attendance from being as large
as it utherwise would have been. There
were present, nevertheless, a good number

of the earnest Christian workers of the state,
enthusiasm.

manifest a good degree

Hon. Walcott lamlin, of

of

Do-

ver, presided.
ASSOCIATIONS IN THE STATE.

It appears that there are now some twenty or more

Associations in the state,

of which have been formed
year.

most

during the past

These exist, not only in Manchester,

Young Men's Christian Associations in the
“There shall be an handful of corn’ in the
of the

-

Theodore Tilton prints, in the Independent of last week, what purports to be the
letter of a clergyman

ties, establish

reading rooms,

and

labor in

various ways for the promotion of the work
of the Master.

From the reports

made

at

the Convention, it appears that thete have
been quite a large number of conversions

as the result of these efforts. It is highly
important that the number of these Associ-

ations
come,

be

increased during the
DISCUSSIONS,

Vt.,

whose

sore

other parts suggest the quiet satire of the
Independent office. Mr. Tilton’s reply is
thoroughly characteristic, and while putting some

points rather strongly, it con-

tains so much

that is thoroughly sensible

of it to our columns.

meetings in.remote and neglected commiini-

in

throat has compelled him to leave the pulpit, and who is anxious to earn a living by
writing forthe press. We can hardly decide whether this letter is genuine or not.
Parts ofit read like a real epistle, while

but there are also Associations in successful
operation in several of the rural towns, as
Francestown, Farmington, New Boston,
Canterbury, Wilton and some others. They
hold weekly, and in some instances daily,
prayer-meeting, send delegations to hold

and

B.

Prescription for a Clergyman.

and important, that we

Portsmouth

mountains, the

fruit thereof shall shake like Lebanon.”

Dover,

Nashua, Concord,

transfer a portion

The

following is

worth reading:

/Goop BROTHER :—On every account we
grieve at your loss of health ; and we quite
agree with you that, if Providence
hath
sent to you the minister's sore throat in
order to make you a contributor to The
‘Independent, then indeed ‘‘ the ways of
Providence are mysterious.”
But it is one of those

peculiarities

for

which we are often reviled, that we believe

that Providence doth not envelop itself in
quite so dense a fog as your words seem to:

imply. For example: we gravely doubt
whether it is fair to say that Providence

sends the ministers’ sore throat to you or

anybody else. If you thrust your finger inyear to to the lamp-flame, do you say that: Prove
dence has sent you a burntskin? So, if you
i
eat too much hot biscuit and breathe too lit-

A prominent feature in the Convention
was the discussions. These were upon such
subjects as personal consecration, the best
method of conducting associations, the re-

| lationof these associations to the churches,
and the practicability of forming them in
NEW PoRTRAIT oF Louis NAPOLEON. the sparsely settled towns, The discussio
n

Justin McCarthy has given us his idea of
the French Emperor, in the Oct. No. of the
Galaxy, He thinks the usual representa

setts and Vermont; provision was made for
the publication of the minutes of the Con-

in Portland, in July last. A call was accordingly issued, several weeks since, by
Mr. C. W. Moore, of Concord, the corres-

and there was

|

on the subject of personal consecration was
participated .in very genérally,'and, coming

first in order, its pointed and practical char-

tle fresh air; if you have an excess

of pie-

crust and a deficit of hysical exercise; if
yousit in your study when yon ought to be
fishing, or huntingor chopping,or knockin
about among your parish oners;

it, ins!

of standing up straight when you preach,
you crouch over thé reading-desk, contract
your chest, and cripple your organs of vocalization ; is it either logical or pious to say
that Providence has sent you a sore throat?
In short, we suspect that it is physiological

sio, and

not

-”

Providence,
ot ;

that sends
!

the

es

QJ

God will help

ustodomuch.

are made poorer,

y which poor ministers

»

it wit \ constancy ani vigor.

eater proportion of that bronchial trouble

and by which rich ones get banished to
Paris and Palestine.
-

Concord,

H: Q.

Oct.,

1869.

:
——

28th, to continue over the Sabbath, at which

But, whether you take this advice or not,

“allow us to say, good brother, that

time we would be very glad to meet our
ministering and lay brethren, and to have
them labor with us for the promotion of our

a great

national newspaper is not a hospital for invalids. Men who are too sick to preach
are usually not well enough to write for
The Independent. We do not insist that all common cause. Brethren, come over and
laid on the
our contributors should belong to any ‘one ‘help us; come with’ everything
sect; but we do require that they should altar, with hearts burning with the love of
give evidence in their writings of having our Saviour, Come expecting that the
good digestion. Some of them may not be Lord will revive his work. And you that
entirely sound on the five points of Calvin- cannot come, pray that the presence of the
ism ; but they are all sound in liver, lung,
and limb. Disease of the body is apt to Lord of hosts may be with us.
GEO. D. GARLAND.
communicate itself to the mind. We want
no

articles

moribund

with

bronchitis

and

hypachondria. Our columns have not yet
been opened as a receptacle for the morose
inspirations of dyspepsia. Over ‘the long
and royal list of ourcontributors is written:

¢ No sick man need apply.” For this reason, among others, the Sultan of Turkey
has been effectually restrained, for a number of years, from sending to The Independent his lucubrations.
;

* Denominational News and Not,
Freewill Baptist Register.
—

The Register for 1870 is out of press and
ready for delivagy. In accordance with the
vote of General
Conference, it has been enlarged toa 12mo. in size, and, besides the
matter heretofore furnished, it contains a

large amountof information respecting the
various denominations
of Christians in
America, Missionary operations, Educational statistics, &e. Though thus enlarged and
improved, it has been decided to sell it on

the same terms as heretofore, viz. : single
copy, 10

cts. ; one dozen copies, 96 cts; one

hundred copies, $7,00.

Postage on a single

"gopy 2 cts., on a dozen

copies, 24 cts. ; on

one hundred copies, $2,00, which is to be paid
by the purchasers. Orders are solicited, and

will be promptly filled.

Address

BUBLINGAME, at this office.
Home

L. R.

Missions.

I

of different denominations, who partook of the
emblems of the broken body and spilled blood of
our precious Redeemer, The next session is to be
held at De Pan ville, Dec, 25,26,

meant

to

say,

ted per cent.ofthe funds which it raises,
shall be appropriated to interests within its
bounds, such terms can no doubt be had.
I write unofficially and hence say, no
doubt. Only let all bands go to work, and
_ there can be no difficulty about the terms.
SIGNS.

I could not now write so gloomily about
our H. M. prosperity as I did a few weeks
ago, should I try. . Then all was dark.
The grave question came up before the
Board, Must we give up our Mission operations for lack of funds? Now the light is
breaking in gloriously.
The answer to
that ugly sounding question comes ringing
in our ears, “No!
the Star,

Go on and

we

will sus-

Only turn to the credit column of
and

there

meets

us

the

sum

of

almost $700 sent in by the generous hearted brethren, sisters and

week.

The Lord

bless

of God,

they

the help

friends

in a single

them

richly.

By

will not

suffer the

Board to falter in the great and

important

work on its hapde,
or follow it

They

will push it on,

iii"all its judicious,

progressive

movements.

They have set the Mission stream running into the treasury nobly, grandly. And
they are able to keep it running with banks

quite as full a8 this week. No diminishing,

but rather gradually rising.
Let us figure
a little and see if this is not so. .-The rills
making up this stream, come from only
about thirty-six

sources.

Divide 1,300,

the

number of our churches, by this thirty-six,

and we bave

the

quotient

thirty-six,

or

thirty-six times as many: sources for rills
yet to come from,—thus making them good
for thirty-six more of the

tributing

rills,

none

more than once for the

But many would

contribute again

con-

year.
before

the year closes, so as to make good the remaining fifteen weeks. How easily this
glorious work can be accomplished! Those
acting this week have found itso.
Let
each be willing to act the part of the little
drop uniting with its fellow drops to form
the rill, and the thing is accomplished.
This universal stirring among us in the 1ittles is just what ‘our Conference plan contemplates.

Setthe

and Mississippi railroad,

commencing Saturday, Nov.
WATERVILLE
with the church
The season was
fuyored with the

6.
J. 8. HAwK,

:
Clerk.

Q. M.—Held its Sept. session
at West Waterville, Sept. 22, 23.
one of great interest.
We were
labors of Rev. 0. Andrews and

8. Brook of the Farmington

JOEL SPOONER, Clerk,

children

at work, and

RELIGIOUS

‘GENERAL.

Two Swedish missionaries were recently
dered in Arabia.

mur-

The Jews are reviving an interest in the studies of the Talmud, with which Christians have
been more familiar heretofore than themselves.
A memorial against Christianity has been presented to the Japanese government by three
priests of a high rank.
‘There are now fifteen Congregational churches
in Nebraska. Fourteen of them report 369 members, an increase of 100.
Among the people of China in their heathen
state, filial piety stands first on the list of human
duties, and disrespect or disobedience to parents
is sometimes punished with death.
The general convention of the Univeraalists
of the United States was held recently in Buffalo, it being the 99th anniversary of the existence
of the denomination and 70th annual convention.
Cincinnatl is stirred by a proposition to abolish
the reading of the Bible in the public schools, as
the Catholi¢s will not otherwise allow their children to attend.
We trust, no one is silly enough
to suppose—whatever may be right in this case—
that if this concession were made, Catholicism
would be contented. .It goes for allit can get,
whether it be its own or other people’s.

response came forth, and those

little ones,

aided by some of the larger ones of course,
.rpised $40
Could we
from the
churches,

a year right along in this effort.
average but one-fourth as much
Sabbath schools in our 1,300
what a noble sum! Only stir the

littles among us systematically and perseveringly, and this can be accomplished.
We have every reason to be encouraged,
take hold of the work universally, and push
‘

long

. ja HEAVY EXTRA
SUPERFINE
CARPETS,
$1.5) per yard.
:
¢
EXTRA DOUBLE WARP INGRAIN, $1.25 per yd.
HEAVY ALL WOOL KIDDERMINSTERS,. $1 per.
yard.
ALL WOOL INGRAINS, 87%c¢ per yard.

and

horse’s throat.

They

have been tried

in some

desperate

cases,

and

have given more relief than any other medicine,

DUNDEE

THE STONE AGE.
The Smithsonian Institution;
Washington, D. C., are at present collecting as full
Series as possible of articles illustrating the Stone
Age of

America,

MANY

JouN J. PEASLEY
‘Boston.

Boston.

a remedy

agreeable to the palate as effectual in

removing

as’
dis:

Before Socrates, it was said,”“ Let us do good
to those who love us, and evil to those who hate
us.” Socrates changed the precept, and said, *“ Let
do.good to our friends, and let us do no evil to
our enemies.”
Only Jesus Christ says, “Bless
them that curse you.”
It belongs to the Saviour
of men alone to train them to supernatural virtues.
Religious liberty is something which is not
very well known in Portugal.
A Scotch merchant at Oporto was lately sentenced to six years’
banishment by the Portugese government for
teaching doctrines in his own house. In no other country in Europe, the Papal States excepted,
could such a thing occur now, and it looks as
though a revolution was needed in Portugal.
Of the population of Holland 1,000,000 are Romanists, 1,800,000 Dutch Reformed, and 70,000

« Separated”

Reformed,

who

have drawn

off

from the established church because of its Rationalism, 70,000 Jews, 60,000 Lutherans, and 10,
000 Evangelical Lutherans, 33,000 Memnonites,

and some 5,000 Remonstrants or Arminians.
Both the Reformed and the Lutheran bodies have
even drawn in the Evangelical Lutheran church
in Amsterdam, which in 1701 separated itself
built a beautiful

church,

tion, “ And they continued
apostles’ doctrine.”

with

the

inscrip-

steadfastly

in the

itis a remedy that cures.

to purchase a Clothes

purchasing a Clothes

rolls from strains that

francs,

Wringer.

Wringer, we

would

prefer

Grass,

one

relieve the rubber

otherwise

occur, and

now,

Christianity

would

have

been

chronicled among the things that were, but now
are not. These false * prophets, where are

arranged

so

as not to fly apart when a large article is

passing betwen the rollers.

It matters

not

whether

the cog wheels are on one end or both ends of the
shaft, if the large article disconnect them they are
entirely useless. This is very important, for, as the
larger the article, the greater the strain; therefore, if
the cog-wheels separate so as to disconnect, they are

of no service when most needed.

We

has long and strong gears (Rowell’s Patent Double
Gear), and is the only wringer with “patent stop”.
for preventing the cog-wheels from separating so far
England

as to lose their power.—New

Tillage, Pasturage,
Wood Land.

The Buildings are in a good

1141

satin-like texture

DICTIONARIES.
;
We give it our unqualified commendation, and hope
to see a copy of it in every family.— Presbyterian

This work—W ebster’s Unabridged, Illustrated—is
an American Institution ot itself. It has no equal, no
rival in the world of its elass.—Am. Wesleyan.
The work is one of the most elsborate, valuable,
erudite and complete ever issued from the press of

any country.— Pittsburg Christian Advocate.
Wortny of the most cordial recognition and the
highest praise of all who write, sneak, or study the
English lan guage.—
Ev. Quarterly Review.

It has been well pronounced, ‘‘ a magnificent monument of American scholarship and learning.”—4merican Messenger.

We have found that the more care we spent npon
it, the more profit and pleasure we get fcom 1t,—Christian Examiner.

The best book

produced in the

may be had and hundreds of other useful articles b
patronising PARKER & CO’3, “ONE DOLLA
SALE.
:
vi
"Their system of doing business has been examined

Ladies or Gentlemen,

be re-

PURCHASERS OF
Organs, and Melodeons,

Pianos,

large Club,one of these articles are sold for One Dol:
lar, as an extra inducement, and some member of the
club has the chance of obtaining it. A New feature
introduced by this enterprising firm, is to pay their
agents in either cash or merchandise and. to pre-pay

can make an average saving of more than 20 per cent,
and are freed from all risk in the transportation of
Money or Instruments, by addressing REV. L. L.
HARMON, Pastor of Pearl Street Church, Portsmouth,

be

having leisure

time, than to form clabs for this firm. Read their advertisement in another

should

Published by G. & C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Mass.
Sold by all Booksellers,
-

the Internal Revenue department at Washington, dated Nov. 4th 1888, deciaring their business perfectly
fair and legitimate and entirely different trom the

offered to either

and

Edurational Monthly.

from

opportunity can

that the press has

century,

garded as indispensable to the well-regulated home,
Teadivg room, library, and place of business,~Golden Era.
WEBSTER’S
NATIONAL
PICTORIAL
DIC.
TIONARY,
‘ Thework is really a gem of a Dictionary, just the thing for the million.”—Admerican

WATCH, pair of Blankets, Quilt or Shawl for
One Dollar appears almost impossible, but such

better

for every body
present

This new system by which Instruments

of Music

are being sent to any part of the United States, was
invented by Rev. Mr. Harmon to meet a part of his
send for catalogues
expenses whilst laboring in the Sabbath school cause.
By «x ensive acquaintances. care and effort, this
bnsiness has become very extensive, and is daily in
creasing.
It furnishes the best Instruments at the
very lowest prices, and gives purchasers an opportunity to pay fur their Instruments in the easiest manner possible.
tas
PRICES.
(Not including Freight).
New 7 octave
MEETINGS AT THRE ANNIVERSARIES.
Pianos, with latest improvements, and in Jualiy
TUESDAY, OCT. 12. Anniversary Convention, at 7 | next to Chickering & Sons, are furnished for $245, and
upward.
Mr. Harmon goes to Boston and selects
P. M.; Anniversary Sermon, at 7 45, P, M.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 13. Executive Committee of F. separate ly every Piano that he sells, for two reasons.
1st.
That
he may have the first choice from a large
M. Soc., at 7 30, A. M.; Commission for the Promotion
number of Pianos.
of Education in the South, at 8, A. M.; Foreign Mission
2d.
That
he
may see the inside action, and
know
Soc., at 9, A. M.; Temperance Convention, at 10. A.
that it is of a durable character which will hold
its
M.; 8. S. Union, at 2, P.M ; Systematic Beneficence
brilliancy
of
tone
for
many
years.
Soc., at 4, P. M.; Foreign Missions, at 7, P. M.
RuED INSTRUMENTS,
Siugle Reed Organs are furcolamn, and

Notices and Appointments.

THURSDAY, Oct. 14. Historical Com., at 8, A. M.:
Edueation Soc., at 8 30, A. M.; Home Mission Soc., at

9, A. M.; Convention and Discussion, at10, A. M.; Education, at 2, P. M.; Home Missions, at 7, P. M.

SANDWICH Q. M. #ill hold its next term wih tae

church at West Campton, Oct. 19-21.

nished for #50, and upwards. Five octave Double
Reed Organs, with 5 stops, or 3 stops and M:nuil
Sub Bass, are furnished from the gest firms, for $100,

and npwards.
Five oceive po gf le Melodeons are
#3.-¢hed from any Manurctof® desired, and prices

WA not excopel $®w, for he very beat, in Walnut, nor

$70 in highly polished Rosewood,

A. SARGENT, Clerk.

. Other kinds of Reed Instruments
liberal terms.

Post

PLEDGE.

Office Addresses.

f

he warrants every Instrument that
years, if well used.

Received.

W K Atwood—A G Atkins—D Mien—M E Barden—J W
Barker—S Bewden—D Branch—J N Coffin—8 G Church—
Dodd—M F Demer-

BY

Rev Wm
Tenn.

B Woolsey,

Renting

5,00
7,40
20,00
12,00
11,00
40

Treasurer.
.

11,25
5,00
b,11

!

Rev J C Steel

-

In Bath, Me., Oct.5, by Rev. N, Brooks, Mr. Henry

8. Tinker of Boston, Mass,, and Miss

Nellie

F. Win-

Mr.

Franklin

slow of B.

In Lisbon, July 25, by Rev. N. Bard,
Richmond,

and

Miss

Rebecca

A.

Bard, daughter of the officiating clergyman.
In Lisbon Falls, Aug. 23, by Rev. Geo, Plummer,
Mr, Thomas Gould and Miss H, Lizzie Foster.
In Taunton, Sept. 26, by

Rev. G. W. Richardson,

George H, Leonard and
of Norton, Mass.
Penn.,

Miss Mary A.

Sejt.

20, at the

reridence of

P. P, Bliss, T.

er did “ cast their shadows before,” save to such

all Book and Music stores.
1t41

M.

Towne,

8.

Wesley

Maatin, R. 8. Tayler, T. Wood, C. T. Lookwood, W.
J. Robjohn, &c., &c. This Glee book is full of new,
fresh and beautiful thifige ry! size and price as

1 To

Instrument.
.
J
A person renting an Instrument, will have fhe priv.
Alege of retaining it so long as Rent is paid in ad.

vance, and no longer, and shall have the first privilege of purchasing thé same at the reduced price by
paying down. If an Instrument js paid for in full,
after being rented six months, all or the rents paid

Coronet”’—$1,25,

or

pay for the Instrument.

may

be pur-

chased by paying each month in advance,a sum equal

to a quarter's rent
all paid will go to
WAY & person can
not seem to’ feel it,
ularly in advance.

for that kind of Instrument,
pay for the Instrument, and in
soon pay for an Instrument,
if monthly payments are mado

and
this
and
reg:

If monthly payments cease when the Instrument

partly

paid for, the Instrument

must

a dozen.

they

have paid,

IN

EVERY

- TO

At

and Biggep

Pay

vance, prepaid money will go to py

strument.

subject

rents.

For

to

the

rént

conditions

on

sala

al

ROOT &Chicago,
OADY,’in.
’

Premivms

Wh

tever, for

REMARKABLY
THERE

IS NOTHING

SO GOOD!

THERE

IS

SO

NOTHING

ORTY

THOUSAND

Row,

CASES

dai

OF

York.

GOODS

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.
facturers, Importers, and others, for Cash, and often

at an immense sacrifice from the original cost of production.
Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods :
Shawls, Blankets, Quilts, Cottons, GingDress Goods,

Table

Linen,

Towels,

Hosiery, Gloves, Skirts, Corsets, &c., &c.
WARE,

SPOONS PLATED

FRENCH

AND

GERMAN

the standard and latest works of popular

in Jail

Gilt

and

Cloth

Bindings,—and

others.
These and everything else for

ONE
FOR

authors

at

hundreds

of

CARPET
75

Hanover

do pot ask you to buy goods from us unless we
sell them cheaper than you can obtain them in

cén
any

other way.—while the greater part of our goods are
sold at about

One-Half the Regular Rates.

FOR NOTHING.

Country. By employing your spare time to form
clubs and sending us orders, you can obtaifi the most
we guarantee-satisfaction to every ome dealing with
our house.
.
Agents should collect ten cents from each custqmer
holders of the Checks

have

exchanging for any article

the privilege of:

mentioned

deseribed, or ox

on. our

Cata-

legue, numbering over 350 different articles,—not one

of which can be purchased in the usual way for the
same money.

The advantage of first sending for Checks arethese :
We are constantly buying small lots of very valuable
goods which are not on our catalogues, and for which
we issue checks till all are sold; besides, in every
large club ve will put checks for Watches, Quilts,
Blankets, Dress Patterns, or some other article of val-

ue, giving some members of the club an opportunity
of plirchusing an article for about one-quarter of its
value.
In every order amounting to over $59, accompanied

FOR NOTHING.

A WHOLEYEAR

FOR NOTHING.

THE

EXPRESS

4

| Established in 1842.]

CHARGES.

of the most

leached Sheeting, Good Dress Pattern, Wool Square

pay the Agent, as commission, 45 yds. 8heeting, One
Bi r heavy Wool Blankets, Poplin Dress pattern,
Square

Shawl,

Silver-case

Watch

etc., ete., or $5,00 in cash,
For an order of $100, from a club of One Hundred
we wi | pay the Agent, as commission, 100 yds. good
Jad wide Sheeting, Coin-Si'ver Hunting Case watch,
ich Long Wool Shawl, Suit of all Wool Freach CasWe do not employ

any Traveling Ageuts,and custo

persons

purporting

to be our agents, unless personally acquainted.
SEND MONEY ALWAYS BY REGISTERED LETTERS.

1y39

98 &

100

Summer

the

AND

alone

GIRLS,

are worth

more

than

the

We will give the American Agriculturist,
for the last two months of 1869, to all new
subscribers for 1870 received in October,

whether singly or in Clubs,

4

For a club of ten and $13,00, or a club of
twenty and $20,00, we give the sender the
paper free for a year,
Terms, $1,50
$5,00;

per

10 for $12;

annum,

in advance;

4 copies for

20 or more $1 each.

In Illustrations and Original Matter

|

the Cheapest and Best Paper
in the World!!!

& -CO.,
St, Boston,

BOYS

Pictures

subscription price.

For further particulars send for Catulogues.

PARKER

valuable matter fer

Garden, and Household,

THE
The

simere, etc., etc., or $10 in cash,
tomers should not pay money

and

Including a special Department for

Shawl, French Cassimere Pants and Vest Pattern, fine
large White Couuterpane, ete., etc., or $3,00 in cash.
For an order of $50, from a club of Fifty, we will
wool

interesting

Farm,

COMMISSIONS.

Agents will be paid ten per cent. in Cash or Merchandise. whea they fill up their entire club, for which
below we give a partial list of Commissions :
For an order of $30, from a club of Thirty, we will
v4 the Agent, as commission, 28 yards
Brown or

andgome

i»)

A beautifully illustrated monthly of 44 pages, full

This offer is more especially to assist Agents in the
Weste:n and Southern States, but is open to all cus-

tomers.

»

AMBRICAY AGRIOVITURISE.

by the cash, the Agent may retain $2,00, and in every
order of over $100, $3,00 may be retained to
1

PAY

|

TWO MONTHS

and forward to us in advance, for deserip jive Checks
«f the goods we sell.

The

PICTURES

FOR NOTHING.
VALUABLE READING

We want good reliable agents in every part of the

liberal commissions, either in. Cash or Merchandise
®ad all goods sent by us will be as represented, and

Street,

BOSTON.

BEAUTIFUL

ARTICLE.

either purchasing the article thereon

COMPANY,

3t41

We do not offer a single article of merchandise,
that can he sold by regular dealers at our price. - We

&o.

NEW ENGLAND

DOLLAR

EACH

:
&o.,

JEWELRY, of the newest styles.

about one-half the regular prices :—such as BYRON,
MOORE, BURNS, MILTON. and TENNYSON’S WORKS,

i

=

Rugs,
Mats,

GOODS

We have also made arrangements with some of the
leading Publishing Houses, that will enable us to sell

,..

Stair Carpets,
Floor Oil Cloths!
Canton Mattings,

BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, the newest and
choicest styles in Morocco and Velvet Bindings.
MOROCCO TRAVELING BAGS, HANDKERCHIEF AND
GLOVE BOXES, &c,
GOLD AND PLATED

Popular

Extra Fines,

ON NICK-

FANCY

the

Superfines,

EL SILVER, DESSERT FORKS, ‘FIVE-BOTTLE PLATED
CASTORS, BRITTANIA WARE, GLASS WARE, TABLE
AND POCKET CUTLERY, in great variety.
ELEGANT

of

Kidderminsters,

Our facilities for transacting this immense business
are better than ever before. We have agents in all
the principal cities to purchase goods from the Manu-

SILVER: PLATED

Most

Three Plys, .

rom Maine to California, amounting in value to over

Remit by Checks,

Mass.

Post-ofice Money

Orders, or Regis-

| tered Letters,

ORANGE JUDD & C0.,

2641

MOORS
RURAL NEW YORKER

the In-

of quarterly

THE

Rural,

Literary
18 NOW

th

in

Tapestries,

~

were

in ad-

‘James Calder D, D, President of Hillsdale College,

LINES
Grades,

shipped from our house in One Year, to families
lubs, and ‘merchants, in every part of the country

hams,

:

Axminsters,
Royal Velvets,
English Brussels,

is

We, the undersigned, are prepared to say that Rev, L*
L. Harmon's NEW METHOD of supplying Musical Instruments in anv part of the United States, mak«s purchasers
perfectly safe: and by its advantages our brethren may
obtain Instruments of the best quality, and at the lowest
figures,
|
gros Harmon's long exoerience and familiar acqualints
ance with all the First Class Firms, enables him to give
valuable information to all enquirers,
Rev, E. Knowlton, So, Montville, Me,
“0, 0. Libby, Cor, Sec, ¥. M, Boc,, Dover, N, H.
* L. B. Tasker. Lyndon, Vt, «
‘J. Burnham Davis, Great Falls, N, H.
“ James A. Howe, Olneyville, R. 10"
(}
‘“ L. Dewey, East Troy. Pa, “ G, H. Ball, D. D, Buffalo, N. Y.

'

from

WILL

COMPRISING

PETTENGILL, BATES & CO.,
37 Park

Select

CHEAP!

Specimen numbers sent free,

4t41

To

BROKEN,

FIND

~5

TESTIMONIALS.

“

CUSTOMERS

FULL

RATES,

They can make a large money profit as they go along.

~ OUR

Prices.

SOMEWHAT

TT."

by taking single scat-

LOW CLUB

TO

THEMSELVES

Low

IS

BUT

\

Hillsdale, Mich,
D. M. Graham D, D., Chicago, Ill.

SUPPLY

STOCK

OUR

in making

strictly in

rents aye not paid

OPPORTUNITY
CUSTOMERS

such

TOWN

be considered

if quarterly rents are paid

advance, but if quarterly

AN

That has not been offered for years

¢n-

conditions of quarterly rents,
If a pereon starting upon the plan of monthly ny
ments, finds it inconvenient to make out the monthly
payments in advance, they can, full hack upon the
terms of renting per quarter, andin this way save all

Lincoln, both

THE PACIFIC GLEE BOOK,
BY F, W, ROOT AND J. B, MURRAY.
With copious contributions from such authors as

“New

Each quarter’s rent is to be paid strictly in advance
or no deduction will be made trom the price of the

None will be sold on trust.
MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Instruments

or

ol

CLOSING OUT)SALE,
PRESENTING

Checks, Drafts,

Streets
OUR

Mr,

Amos Milks, w Rev. D. Winton, REV. JEREMIAH
BALDWIN of
Hillsdale, Mich,, and MRS. AURELIA
FERRIS of Cambria, Mich,
»

Geo. F. Root,

}

will go to

18

rate.

HOME, to a Club of Five

as being, and having been, on rent, and the money
paid will be reckoned in pay for rent, subject to the

{]

Mianklin,

terms.

-

Married

in

8.

5,00

Buffalo, N. Y.

of

Melo-

’ Mason & Hamlin’s Cabinet Organ included,
Higher priced Instruments are rented on as liberal

12,00
441
:

Instruments.

each quarter’s rent reduces the price of the instrument

10,00

Erle Q M
Hopkinton ch
Lawreoce ch
Lawrence Q M

Reed

gle Reed Organs of best quality, are rented for $8 per
quarter, and each quarter’s rent reduces the price of
the Instrument $6.
TaIRD TERMS.
Five Octave Double Reed Organs,
and six Octave Piano cased Melodeons, Rosewood,
highly polished, are rented for $10 per quarter, and

New York Home and Foreign Mission Soclety.
‘West Shepherdstown ch
Phebe Compion
Fairport ch

TERMS

ons, Rosewood, highly polished, and five Octave Sin-

b5,

CURTIS,

ten

deon to $55; the second rent reduces the rent to $52;
tho third to $49; the fourth to $46; the fifth to $43;
and so on until the price of the Melodeon is reduced
to notLing.
SeconD TERMS.
Five octave Piano cased Melode-

Mission.

SILAS

sells, for

the first quarter’s reat reduces the price of the

Greene Co, E

J Boothby, Clara Moulton, Mrs 8 Goodwin A
friend to Missions, An old Freesoller, 82
ears of age, one days’ work, 1,00 each, So
arsonsfield, Me, per T W Towne
Lorain Q M. Ohlo, per D Inman
Curtis Fem Home Miss Soc. Lawrence, Mass,
per 8 M Durrell
Col Bowdoin Q M. Me. per A W Purinten
Rev N F Weymouth, Burnham, Me

MR. HARMON’S

he

FIrsT TERMS
Five octave Portable Melodeons are
rented for $5 per quarter,and
all of the first quarter’s
rent is taken from the price of the Melodeon, and al80 $3 of each $5 paid for subsequent quarters.
Explanation—If the price of a new Melodeon is $60

EXPRESS,
D Lothrop, & Co. 33 & 40 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

‘
)
Concord, N. H,

satisfac-

will refund

FOR

MAL.

Gorley’s Bridge,

Home

HARMONY

as

the money and’take the Instrument; hence he is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments, and

Rev. D. Johnson, No. Kingston, Ill.
Letters

furnished on

Ifany Instrument fails to give

tion after a few week’s use, MR.

Widen Finest

9

ter. Ine Subscriptions at regular rates and remitting to
us at our

Young man, if y ou a ready have a Bible;buy Webs.
ter's Unabridged Dictionary next.— Chr. Sun.

D. Lothrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston,

rendered

AGENTS

wealth of the English tongue.—Congregationlist.

FREKWILL BAPTIST MINISTERS can obtain Books
in all departments, andin any desired quantity, on
specially favorable terms, by sending their orders to

voi

AND

either in Money-Orders, Bank

.

It is far in advance of any other manual which offers itself to the aid of the student of the multifarious

Lyon’s Kathairon is the best Hair Dressing in use,

time

NEIGHBORS:
Combine and make up a club of Five or more;
put in $2.40 each, and forward in one remittance,

Y. Christian Advocate.

to the

ome

$2.40

The richest book of information in the world.—N.

of Beauty. No lady need complain of her Complexion
who will invest 75 cents in this delightful article.

No

copies at same

Making HEARTH

of

10,000 WORDS AND MEANI¥
Gq Nop 1x OTHER

Girl into a Fashionable City Belle,
In the use of the Magnolia Balm lies the true secret

a Decision

All over FIVE

™

at

up Clubs at our rates than is offered Ly any System

DICTIONARY.

to the plainest features. Itbringsthe Bloom of Youth
to the fading cheek and changes the rustic Country

and

all

Will find Less Wark

Get
the
Best.
WEBSTER’S UNABRIDGED

Complexion, removes Roughness, Redness, Blotches
Sun-burn, Tan, &c., and adds a tinge of Pearly Bloom

by the authorities

$4

Three

.

OF

BY THE CITY GOVERNMENT,

ADVANCE.

closed ina letter, which the Postmaster is obliged to
register if requested.
:
;

RICHARD L. GOODWIN.
Post-office address, So. Berwick, Me.

Be' Beautiful, Ifyou desire beauty you should
use Hagan’s Magnolia Balm,

IN

REMOVAL

OUR WAREHOUSE

1870,

~INVARIABLY

TO THE

each, THE CHEAPEST, as it is the most complete
FAMILY WEEKLY NEWSPAPER in the world.
’

condition.

Berwick, Oct. 11, 1869,

Farmer,

PREVIOUS

contains a thritty growth of PINE

Standard.

1t gives a soft, refined,

and

TIMBER, &c. There is on the farm an Occhard of
70 Young Trees, fast coming into bearing condition;
also an old Orchard of some 40 Trees.
The Land is
free from stones, under a good etate of culiivation,
never failing water, good neighborhood, &ec.

have taken

some painsto examine
the various wringers,and much
prefer the “Universal” as lately improved, because it

they?” und there predictions, have they been ful
filled! Almost equally oblivious are those lying
prophets and their * coming events,” which nev-

as were ‘ given over to believe a lie.”,

FOR SALE.

The Wood Lot

The next point is to see that the cog wheels are

Many years ago, Voltaire and Hume predicted
that ere

FARM

°°

Single Copies,

from Great Falls, 34 of a mile
a lig, N. H.; 3 miles
from Salmon Falls, 1 mile from South Berwick.
Said
farm contains SIXTY ACRES, well divided into

add much to the durability of the machine.

B. Toothsker

The Bible Society in France has distributed,
during the past year, ten thousand three hundred
and eighty-two copies of the Bible and of the
New Testament, and has expended for this object forty-five thousand five hundred and four

4139

2
[]
ease. The Balsamis a pleasant remedy; it is a sdfe
is situated in Berwick, Maine, on the
remedy; it is a powerful remedy; it is'a speedy rem- BariverFARM
road leading from Great Falla to Salmon
edy;

FOR

=

‘

REDUCED RATES

Superfine, Stair Car

:

for Nothing.

Our ONLY TERMS hereafter are the below

he

GREAT SACRIFICE, :

Those who subscribe earliest will
Get the Most

INCLUDING

CLOSING OUT AT A

THEREFORE,

.

ut

:

of the

bronchial tubes or tendency to consumption, will find

in Dr. Wistar’s Ba/sam of WildyCherry

.

#5 CARPETS.—Three-Ply,

SUFFER rather than take nauseous medicines,

irritation

So that all euch yearly subscriptions will end January 1st, 1871.
:
.
:

& Co., 47 Washington Street;

OUR WHOLE STOCK,

All the Wholesale Departments

Free!

petings, Bockings, Rugs, Mats, &c., at unprecedented
low prices.
a
JOouN J, PEASLEY & CO., 47 Washington Street,

[3

colds,

75c per yard.

than market prices.

trated work on the.subject. Persons having Indian
Relics may cause a fuller representation of their vicinity as well as aid said publication, by sending
such articles to 8, A. LADD, or communicating with

All who suffer from coughs,

CARPETS,

CARPETS

TO ALL who subscribe before next January, for
One Year, at the Reduced Rates printed below,
HEARTH AND HOME will be sent from the date of
we
their subscription to the end of this year

A TAPESTRY BRUSSELS,
ARPETS—An invoice of new patterns just 1eceivéd. " For sale at less

with the view of publishing an illus-

him at Meredith Village, N. H,

LINEN

ALL WOOL STAIR CARPETS, 50¢ per yard.
JOHN J. ‘PEASLEY & Co., 47 Washington Street,
Boston.
:
!

W Collar—A Coon—W Darrow—H
A home missionary who works along the line
itt—b Fr ost—E Guilford—B 8 Gerey—C C Hutchinson—
Harlow—I
Hewitt—Z
of the Pacific Railroad, says, that he preached on
C 8 Houseman—t Hopkins—M
Hopkins—A H Heath—H Haythorne—W Hurlin—G W
the street at Cheyenne, with a dry goods box for
Hayes—H S Kimball—C H Kimball—H Knowlton—A Libd»y—A A Laughtou—O T Moulton—R McDonald—J W
a pulpit. The choir were seated in a buggy,
Martin—S R Niles—J L Odell-L F Osvis—C F_Penney—
when the horse became frightened, and away
Quinby—M A Quimby—P
C P.wers—S Partridge—H
W Sutton—E Stevens—R Sanborn—L Shunkwent the choir, singing as they went. The Pres- } Randall—E
wiler—A P Tracy—C H Webher—W B Woolsey—G W
byterian wishes that some of the choirs in the
Wallace—R R
Walters—B F Zell,
eastern churches could be moved as readily.
Books Forwarded.

and

before the school.
And how those little
eyes glistened at the idea! An enthusiastic

a

In ten minutes the horse will begin to eat.
Parson’s Purgative Pills will greatly relieve, if not
entirely cure, dyspepsia, when everything else fails.

the express charges.

bath school to be solicited to adopt and
maintain a child in India. They hesitated,
But the matter was laid

and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P.M.
WM. MERRITT, Supt.

SALE

or

Everything
for Silt
Nothing!
i

P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.88 p.x
Leave Boston for Dover at. 7.80 A, M.,12 M,,3, 6 P.M

numerous xift enterprises.
Of course all do not get
watches. blankets, &c., for One Dollar, but in every

MISCELLANY.

largely gone over to Rationalism; and so strong
has been the current that it is said to have

expressed strong fears that it could not be

into

SPECIAL

“GIVEN AWAY!

For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A, M., 2.45 P, M.
ForJLawrence and Boston at 5,51, 8, 10.55 A. M., 6.0

Q. ¥., and J. Spin-

ney of the Anson, and H. Magoun of the Wellington Q. M., whose faithful labors added much to
the interest of the meeting.
At the close of the
service in the afternoon, about one hundred came
around the table of their departed Lord. It was a
very precious season, and one long to be remembered. The churches are enjoying some religious

they will do wonders. A few years since,
the pastor of the Lake Village church proposed to some of the brethren, for the Sab-

carried through.

'_

Q. M.—Held its last session

“If

to work on the General Conference plan,
- but with the definite terms, that a stipula-

tain you.”

Clerk.

with the Bonegap Church, Sept. 4,6. Next session with the Jeffersonville church, 16 miles south

any Y. M. should wish to arrange definitely” &c., instead of ** differently,”as printed ;
that is, should a Y. M. or Q. M. wish to go

ENCOURAGING

Yd SrapLes,

LisBoN, N. H., Q. M.—Will hold its next session with the church at Littleton, the first Saturday and Sabbath in Nov. next.
Conference, Friday at one o'clock, P. M.

ERRATUM,

In a recent Star,

to be remembered by the large number of believers

of Flora, on the Ohio

the

with cog-wheels, as they greatly

the Lowville church, Sept. 18,19. The churches
were generally represented, both by letter and
delegates. ‘Tone ot reports hopeful, though no
special revival interest is enjoyed. The conference
appointed a ** Mission Committee,” instructed it
to secure the services of an Evangelist for the Q.
M., and agreed by unaminous votg to sustain said
committee. A resolution was passed unaminously
favoringthe establishment of a ** Free Baptist Pa‘| per” in New York city, and expressing satistaction at the appointment of Dr. Bull as editor of the
same. Preachingby Brethren Ward, Jefferson,
Prescott, Staples and Allen. The social meetings
were eminently devotional, the preaching spiritual, earnest, and the communion season was pecuharly melting and soul-refreshing. A season long

WAYNE COUNTY

Liniment

water, then pour the whole down

In

THE JEFFERSON Q. M.~Held its last session with

For Great Falls, 10,10 A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.

' Many valuable horses die from the effects of colic.
The best thing to do in a case of this kind, is to pour
Anodyne

HEARTH ~» HOME|

and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 P. M,

where “tongues shall cease.—N, Y. Evangelist,

a bottle of Juhnsow's

Bdbertisements,

Notices.

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5,45 P.M

Nearly forty years ago, Noah

necked junk bottle, and half pint of molasses

;

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD.
Summer Arrangemens., June 22, 1868.

pect to lay it aside, until we have no more .occasion
for guch instruments of thought, entering that world

prosperity ; some additions since the June term.
8. BOWDEN, Clerk.

R————

i

NoAH WEBSTER,

How

Quarterly Meetings.

:

at

‘Webster taught us to spell, and since we got beyond
spelling, and learned to read and write, his dictionary
has been our constant companion. Nor do we ex-

|

+

offered

the elosing out sale of the NEW ENGLAND CARPET
Co. See their advertisement in another column,

. . . Instead of writing for the npwsNorra Berwick, Me. I baptized six
apers, goto work on a farm, become a |
very
happy converis yesterday. Several
thresh2
driVe a stage, conduct
DE
We have
ing-machine, do any honest thing that will more are soon to be baptized.
had a revival spirit in our meetings nearly
employ your muscles, occupy your mind,
mp keep you in the open air.
all the season, which sull continues.
“ You seem to have studied once a good
Oct. 4.
C. H. KIMBALL.
study
deal of church history. Did you ever
the laws of health? Did you ever learn
Brooks, Me. I would say, that I comhow to live? Before you recur to Neander
and Baumgarten-Crusius, let us urge you menced labor with the church in Brooks in
to read *¢ Combe's Constitution of Man” and July last. The brethren and sisters are
the current volume of the Herald of Health. good workers, and feel anxious to see sinBecome a farmer, or a wood-chopper, or ners converted to God.
There is some ina stage-driver for twelve months; and, by
living henceforth according to Nature, you terest already manifest. -We have conclud- |
may be tolerably- sure that neither Provi- ed to put forthan extra effort for a revival
dence nor the Devil will hinder your preach- of God's work. We expect to commence ‘a
ing the gospel during the remainder of protracted meeting, Thursday evening, Oct.
your life. =
:

v

-

Special

"THE best opportunity for purchasing carpets atlow
prices that has occurred for years, is now

Cheapest

GREAT

AMERICAN

and

:

Family

Weekly,

THE LARGEST, BEST AND

Journal

of its

Class.in the

World.

SIXTEEN DOUBLE JuARTe PAGES oF FIVE Co!
»
and the Largest lllustrated Paper in America
Terms :—$3 a Year, less to Clubs.
'
iil

THE 13 NUMBERS OF THIS QUARTER,

A Vital
Questién Answered.
Thousands of
dyspeptic and bilious sufferers, who have exhausted
the list « f official remedies in vain,

are

asking

what

they shall do next, and if there is any remedy for
their misery.

There ix.

TARRANT'S

EFFERVESCENT

Oct. to Jan.) sent, ON TRIAL, to any

1t41

SELTZER APERIENT will give them immediate relief

and eventually restore them to perfect hi alth, It is
a stoniachic, an alterative, a purgative, and a gentle:
diuretic, combinedin one delicious and refreshing
draught,
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
2

f

addressin

nited States or Canada, for onty § 0 Cts.
Trial Trip of the Best Weekly on
Trip Address
Db. D.T.

41 Park Row,

BaSthgo

&

00,,

Publishers’

New York, Brown’s Iron

delphi, are authorized to contract for
in

8 paper.

the

Try

New

Buil
hi

L

By

~~

THE

A

MORNING

STAR: OCTOBER 13, 1869.
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x
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Literary Review.

| such information as ordinary men

two There was a gréat room full of ‘these pots | “They cut with diamonds, don’t they ?”
a that were drying, and they looked for all asked Frank, wishing to appear intelligent.
Just
cup.
little
a
pans, one plate, and
“Ho! ho!” laughed James, in spite of Tae EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE ROMANS, By J.
little picce of steak contributed eight pieces the world like elephants that had lost their
P. Lange, D. D., and the Rev. F. R. Fay.
¢ There are not enough diamonds
himself.
trunks.”
sent
rries
Translated from the German, by J. F. Hurst,
to the dish-wash.: A few strawbe
which
cutting
the
——p———
all
do
to
world
the
in
« I should think,” said Lucy, ¢ that even
D. D.. with additions by P. Schaff, D. D., and
| in six pieces tobe got ready to soil again.
New York: Charles
‘the Rev. M.. B. Riddle,
after they are dry they would be likely to ‘they do in a day. They have wheels that
sepsix
on
lves
themse
ed
on,
impress
Conventi
e
eggs
Octavo. pp. 453. Sold
Four
«A Vegetabl
Scribner & Co. 1869.
turn
around
very
fast,
and
are
always
kept
crack when put into such heated furnaces.”
by D. Lothrop & Co.
tl
—
arate articles.
PE, of course,” replied James; “I was just wet, and they hold the glass against the
It is quite too late now ' to praise Lange’s Comof
s
minute
ten
at
Once where our city farmers sat
began
* Gentlemen, we
wheels,
and
cut
it
in
that
way.
The
wheels
and it is hardly needful to speak in depots
these
of
one
put
They
that.
to
coming
mentary,
And listened toa long debate,
and aguarter to eight we found oursix,
|
“
they
that
small
so
peculiar characteristics and its rare and
its
some
of
tail
sizes,
all
of
are
In their own club room, this and that
selves triumphant—everything cleared away into a furnace without a fire, at first, and
very beauti- striking excellences. Scholars, both in Europe
is
That
them.
Discussion kept them up so late,
with
engrave
as
exactly
is
pot
new
the
till
gradually
it
heat
except the dish-cloth. You see we washed
and in this country, have given the work a strong
They left their samples in the hall, (
Then they tear away. ful. They engrave animals and flowers approval in plan and execution, and clergymen
up thé bread pan, the dish pan, and. the hot ns the old one.
In heaps upon the dusty floor,
fruit and birds, and all sorts of pretty and Sabbath school teachers are finding the valsink, scalding them all, (and our fingers the brick from the furnace where the glass andIn packages against the wall,
And it takes such" littie wheels to ue and interest of the successive volumes such
things.
drag
and
truck
iron
an
in
roll
and
melted,
is
;
t0o,) and dried them off with the dish-cloth.
In bundles down behind the door
man engrave a tiny bird, ,as to set this Commentary, mn their estimation,
Isawa
it.
do
sight,
beautiful
a
That’s
pot.
broken
the
out
out
wash
to
go
Now, where orfearth can we
eye with a wheel no big- far above every other. We have heretofore
the
drew’
he
When a potato rubbed its eyes,—
and
dish-rag® Not in the clean pan! Not too. Then in a minute you see some men
that
Rose,
Early
an
been
pointed out its peculiar qualities and expressed
have
It must
ger than a pin-head.”
over the clean dry sink! We stood aghast come rushing along with another truck
our high sense of its worth and adaptation,
For it was first of all to rise,—
too?”
glass,
on
paint
not
they
“And do
This volume, devoted to the leading epistle of
for five minutes, and then wadded up the with this great red-hot elephant on it—and
And said, ¢ Permit me to propose
asked Lucy.
it
brick
they
and
furnace,
the
into
goes
this
into
it
New Testament, exhibits all the excellences
tucked
the
and
A friendly meeting now and here;
ball,
a
like
round
rag,
very
of
deal
great
a
saw
we
yes,
‘We can be social until morn.”
«“(Q
the plan holds. The epistle itself is full
pn
again.”
up
which
the far corner of the sink, and shut down
lamp-shades and of significance, since it brings out so fully the
for
A stalk of maize then bowed its ear,
painting
beautiful
about
what
‘
Frank,
said
now,”
And
«
that
But
the cover. Our sink has a cover.
And a cucumber curled in scorn.
Pauline theology, and has been the occasion of so
;
things of that kind.”
rag, though hidden, was heavy on our con- the glass?
much earnest controversy. The very bestresults
a
in
off
«I should think it would wear
¢ 1 second that,” a parsnip said,
«Q, I'm just coming to it,” said James.
science. *¢ She” never would have done so.
of critical; exegetical and patristic study aplittle while,” said Frank.
The timid thing turnéd'deadly pale.
pear fully exhibited in this volume. ‘Whatever
We have seen clean dish-cloths, but how ¢ After they have mixed the sand and pot
The jealous carrot, round and red,
«So it would if it wasn't burnt inj. but can be made to throw light upon the confessedly
our skill.
passes
the
put
they
together,
all
etc.,
lead,
and
ash
them,
washed
they
Objected, for, “ his friehd, so frail,
putit into hard passages in this epistle, is sought and applied.
The fire is never after they paint the glass, they
And so, as we said, ¢ she” is away, leav- mass into these furnaces.
Though classical, could not endure
the colors Learning and labor are amply represented in the
till
there
it
keep
and
a furnace
An argument that reached the root ;
ing us to thought and good resolutions. allowed to die out, and you may believe
exegetical and’critical portions of the work, and
are
firm.”
And should they quarrel he was sure
We shall bea wiser and a better man for at they are hot. I think it takes six weeksto
doctrinal and homiletical suggestions deserve
the
the
melt
«] should think that would
They had things all prepared to shoot.”
All around
But one of the most prominent
no little respect.
least two days after her return. And when- heat them hot enough to use.
glass,” said Frank.
;
volume appears in the
preseat
the
cali
of
they
features
that
openings
are
furnace
the
But he was overruled, and they
ever we stop to think, shall rank a success
£0, they don't put it right into the fire, extended Introduction, covering more than fifty
Then
in.
look
can
you
where
Put the potato in the chair,
holes,’
glory
work«
a
,
as
maker
home
ful housekeeper and
of the large, closely-printed pages. Half of itis
them but only where it is very hot.”
And then debated until day
er second to noneon a scale of achievement men come with long iron rods, and put
such
see
to
mustbe
it
nice
devoted to the consideration cf Paul's epistles in
very
How
«
there.
on'them
Dawned in its glory
and deserving. Her services are like the into the melted glass, and so take out some things!” said Frank,sighing,half enviously. general, and the other half to the discussion of
A ripe tomato bright and red,
of it on the ends of the rods. These rods
to the eternal dish-wash, two spoons,

air, the rain and the

ble, yet too often
giving.

They only plow with wheels the street,
And greenbacks are the only greens
That grow where corporations meet
In rings to raise the *‘ ways and means.”
Oh, how the last remark did please
Some beans which loudly cried encore;
‘While in wild ecstasy, the peas,
In raptures rolled upon the floor.
¢ This is no place for mirth; instead
Of jollity we should be wise,”
Cried out in wrath a cabbage head,
And the potato winked his eyes.
« And that is so; in word and deed
‘We must be sober and sedate,”
Exclaimed a turnip run to seed;
“ Haye dignity or stop debate!”
A squash now thought that he should speak, ]
And soften with his language soft
The quarrel; but his accents weak
‘Were lost in crashes from aloft.

enough,and yet know

you, and has never been in the country begn
:
fore.”

The grapes rolled out in merry glee,
And reeled in fun across the floor.
The crashing box awakened me,
Just as the last man left the door.

« Well, I guess I should have known bet-

ter than that, if I'd never heard of the coun-

try,” replied

I have regretted,—so have you,—
That I was not in sounder sleep.
I wished to hear the speeches through,
Hear something about plowing deep,—
. A task that’s seldom done in speech,
‘When men or vegetables wise

about

Work,
a

few days te keep house. He came out of
the experience with a higher idea of woman’s work and worth. Hear what he

says:
The quiet fidelity

with

which

¢ she’

them,”

continued

don’t want.

“I

« To

make

the

glass,

of course,”

make glass out of sand,” said he,

him,

as

oats

a horse

homeward

bound.

and jobs;—and

although work is endless as to quantity,
et when cut up thus into terms and jobs, we
men go heartily on our journey and count
our mile-stones.
Not so with our

our socks,

mates.

pul

and we

our

¢ She” mends
irrepressible

spot, and she darns

toeupon the darned

«¢She” washes for the family,
it again.
makes haste to send back
family
the
and

the same garments to be washed again.
« She” puts the-room in order, and we get
it ready to be * rid up” again.’ The same

socks, the same washing, the same room
every time. She has no successive jobs
no terms, no pay-day, no tally-stick of life.

She washes the same dish three hundred

and sixty-five—yes, three times three hun-

dred and sixty-five times every year.
No wonder she breaks it and is glad of !
What a relief to say, “I've DONE that

dishI”

|

Not only have we washed dishes, but
we also cooked and served and helped eat
a meal, (with ’bated appetite because of
) and now we are astounded at the
number of thoughts, and steps, and acts,
and processes involved in a very plain supper. Ooly two of us, jolly cronies, caring
nothing for style and needinig only a very
plain supper. And we had it, and with it

Gentlemen, all!

We go intoa* room and

Bee a table ready set.

thing—a supper.

It seems

to us one

Itis, in fact, from fifty

to two hundred
down one. by one

separate things, taken
for us to use, and for

said

If they
* I think

knows

Little Corporal.

+ A Bear Story.

the

With these

bear” that

Weremember a very comical
to

amused

and

Hammond,

Mr.

with his tricks the mirth-loving people of
Paris, in Oxford county, many years ago.

‘‘ there.

He

and

a little cub,

when

captured

was

was brought up by hand as one of the family. He claimed the warmest place on the

can be blown enchimneys. They
roll

which he was forced

heaps of things I don't know."—

belonged

in

hearth-stone, and nestled

weather

cold

with the dogs before the fire. None of the
pet animals about the farm were tamer
than he ; and none loved better to climb up

glass over

caress,

lap and receive his
into his master’s

shears they do

this down, till, lo! there is a standard.”
“IT don’t see how they could blow the

¢ They are not so nice as blown ones. It
doesn’t take a minute to make them. There
are great iron moulds, just the shape you
want. Somebody drops some melted glass
into the mould. Then somebody else comes
down, clap, with
a great press, and then
raises it again, and a boy- puts in.a kind
of narrow pitchfork and pulls out the gob-

or understood better the whims of his mistress when begging for a choice morsel.
His serious countenance always gave great
effect to his antics; and

he

un-

to

seemed

derstand when he caused a laugh among
the household. As he was of a prying
disposition, and forever peeping into every
hole, the family were obliged to lock up
every thing, even the closets where they
kept their clothing. When he took it into
make up a nest, it was all the
to d
his hea
together were woolen or fur, cotton or silk.

the egg was laid,

Mr. Bear understood it. as well as any of
the family or the feathered tribe; and if he
he

prevented,

wasnot

would

it and

find

suck it before the cackling fowl had ceased
her song.
One Sunday the family went to church,
Bruin
and left the bear alone at home.
improved the opportunity and rummaged
all over the house in search of fun or some-

of the Great

American Conflict, issued by these same Publishers, out-ranks

all other works

on

that

subject.

Indeed, Messrs. Case & Co. put their hands only’
to high undertakings. Quality with them goes be=
fore quantity. They do not send out many books,
but those which they do issue win their way by
:
real force of character.

MENTAL PHILOSOPHY : embracing the three departments of the Intellect, Sensibilities and
ill. By Thomes C.
of Mental and Moral
College, etc., ete. In
The Intellect, with an

Upham, D. D., Professor
Philosophy in Bowdoin
Vol. L:
two volumes.
Appendix on Language.

Vol. IL.: The Sensibilities and Will. New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1869. 12mo. pp.
561, 705.
Prof. Upham has been long known through his
Mental Philosophy,as well as by means of his
large contributions to our higher . religious
His eminence in the sphere of
literature.

scholarship has only added to his efficiency in the
domain of Christian faith and experience. The
critical student and the comprehensive philosopher have blended, both in his life and his service, with the devout believer who bows daily
preme embodiment of truth, the

su-

the

risen, as

before the Christ crucified and

sublimest phecentral fact of

nomenon of the universe, and the

human history. But his Mental Philosophy is
the product of study, scholarship, reflection and
experience. The fact that it has been, and stilt
is, so extensively used as a text-book in our institutions of learning, of various grades, proves
Latterly, it has been
its value and adaptation.
somewhat criticised as failing to give proper

prominence to the views of the Continental meta-

with other men, his

of hu-

source

physicians respecting the internal

man ideas. He is complained of for being too largely a disciple of Locke and an ally of the sensational
school. But his chapter on the Intuitive or Sug-

to deal, his own personal

qualities and the traits of his religious character,
Then follows an
—all these pass under review.
analysis of the contents of the several epistles, a
ideas out from
discussion of the fundamental
which they grow, and the specific objects which
Inthe special
were sought in their composition.
consideration of the epistle to the Romans, we
have a view of Rome and its significance as it
was in Paul’s day, then, of the Christian congregation there to which the epistle was addressed,
next, « discussion of its authenticity, and finally
of its occasion, purpose and contents. A large
amount of valuable information is thus brought
together, and the student is prepared to use the
Commentary which follows, with increased intelligence, receptiveness and profit.
It is a great work which the Messrs, Scribner
& Co. are thus reproducing for the use of American students of the Bible.
It is somewhat extensive and costly, to be sure, but it will prove,
when completed, no mean exegetical and theological library. The American edition is rendered more valuable than the German,by the important additions of Prof. Schaff, a man who happily blends the minute and extensive learning of
Germany with a rare Christian simplicity and an
eminently devout and chastened spirit. Every
minister, who knows the meaning of study, the
value of fresh ideas, and the inspiration springing from a clearer apprehension of a sentence in
Scripture, will be not a little richer, in the highest sense, for having such a work as this on the

same to him whether the articles he heaped
If a hen cackled when

class, jit as Greeley’s History

missionary tours, the characteristics of the nations, laws, literature and religious systems with

a spooney, after all. Iam afraid I should
have known less than he does about the
country, if I had never lived in it; and he

It will out-rank other works of its

fore issued.

gestional Power, shows that he has not overlook-

ed the claims of what has been called transcendentalism, and that he finds an important element of truth in it. His work, though not exhaustive or remarkably profound, is clear, dis-

criminating

classifications

Its

and instructive,

He never
and definitions are worthy of praise.
bewilders the student by a perplexing style, by
learned speculations, or by long critical digression. He explores the domain of the mind in
the search after facts and principles and laws,
thoroughly content when he has found and ex-

hibited them. And, hence, the work is especial
ly adapted to those who are beginning the study
of this science.
:
The new edition is greatly improved in its details.
It has received just such modifications and

touches as the constant study, reflection and experience of the class-room, during many years,
suggested to the author,

and

many.

The

-And the gains are real

publishers have

issueditin

a

style that ought to be satisfactory to all reasonable purchasers.
*
ACOMPENDIOUS GERMAN GRAMMAR.
By William D. Whitney, Professor of Sanskrit, and Instructor in Modern Languages in Yale College.

New York: Leypoldt and Holt. 1869. 12mo. pp.

248.

Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

‘A GERMAN

READER, in Prose

Notes and Yosubulary,
Same
lishers.
12mo. pp.
231.

and Verse, with
author

It will seem almost a waste of ink

shelf of his book-case or at his right hand on the

to those who know the linguistic
Prof. Whitney, to say that these

study table.

&

and

Pub-

paper,

attainments of
text-books are

meant for those who, dissatisfied with any mere
SERMONS, preached in St. James’s Chapel, York
Street, London.
By
the Rev. Stopford
A.
Brooke, M. A., Honorary Chaplain in ordinary

smattering of the German language, are intent
on a thorough comprehension
of that tongue,

1869. 12mo. pp. 323. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
Mr. Brooke is the Biographer of F. W. Robertson, and, like him, the occupant of a pulpit in the
established Church of England, and a fearless,
vigorous, independent thinker. He recites the
creed, assents to the thirty-nine articles, and uses the liturgy; but when he begins to preach,
there is certainly very little to suggest the stereotyped methods of spéech that one looks for in
the pulpits of the
Establishment. These sermons are quite out of the ordinary line. Lack-

energy necessary to secure it. The Grammar
shows the critical scholarship. of the author
throughout, though he he has nothing redun-

to the Queen.

and are willing to take the time

Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.

ing the depth, the fire, the throbbing

force

and

and

spend the

dant to offer; and the Reader will impose real
labor before all its exercises are mastered,
though only such selections have been made as are

necessary to a comprehension of the genius and
idioms of the tongue. The books will not fail
to find faver.

tle-page

One thing surprised

promises

with the Reader.

a “ Vocabulary

us.

The

and

Notes”

ti-

We have looked for them care-

fully, but the search was vain,

the marvelous suggestiveness of Robertson, Mr.
Brooke is still a man of marked originality, a THE LITERATURE OF THE AGE OF ELIZABETH.
the the handles
By Edwin P, Whipple.
Boston: Fields, Oshad left the cellar door unlocked stimulant to thinkers, a keen inspector of life,
e
housewif
good & Co. 1869, 12mo. pp. 364.
Sold by D.
to pitchers ?” asked Frank, ‘Do they press
and a rare painter and interpreter of the subtler
the
Lothrop
&
Co,
before
long
not
and it was
ajar,
and
and deeper experiences that lie too far down for
those on?”
Mr. Whipple has heretofore shown both his
and ‘crept down the superficial and commonplace men to find, His
“0 no. When the pitcher is done, a bear discovered it
whole broad
acquaintance with the
extensive
cellar, he espied style, unlike Robertson’s; is finished and exact,
boy comes along with a lot of melted glass stairs. Once down in the
field of English literature, and his rare ability as
there was any —a piece of literary art that yields a rare pleas- a just, independent and discriminating critic.
on his rod and claps it against the pitch- the molasses barrel, and if
+
he human soul
ely fond ure. He'has evidently
excessiv
was
he.
But he has done nothing in his previous literary
er for the top of the handle, and then he thing in the house
more than he has the commentators, and he
field, at all
Bruin
that, in the same general
career
honey.
or
molasses
was
it
gives ita little swing and claps it against of,
would be sure to attract earnest and deep-heartvolume. A
this
in
exhibited
work
the
equals
the tightly- ed men to him, who know what it is to go
¢..0, there are plenty of places. This that the place where he wants the lower part pawed over the barrel, licked
appreciation, of
we saw came from Berkshire county, where of the handle to be, and the thing is done; driven bung, and was about abandoning it through great conflicts of opinion, and to find man of rare insight, of thorough
subtilty and delicacy of perception, capable of
Grasp- themselves every now and then baflled with the detecting the traits of the author in the qualities
there are whole hills of fine, white sand, and it hardens so quick’ that it stays put, in despair, when he espied the spile.
problems
and
mysteries
of
life,
His
habits
of
they
Then
snow.
like
withwhich looks almost
of his style, possessing a marvelous power of
ing it with his strong teeth, he easily
splendidly.”
thought are philosophical and sciextific; he raremind,a
have to mix other things with it to make |
So now we haverour pitcher and gob- drew it, and out came the thick molasses ly ties himself in the pulpit to the letter of analysis, bringing t6 his task a robust
healthy conscience and an inflexible determinaof
delight
great
the
to
glass.”
:
stream,
steady
a
in
Scripture; his interpretations and applications of
| let all ready to use,” said Frank.
mouth to the passages would perpetually annoy the textual tion to be just as well as decided, and employing
¢ Yes,” said Frank, ¢¢ water, I suppose, to |
¢ Not quite,” said James.
They hive to the bear, who clapped his
of self- expositors; and his sermons would not satisfy a style equally marked by vigor, felicity and finboil it down.”
| be annealed, first, or they would be good | hole and sucked away with grunts
ish, he has given us one of the finest contributhe hearer who insists upon the frequent and
La
could
;
James tried hard not to laugh, but
tions to this department of literature that has
| for nothing, as they would break so easi- satisfaction.
emphatic statement of the points that occupy the
appeared in this country during the last fifteen
not help it.
The molasses still flowed, and still the
|.
So they are put-on a railroad, in an
central place in the evangelical system.
Indeed,
« I don’t remember every thing’; but one oven, [here Mary’s eyes opened very bear kept his mouth to the orifice, pausing he does not seem to regard that as the thing to do years. Readers of the Atlantic will recognize
of thé principal things is potash, and for| wide,] and are moved along gradually till now and then to take a long breath. At in preaching, and there are now and then senti- these papers as old acquaintances, but they will
nice glass, red lead. And, O Lucy, you they pass over acooler part of the oven, length he was full ; his stomach could hold ments expressed that raise a serious question be all the more welcome on that account.
They have great
was not satisfied. over his full orthodoxy. He appears to be a resought to see the lead!
and then cooler and cooler, till at last they no more ; yet his appetite
and viewed torationist in belief, he says some things about ARMY LIFE IN A BLACK REGIMENTS By Thomhaunches
his.
bars of it, and itlooks.as dull as you please. have no heat under'them.
on
d
Hesquatte
If they are well
as Wentworth Higginson, La‘'e
Colonel 1st
disgust, to miracles that would not pass unchallenged, and
with
stream
But they put it into great ovens, that are annealed, they will not break easily.”
running
still
the
South Carolina Volunteers.
Same Publishers,
while
he
asserts
the
divinity
of
Christ
in
strong
|
rod
a
‘and
abundant,
etc. 1869. 12mo. pp. 296.
heated so hot you can’t stand within
| «I should like to see such a factory,” think that the supply was so
terms, his method ot discussing the development
One is impressed with the significance’ of the
of them, and melt it. But you never saw said Frank.
of the Messiah may well raise the question
"Didn't you bring anything that, alas’! he could hold no more.
papers in the Atlantic Monthly, by observing
large
in
out
run
now
had
such a beautiful color. A man stands with away as.a memendg ?”
molasses
whether he holds that opinion in such a sense as
The
:
how many of them are re-issued in book form,
a great pool on would satisfy.any pronounced Trinitarian. So
a long iron rod, and works it over and over.
“Yes,” said James,“ we bought sever- quantity, and had formed
and take a prominent place in literature. Col.
John
much
must
be
said
in
justice
to
the
truth;
but
Uncle
it!
rolled
see
and
could
it,
you
into
wish
0, I
the floor, but Bruin dove
Higginson’s account of his experiences and obal
things.
Uncle
John
bought
a
silver
doorit
must
also
be
as
frankly
added,
that
the
larger
in the thick fluid,
said that even vermilion did not begin to

let, all made.”
But how do they put

thing

knob.”
i
¢
A
silver
door-knob!”
repeated Frank,
it varies from silver to scarlet. It is perin
surprise.
“I
shouldn’t
think that was
supfectly beautiful! Q, then—I forgot—I
a
memento
of
a
glass
factory.”
first
the
in
you,
told
have
to
ought
posel
«Well, of course it wasn’t real silver;
place, how they make the pots for melting
the glass. They have a peculiar kind of but I'll tell you how they make such things.
clay which comes from Germany, I believe, They make a glass door-knob, in the first
and this they put into the great bins. And place, then they put on the thinnest poshow do you suppose they get all the air out sible’ coating of quicksilver, and then
another coating of glass; and then it looks
| of it?"
«I suppose they have some enormous great just as if the whole was silver—and it is
better on some accounts, because it never
press,” suggested Frank.
a
needs
polishing. They make goblets in
use
to
tried
they
*
« No,” said James;
the
same
way’; but you can tell those in a
answer.
wouldn't
it
found
but
machine,
The men tread out the clay barefooted. minute, because they are so much thicker
They tread, tread, tread, all day long, and than real silver, and yet as light as glass.”
“Did you see them color glass?” asked
there is nothing like if for making the
:
clay compact and pressing out all the Lucy.
“Yes,
in
two
or
three
different ways.
air.”
“ How dreadful!” said little Mary; “1 Sometimes just a few grains of some matter, thrown into .the great bin where the
shouldn't want to do that.”

express the depth and splendor

of it;

~ @ her"
to wash and put back whence they
There is a plate of biscuit. To that
:
simplicity we with our own hands
‘and feet brought together a new quick fire
:
viz., kindling wood, raking.out
and hod of coal. Flour from the bin,
¢ Nor 1,” said James; # but the men
1g from
the gravy drip down cel: they liked it well enough. Then they
one box, sugar from another, the clay and knead it, just like bread,
t from
the jar, acid (muriatic) from a make it into long rolls, and make the
a pitcher of water, a drip- of these, pressing them on; one by one,

and

said

sand,

take

change the whole appearance of the glass.
Then the way they make these handsome
lamp-globes is this; they first make the

and
pots
with

tin pan for mixing these in-’ their Hands: "So thepots are very strong!

and after all, happening to Jo

then

his associations, his contgct

«1 don’t think now that James is such

have - diamonds on our goblets,” said Mary.
««(, those are not blown,” said James.

never seen anything of the kind.”
«« Well,” said James, “ in the first place,
of course,you go into the great rooms where
:
the sand is heaped up.”
« What's the sand for ?” asked Frank.
James, rather scornfully.
«Frank looked a little abashed.

not,” replied James,

things.” When Frank said ¢ good night” to Lucy,
he whispered in her ear.

-

binding,

substantial qualities of paper, type and

this work is farin advance of anything -hereto-

whatever specially pertains to this epistle to the
In this part of the work, the great
Romans.
Apostle’s life is taken up in detail, his training,

“well” said James, ‘‘ when you come to
see me, I will show you all kinds of such

ever so many things. For instance, in
making a goblet, they make a little hole
with the point, and keep turning them
around and around till they get it big
enough for the mouth of the goblet. Then
they do just the same with the foot of the
goblet, only they don’t make it so large,
and take the side of the shears and smooth

will dish-wash her life away for ‘* him,” is this would be a splendid place to make it,
a marvel of endurance and grace. Just for here is the whole sea-shore, with such
:
.
:
here is the servitude of woman heaviest; nice, white sand.”
—no sooner is her work done than it re« Poh!” said James ; ‘‘théy wouldn't look
quires to be done again. Man works up at such sand as this to make glass. It
jobs, ends them and takes his pay. This ‘would be too coarse for barn windows.”
pay can be translated into something else
. ‘“Perhaps they refine it,” suggested Frank.
A man works all day,and draws
desirable.
«I don’t know where they. could get any
pay for his day’s work. This pay allures | peter.”
“Thus men work by terms

1

them, and

and over on a smooth iron table, then they
blow
a little more and so on. Then they
take big shears and cut off the parts they

;

Lucy.

course

blow alittle, and

«.Did I not hear you say you had been to
visit some glass works, a week or two bewe
fore you came here ?”
«Yes; I went with Uncle John.” *
«« Twish you would tell me something

fn

home

blow into

is hardly anything that
tire, unless it is lamp

she said to James,

The Family Circle
left at

:

contemptuous-

«Of

Lucy said nothing more at the moment,
but waited till the children were all assembled in the sitting-room, after tea. Then

How the “ Early Rose” was first to rise.

was

Frack, rather

ly.

In solemn dignity would teach

Rev. T. K. Beecher

nothing about practi-

.
:
cal matters.”
than
younger
years
two
« But James is

From shelves no hand was there to touch,
With noise enough to wake the town;
It must have had a drop too much.

nly

are hollow, and they

thanks-

the glass then puffs out into just the shape
‘they want. I triedto blow myself, but I
blew too hard; and although I only had a
Looking Through Glass.
little piece on the rod, it puffed out as big
BE
as a pumpkin, and it was the funniest shape!
« Lucy,” said Frank, one day, to his “sis- They have to learn to blow steadily.”
* Then you wasted the glass. Did they
ter, «I think cousin James is nothing but a
like that?” asked Frank.
spooney, after all.”
«Qh, that was no matter,” said James;
« And what is a spooney ?” asked Lucy,
¢ when they break glass, the only loss is the
:
smiling.
« Q,you know. He knows Latin, and loss of work—for the pieces are put right in
all such things, but he don’t know anything with the cullet, and melted over again.”
¢« What is cullet ?” asked Lucy.
that's worth knowing. When we were on
-¢¢ Broken glass,” said James.
‘¢ They althe pond, yesterday, 1 told him to take hold
he
ways
have
barrels
and
barrels
of
it. They
suppose
you
do
what
and
of the rudder;
Now, if that is not send boys around the city to gather up all
He took the oar.
did?
the pieces they can-find.”
:
being a spooney, what is ?”
¢ Can they blow a whole pitcher, - for in«« Then that is your definition of a spoonstance, with the handle on it, all at once?”
ey, is it ?”
smart
be
may
one
any
know
inquired Frank:
You
«Yes.

A box of grapes came tumbling down

- Woman’s

enjoyed without

———————

‘With sunshine‘and with rain and dew.

indispensa-

sought in the

office of the attorney, that is here afforded, the
completeness of the index, as well as for the

and they let thenx stand and dry 8ix months
before they use them, or else they would

potash,

etc.,

are

all

mixed,

will

to

the good

Unfortunately,

eat.

himself a thousand times
until his shaggy coat was covered from
nose to his

with

tail,

dirt,

molasses,

his
and

ia
gravel stones.
picthe
pool,
sweet
the
in
There he lay
ture of self-satisfaction, as cats roli and
tumble in a field of the catnip herb. All
at once Mr. Bear became sick at the stom-

portion of these sermons are among the most
marked and quickening utterances of the pulpit
which have got into print since the fifth volume
of Robertson came out from the same Publishing

House.
insight

Some
and

of them are wonderful

elevation ; most

and full of marrow;

not one

for their

of them

are

of them

could

fresh

be

carefully and receptively read without making a
deep impression. They are unique and powerful.

ach ;and it was anew sensation to him—some-

They are formed on no model, and they scarcely

thing he had never felt before.

admit of being copied in style and method.

worse, he thougkt of his

As he grew
mis-

and

master

tress, and so crept up stairs to ask for their

consolation;

they had not returned

but

from church. Then he crawled up another
story, and got into the girls’ bed, drawing
the snowy white sheets over his besmeared
form. There he lay groaning and grunting, the sickest bear ever seen in

that

part

a
Rei
of the country.
When the girls arrived, they were horrified at the scene, and were going to lay
the broomstick over Bruin, when he started

onthe run for the haymow, with the sheets

They

servations, while commanding the first regularly
recruited colored regiment of troops in South
Carolina, is wonderfully fresh, thoroughly picturesque, and it often exhilarates and yields a sort
of fascination, He paints the ludicrous and pa-

thetic sides of life with equal zest and skill, and
many of his pictures exhibit the high

excellence

of literary art. The difficulties met in getting
the negro troops fairly accepted by the govern-

ment and the old army officers is clearly present.
ed, and the hard work involved in securing just

treatment for themis made very painfully appar-

need to be read with discrimination, as does everything of the kind; and it' may be added that

ent in the

only discriminating minds will be likely to read
many pages. Lovers of commonplace, seekers

bition and his efforts to be a soldier, as

narrative.

There

has

been

nowhere

else so fine an exhibition of the negro in his amon

these

after something startling, and admirers of a style pages.

that is florid and sensational, will here find little
or nothing to their taste, But thoughtful readers
who love strong meat, and prize what reaches
the quiet depths and flashes new meaning over
familiar things, will welcome this book with
some misgiving, perhaps,
satisfaction,

but

surely

with

high

AMERICAN COMMERUIAL LAW, relating to every
kind of Business: with full instructions and
Practical Forms, adapted to all the states of the

BUNSHINE AND SHADOW 18 the name of a large
superb and suggestive Engraving on steel, representing a destitute and suffering family in the
cheerless home, with the mother’s face full of
anxiety andthe children’s aspect one that ap-’
peals strengly to pity; while a feminine Good
Samaritan, with bounties and a Bible, and her
little radiant girl tugging a. basket of bon-bons,
are just coming in to drive .away the gloom, It
is an eloquent sermon on

beneficence.

Publish-

sticking to his back. It was some time
ed by J. A. O'Neill & Co., 4 Bond St,, New York.
Union.
By Franklin Chamberlin, of the Unit
ed States
Bar. Hartford: 0. D, Case & Co.
‘before the bear got well, and still longer
1869. octavo. pp. 991;
GOOD MORNING-.is-an-exquisite Engraving,
_
before his mistress forgave him.—Our-Boys |
Man | representing a pet dog, who has found his way
on a’
“We-have
had other volumes, Tike “very
| globe of flint glass ; then they put
‘
his own Lawyer,” &c., aiming at the same general to the toy-strown chamber of his young mistress,
coating of red or blue, or whatever they and Girls.
14.4
and with his paws on the bed, wakes Ther from
|
object as this new Hand-Book,
d they are no
want, and then another coating of this
sleep by his bark, and then waits in’ his joy for
without
value.
But
for
fullness,
comprehensive
Broken resolations are worse than none
opaque glass, Then they send it to the
ness,
felicity
in
the
arrangement
of
the
material,
her surprised smile and her merry caresses. It
at all; it only proves to us we do not carry

crack as soon as put into the furnaces. cutting-room and have figures cut in it, and
They are the funniest looking things! It of course, where it is cut, we see the-edg:
was as good as going to a menagerie. es-of the flint and colored glass.”
|

out the dictates of conscience,
our weakness,

and

expose

the cléarness with which legal principles are stat
ed, the simplicity and yet the legal accuracy of the

forms which are given, the large amount of just

.
i]

[]

is a pictured poem of joy. New York: J.C.
Buttre, B.B. Russell & Co.,Boston have both pictures.
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The ladies then thanked tho philosopher
for his visit, urged frequent ealls on his part,

somewhat heretical upon the woman question, suggested that he should be the first

that they might enjoy the wisdom of his
counsels, and promised a full and circumstantial account of their mutual interview in

guest. This was agreed to, and the lady
consequently wrote the philospher an invitation to breakfast. It was accepted without comment. Due preparation was there-

.

reception

little

fore made, and the roseate

the Revolution of the next week. By this time
the philosopher had donned his white coat
All shook hands, Miss Anthony accompanied him to the'door, and he departed.

room on the entrance floor was duly dusted

and hang with portraits of Hannah More,
Mary Wolstonecraft, Lucretia Mott, Mrs.
Gov. Clinton, Jane Porter, George Sand,

A Chinese Idol in San Francisco.

the

nymphs,

was

PHILOSOPHER BEFORE

a

access to one of the Chinese
in that city, thus describes what he saw:

At one end of the room,

TIME,
ly

Breakfast had been ordered at a quarter
past eight, on that morning, though the invitation to the distinguished guest specified eight o'clock as the chosen hour.
Mr. Greeley came at half-past seven, while
Mrs. Stanton was yet giving the finishing
touches to a suberb toilet of a black barege,
trimmed with blue ribbons, and was placing
» pecaliat and tasteful black net upon the
igton at the back of her snowy curls.
the bell rang, Miss Anthony, in

Mrs.

Stanton,

P)

A GENERAL

as

.

her

sat Joss.

Covering

the

cush-

throne and

say,

very

what

he was

happily.

He

was

made

of, but I.thihk

know

he was

peered

whether it was a coat, a dress

APPEARS.

arm-chair.

or a mantle.

pretty sure the fellow had on some

Iam

Wilbur was also absent.
BREAKFAST,

The breakfast table was one blaze of beauThe perfume of bouquets was mingled

with the aroma of the juicy steak which was

chocolats,

parsley. A baked fish
melted butter. Scramand dotted with sweet
Greeley, and pots of

coffee and tea awaited

his pleas-

ure. Odorous melons, peaches and ba#anas
encireled the principal flower vases, clusters
of luscious grapes clungto its gilded sides,
and milk-white rolls threw their warm "incense over Mr. Greeley’s head.
THE

The
the

PHILOSOPHER

SMILES.

was

seated

opposite

mentioned

above,

and

philosopher
portraits

was

told that each future guest would find himself added to the number. He laughed, and
Mary ssksd him if he would take coffee.
- «Nothing but water. Give me a glass
of eold spring water,” said the philosopher.
Juioy steak and fried"potatoes were added,
the philosopher was happy.
and

WHAT THE LADIES THOUGHT OF MR..
GREELEY.
The ladies enjoyed the conversation

Mr. Greeley.

of

Though not fully upon the

platform of Nong s suffrage, they felt
that he had generally favored
progress of
all kinds, and was, beyond the mass of public men, exemplary in social life.
The converiation grew witty and brilliant.
The sparkling

terrupted by

;philosopher.

sallies of the ladies were in-

the startling propositions of the

+ In
Constantinople,” said he, ‘‘where the
.women lead the most secluded lives, public

sion

asi

,morals are on a higher plane

than either

:in New York or London.”
;
The ladies had not been in Constantino-

ple, and they could not contradict him.

—

kixperiment,
$n,

black whisker tied under his ears and ina square, about one foot apart; place a
reaching under his chin, and covering the piece of board upon the tumblers, and have
whole of thé neck and most of the breast. a person standing upon the board. This
His nose and cheeks gave indications ofa person is now completely insulated, the glass
heavy drinker—brandy, probably; and his beinga non-conductor of electricity. Now
stomach, round and fat, seemed to say la- take a common
rubber comb, and having
ger. His dress was so heavily loaded with wound a piece of silk around one end of it,
gold and silver, and so mixed up with folds rub it briskly through your Bair, and draw
of silver and velvet, that I could not tell the teeth parallel to the insulated person’s
kind oF small clothes. A very fine smoking cap adorned his head, but I could not
see that he had clubbed feet, nor that his
fingers were hooked. I endeavored to see
if he was a Chinese devil and wore a queue,
but his

back was so covered with

embroi-

dery and furbelows that I had to abandon
the undertaking, for-F'did not liketo get

In front of the throne, in
too near him.
elegant
the center of the room, was ‘an
counter or sort of table, carved and orna-

mented in a very costly and elaborate
The
staircase was narrow. They went down in. manner, and inlaid with precious metals
single file, Shaker style. The fair President, hand rare stones,
This was also, in point of elegance, bewas absent; she was lecturing on woman
suff
in California and the Territories. yond anything I ever saw—not that it was

nestled in a fringe of
floated in a platter of
bled eggs bordered
herbs, smiled at Mr.

ta be

We laugh at them,
tion, have their uses.
end
them, and
against
protest
and

His raiment was the rich-

knuckles; leaving a little space between the

comb and the person’s hand. The result
will be a sharp, crackling noise, and if dark,
there willbe seen a succession of sparks.
Repeat the process until the phenomena
cease. The person is now *‘ charged” with
electricity, the same as a Leyden jar. To
draw off the electricity, approach your
knuckles to the person's hand or his nose
(being carefal not to allow any portion of
your body to come in contact with his),
and there will be a loud snap and the sparks
willbe very brilliant. If acat be held so
that the charged person can place his
knuckles in proximity with the animal's
nose, it will suddenly appear as if it were
in contact with an electric battery. A glass
bottle may be used in lieu of the comb, but
it is not so well adapted for the purpose.

so beautiful or tasteful, but that the profusion and rare character of the materials, Much amusement may be derived from
and the nature of the ornanientation, were this extremely simple experiment,and some

a most charming feast for the senses. Ev- of our numerous young readers will haserything about the room showed the dis- ten to try it for themselves.
regard of cost. A number of banners, of
the costliest materials and most expensive
Soldiers Eaten by Cannibals.
workmanship, were about the room, and
a quantity of charts. Neither chair nor
The London Daily News says:
lounge was to be seen, nor a stool, nor an
If any of us look forward to being eaten
The
upon.
sit
to
ottoman, nor anything
by cannibals, he may wish to be informed
Old Boy had the only seat inthe room. I how he is likely to be cooked. It is acomhave said that everything in the room was fort to know that the ‘savages who may deof the most elegant character. Iwill add vour him are by no means devoid of refinethat all the curtains and hangings, and the ment in their culinary disposition.
Some
costly raiment, had once been of the bright- French soldiers were lately taken prisoners
dusand
est colors. They were now smoked
by the Kanaks, and one of them was killed
ty, and soiled beyond redemption. To and eaten.
His comrades describe the
touch them was to be defiled. This de- process. The Kanaks first decapitate their
struction of property was all done to please victim ; a matter of no small difficulty, conand flatter that drunkard among the cush- sidering the bluntness of their hatchets.
ions, nnder the silken canopy.
Ten to fifteen blows are necessary. The
They also presented to him certain writ- body is then hung up to a tree by the feet,
ten charts, which he preserved by hanging and the blood allowed to run out for an
them about the walls, These charts are hour. Meanwhile a hole, a yard and a half
supposed to contain the speeches of the deep and a yard wide,is dug in the ground.
various delegations to his Highness, in The hole is lined with stones, and then in
about the same manner, I take it, as del- the midst of them a great fire is lit. When
egations make speeches to our President the wood is burned down a little and glows
in Washington, when they mike him pres- with heat, it is covered over with more
ents. I cannot find out the manner in stones. The man isthen cleaned out and
which the Chinese worship this enemy of divided into pieces about a foot long, the
tif species, except that they burn incense hands and feet being thrown away as
under his nose, make speeches to him and worthless.
The pieces of the man are
give him -presents. The Chinamen don’t
leaves of a large rose-tree pethe
on
laced
|P
like to talk on the subjeet. It does seem culiar
to the tropics. The meat is .surso
intelligent,
strange that a people so
rounded with cocoa-nuts, banana, and some
thoughtful and so far advanced as the Chi- other plants noted for their delicate flavor.
nese, should take such a course to show The whole is then tied together firmly ; the
the faith which is somewhere within every fire is removed from the pit; the meat is
hearts,
placed in among the hot stones, and thus,
covered, is left to cook for an
carefully
omen do not partake of this warhour.
Ancient Music,
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riors' feast. Men alone are permitted to
——
enjoy so greatan honor and so rare a deli!
The Egyptian flute was only & cow's horn,
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In boring an artesian well in Algeria, at
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en
betwe
n
nectio
al
music
but
by
percussion,
of
which
the
11apsed into a weak smile, and ate two peachthe
Nile.
a
psaltery,
the
was
made
boast
greatest
+08. He said :

er.

ELIZABETH

A.

MAJOR,

eldest

daughter

M A

of

about

The last days of her life were
three months.
full of joy, and her death a perfect triumph. As
she felt the chilly hand of death upon her, she

seemtoed
take leave of faith, and look in upon

the glories of the better land.
She prayed and
rejoiced until exhausted, and then longed to relate her experience to sinners. ‘ Don’t weep for
me, death will be a sweet relief,” said she, addressing her affectionate family.
She asked that
the friends might sing while she crossed the river, selecting the hymns embodying her dying
sentiment—* Joyfally, joyfully, onward I move”
&e. and, * My days are gliding swiftly by,” &e.
And so she passed away, quietly, trustingly, joyfully. A large circle of friends are deeply af-

flicted, and the church

a

feel that they sustain

great loss. The departed was affectionate, genial, benevolent and trustworthy, filling a large

place in the hearts of ber friends, and in society.
« Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord.”
N. L. ROWELL,
Services by the writer,
MIriaM, wife of Rufus W. Brackett, died in
Acton,Me.,Sept. 6,aged 52 years. For many years
her health was pook, but she was able to attend
to her.domestic cares until within a few weeks of
her death, when her disease, scrofula, fastened
upon her throat, causing much suffering, which
was very patiently endured.
She gave her heart
to Christ when young, lived a Christian life, and
calmly fell asleep ir Jesus, having been a worthy
She
member of the F. B. church for forty years.
a short time bewas conscious until the last, and
fore her departure, took an affectionate leave of
each member of the family, and said to the writer
of this, ** Preach my- funeral sermon, don’t say
much about me, preach to the living, preach to
sinners, preach to the young, warn them to seek
Jesus,” and thus,being dead, yet speaketh.
MARY E. ALLEN, of Lee, N. H., died Sept. 5,
1869. Sister A. experienced religion in the winter of 1863, and followed ‘her Divine Master in
the holy ordinance of baptism in company with
six other happy
souls, the following May, and
united with the F. W. B. church in Lee, of
which Rev. E. G. Knowles was
then
pastor.
She retained the confidence and fellowship of
the churchto the last, and died as the Christian
In this dispensadies, trusting in her Saviour.
tion, aged parents are called to mourn the depart; two
ure, in the vigor of life, of a loving daughter
sisters and one brother, the loss of a kind and

sympathetic

sister;

age, that of a faithful

two daughters of a tender
and most

affectionate

and

devoted mother; a large circle of friends and acquaintances, that of a truehearted, amiable and

But in their sad loss, they
trustworthy friend.
may gather some balm of consolation in the reCom.
flection that their loss is her gain.
Gro. A. Dow, of Concord, was suddenly killed
the 12th ult., by a well which he was digging,
The excitement was incaving in upon him.
tense as the cry. went through the city, * A man
to the rescue, and
rushed
buried alive!” Many.
worked incessantly till six o’clock the next morn-

ing,when they raised the body,cold and lifeless,to

the surface, some fifteen hours after the accident.
He was born in N, Weare, Dec. 27, 1811, converted at 23, joined the F'. W. B. church, served it as
deacon some years, was active in the Sabbath
school and in the general efforts of Zion; moved
to this city in 1853, faithfully served the Center
St. churchas deacon till that wrong and uncalled for breaking up, a move. which sorely pained
his heart, and proved so disastrous to our cause
He lived his religion, shared the
in the place.

highest confidence of his fellows as a man of busi-

ness integrity, and left a wife sad and disconsolate. Short funeral services, to accommodate the
citizens, at the house of his late residence on the
14th: the funeral proper occurred the next day

Q.

at Pittsfield, where he was interred.

EpnriaM DUNTON died in Whitefield, Me.,
Sept. 13, aged 69. Bro, Dunton was converted at
the age of twelve years, under the labors of Rev.
Being young, he neglected to
Samuel Hutchins,
be baptized, and soon became cold in religion
Afterward
and remained so for several years.
he was revived in heart, and was baptized by
He was one of the original
Elder John Lennon.
members of the Whitefield church, organized in

1830; and-rematned a consistent member untit
the church lost its visibility.

He

was

indeed a

pillar in the church, both in liberality with money, and in earnest Christian influence. After the
church went down, he still maintained the Christian walk, and kept the fire burning upon the
ranch of the Gardiner City
family altar,
church was formed in the vicinity, of which he
In heart
anticipated becoihing a member,
in labor he was with this little branch, and

ANTED,

and
his
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We beg leave to announce that we have accepted the
agency of the
i

Kansas Pacific Railway (Company
For the sale of its

New Seven per Cent,,
Thurty Year Gold Loan, Free from Tax.
This Loan amounts to $6,500,000:
First Mortgage Land-Grant and Sinking Fund Bonds,
secured upon the extension of the Railway from near
Sheridan, in Kansas, to Denver, Colorado, a distance
of 237 miles, of which 12 miles are completed, and the

It is also a Mortgage up-

of this

first-class Railway, besides now running through the
;
‘
State of Kansas,
And in successful operation for 437 miles
of the

Missouri

River,

and

earning

already

enough to meet all of its expenses and existing oblia parm
gations, besides
this new Loan

thanthe Interest upon

JMore

In addition to this the Bonds

are

also

secured by a

first mortgage of the

GOVERNMENT
THREE

LAND

GRANT

MILLION

ACRES,

post in

Kansas

to Denver.

The proceeds of the sale of these lands are to be invested by the Trustees in the 7 per cent. Bonds themselves up to 120 or in U, 8, Bonds, as

The lands embrace some of the finest portions of
the magnificent Territory of Colorado, including a
coal field and pinery. The Company also holds as'an

asset another tract of

of

Three Millions of Acres in the State
Kansas,

and although not pledged as a security for this Loan,

Company’s wealth

We estimate the *

Value of the Company’s property,
by this mortgage,
net, while the

covered
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even
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Hugh R., and Ann McKay, died at East Boston,
Mass., Feb. 18, aged 59 years.
She was born in
Shelburne, N. S., was converted at the age of
25.baptized by Rev. Mr.McKeown,and united with
the Presbyterian church,of which she remained
a worthy member for several years. In 1851 she
removed to Boston, and her religious views and
preferences having somewhat changed; she united with the F. W. Baptists, among whom she
died, after having"been an efficient member of the
Her
North Bennet St. church for fourteen years.
health had been on the decline for four years,

though she was confined to her room only

THE
HOWE|

i
Sewing

GEORGE ROLLINS died of lock-jaw, Aug. 16,
aged 17. His friends were all living, at the time
He was one of the unof his death, in Boston.
fortunate boys who has had to seek a home
had a good one no
he
But
among strangers,
A.D. F.
doubt,
died in
Steavens,
Bro.
of
wife
M.,
LUCRETIA
East Boston,of consumption, Avril 19, aged 21
afflicted husband and a
years. She leaves an
Sister 8. died in peace, for she
motherless child.
had lived a Christian life. Services by the writ

A LIBERAL

to Sunday schools.

13t35

ELIAS

From these pri-

list, and retail prices.
ces we make

2 5) A DAY.—33 new articles for Agents, Samples sent free. H.B. SHAW, Alfred, Me.

;
in

surviving family

The

a most patient sufferer.
greatly feel their loss,

acquainted. Undoubtedly all such societies
—not including the Social Science Associa-

An ‘Amusing

wife

year, aged TL. One year ago last July, she had
Soon after, it was follow=
a shock of the palsy.
ed by another, and for more than ayear she has
been confined to her bed and perfectly helpless.
She
A third shock was the occasion of her death.
experienced religion about one year ago, and was

a singular

ty, and requested them to walk below.

ty.

necessary,

sometimes

DoRroTHY,

‘Wakefield, Aug. 5, after an illness of over one

to grapple with him alone. ‘He had a put- moisture it makes a connection and spoils
ty looking face, black eyes, and a fearful, the experimgnt.
Place them upon the floor

The philosopher dropped upon a soft couch
of crimson. Mrs. Phelps then entered the
. room, gorgeously arrayed in black silk and
a-green ribbons, with an imposing headre
Miss Anthony soon joined the par-

THE

and

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, 0
2 cents each for two or more copies. . Orders are solicited.
$

In another column, see

of their class.

can now be had

of the General Conference,

Procure four glass tumblers or common
est I'have ever beheld, and probably fills glazed tea-cups, and having wiped them as
the Chinaman’s idea of the wicked one.
dry as possible, hold them over the fire to
He looked to me like a very harmless evaporate any moisture that may still adhere
and peaceful devil. Ishould not be afraid to the surfacé; for if there is the least

Mrs. Stanton speedily came down stairs,
her rosy face pammiLg with smiles and
humor. The two shook hands, and the lady

+ Mrs.

possible,

Treatise

Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cenis a line,to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
gingle square can well be afforded to any single
obituary.
Verses are inadmissible.

that they do good serby admitting
vice in their way. Yet I have sometimes
thought that there will soon be room for
another society, which might be called the
of Useless
the silk, and cords, and satin festooned Society for the Suppression
glittering richness above hig head, - In Knowledge—not so much asa direct opcenter of all this grandeur sat Joss, ponent, but as a necessary corrective to the
demurely and very tranquilly—I may energy of itsrivals.

formed of clay.

on the walls of the luxurious rooms.

enthroned herself in a sky-blue

ions,

creature to be so powerful. > I don’t

through his gold spectacles at the paintings
STANTON

seemed to be low, easy, silken

the
very

Consternation ran through the establishment on the announcement of the arrival of
the philosopher.. It was feared that threeuarters of an hour of forced talk would
eaden the zest of the meal, and spasmodic
orders were given to have breakfast at the
earliest moment. The philosopher was asked
up into the parlor.
:
he morning was chilly. Mr. Greeley wore
his traditional white overcoat.
He laid
aside his overcoat and displayed a dress
suit of black, of unexceptional gloss, a clean
shirt, the neck-tie straight, and polished
boots, that sparkled in the rising sun. He

MRS.

com-

edge, which spread and flourish around us,
seem at times to be hostile toa genuine
We are aghast at the enorcultivation.
mous quantity of things with which it is

steps, on

throne, up two

what

and
with

COMMOTION.

walked up stairs, as requested, and

throne,

societies for the acquisition of useful knowl-

reaching to the ceiling was the most gorgeous canopy, rich with silk, velvet, gold
and silver. This covered the throne entirely, except the
portion occupied by Joss,

is be-

usual,

it, i3 a luxurious

the cent8r of this

“You see, Mr. Greeley,” said she tothe
philosopher, ** I am always up and dressed,

hindhand,

across

reaching entire-

posed of silk, satin and costly fabrics, embroidered . heavily with gold and silver,
and ornamented in the richest manner. In

usual black dress and gold spectacles, with
a crimson crape shawl, opened the door.
and ready.

out knowing how to plow, or to make my
coat, or to cook my difiner, far less to make

Snap

pictare of the Hon.
Horace Greeley. Perched above was a female Victory triumphantly
driving Mars in a chariot.
THE

and contentedly ignorant. What a shame
it is, people. exclaim, that we go through
life knowing nothing of the most ordinary
processes that are going on around us.
What a comfort it is, I alwaysreply to myself, that I can get on perfectly well with-

an electric telegraph. There is something
depressing in the monstrous accumulation
The San Francisco correspondent of the of facts which is going on all around us.
gain in the reCincinnati . Commercial, who has obtained There is a loss as well as a
All the
industry.amazing
this
all
of
sults
‘‘Joss-houses”

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony
and Anna Dickinson. In the center of them
all, like Copid among

Here,
IT have exclaimed, is yet one more
branch of knowledge on which I am, and
shall always remain, hopelessly, profoundly

ers, we offer
are not excelled by any-other books
The New Treatise, just revised by order

~ @bitwaries.

ity, and silently given thanks at every step.

.

ments of Physicians in circular, sent free fy!
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New

York.
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An elm tree in Roxbury, a century anda half
old, on which it is said Gen. Warren hung his’
scythe when he. left his swath for the revolutionhaving
ary army, was cut down the other day,

MISCELLANEOUS,
he was

Dr. Livingstone has been heard from;
alive and well in February last. - -

Itis computed that

the

fell .at several

in the

northern

vil

A Republican meeting was broken up at Philadelphia by Democratic roughs.
;
General Robinson having declined the nomination for Secretary of State on the republican
ticketin New York, it is understood that Gen-

&

eral Franz Sigel will be offered the
ryship or the position of staté Engineer,

The Indian

troubles

Secreta-

still continue;

reports

from new quarters represent the Indians on
the war-path and attacking troops and settlers.
It is asserted that the

left New

York

out several

on

steamer Alabama which

Sunday,

hundred

26th

men

and

ultimo, took

large

quantities

of ammunition for the Cuban insurgents.
It is claimed that better photographs

x
have

been obtained of the sun during the late
than of any previous eclipse.
A despatch from
from Mrs. Stowe on

eclipse

Hartford contains a card
the Byron controversy, in

which she states that sheis preparing the vine
dication of her course.
The statement that Cornell University had
opened its doors to female students was an
error. - The matter is under advisement. There
isnot yet room enough for two-thirds of the
male students who would like to enter.
A Washington despatch says no successor will
be- named for Secretary Rawlins for & long time

to come.

i

Senator Wilson, it is said, proposes at the next

* session of Congress, to introduce a bill providing that any person who shall éngage in buying
or selling gold, or shall fail to deliver the actual
- 00in, shall be punished with

heavy fines and im-

prisonment.
“The President has appointed Hon. Frederick

@. Low of California, Envoy Extraordfnary and
Low

Mr.

China.

to

Minister Plenipotentiary

was a member of the 37th Congress from California, and was elected Governor of that State in

1863 for a term of four years, discharging the du-

ties of the office with marked ability.

* or $42 from Omaha on the 1st of September ; and
the experiment has proved a gratifying success,
The number of Emigrants has averaged 100 per

cars on the Ex-

day; they are carried in good

Rufus @. Lewis, Esq., a prominent and esteemed citizen of New Hampton, died at his resi. dence on the morning of the 26th, aged 69 years.
He was largely. instrumental in establishing the
New Hampton Literary Institution.
The Avondale relief fund amounts to about
$140,000, and it is believed that $200,000 will be
raised. Letters from abroad state that collec_ * tions are being made among the miners of England and Wales.

the

i

is

still

such

a law

should

except

the

The man

showed

the

impossibility

of

charge being true from his feeble condition,
the woman stoutly denied the charge.
But
case was carried to the authorities, and withtrial the wounded man was ordered to leave

city.

This he could not do,

The Italians in Chicago have

reduction

nde living in great retirement, and in very

great event

in all the

which

honored

have

in the

great

calling themselves by hisname.

Franklin Pierce, fourteenth President of the
United States, died in Concord, N. H., the 8th

discovery.

»-~ Cooking
Wo

to

country

discoverer

,day of the funeral and that the Navy and War
departments cause suitable honors to be paid to
his memory.
The President has appointed Thursday, Nov.
18th, as a day of general thanksgiving. .

But we do not

Elections occur in Indiana, Iowa, Nebraska,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia; all on
from Palestine 198, the Russian capital, they
.the second Tuesday of October, the 12th, except
waste their momgy#in laying it out there. Bethat of West Virginia, which willbe on the 23th.
Indiana elects minor officers. Iowasglects a state | Sides, that capital is in constant danger of being

Bishop

supported

Dore is

exploring

the

liber-

slums of Lon-

don for new subjects. If this mine were not inexhaustible, we might invite his genius to tak
a view of Water street or Washingto
ket, New York.
A collection of twenty-five pins
made, has just been placed in the Louv
They
were found in the subterranean vaults of Thebes
and were made three thousand years ago, show:

ing that the modern invention is only a re-inven
tion.

‘Certain touristy,. breaking into the supposed
tomb of Ossian, found

the fragments of a cham-

pagne bottle. According to the usual methods
of argument.in archaeology, this must throw

the era of champagne

and its bottles far back in-

to remote higtory ; ‘while it may

also explain the

inspiration of certain celebrated poems.
There are now

369

public

with suitable endowment.

libraries in Italy,

The suppression of

_the monasteries, by the law of 1866, is gradually
~ bringing into the hands of the state more libra-

ries,
and there are yet 400 to be opened for publicense.

They

are put under the

control

of cor-

~ porationsto be managed for the benefit of the

~ people. Parchments and manuscripts derived
in this manper, of which the number is large,
are placed ifi the public archives,or distributed
to the great libraries.

Some of these are ancient

and very valuable.
The Brazilians have once more annihilated
that little remnant of a Paraguayan army un-

Lopez, and the war is again declared ended,
we, apprehend that Lopez, the salamander,
a stand with

his body

guard in the

mountains and force the Allies with their 100,000
make another winter campaign to finish

isto be constructed over Mount

. Forty millions are already sub-

g 2 two-thirds

of the capital requir-

Genoa subscribed ten millions.

:

A

Ji

visited

“Philadelphia

—

M. K. Ydung, of Glen Haven, Grant County,
Wis., gives the following account of his apparatus:
;
I use a pan for economizing fuel, of the following dimensions and material:
Four feet four
inches long, twenty-six. inches wide, five inches
high; bottom ofsheet-iron’; sides, two-inch hard
maple, dove-tailed; top, inch pine boards, but-

toned

with

strong wood screws.

This pan

is

box

before

raising. steam.

This plan will cook

a box of potatoes, holding twenty bushels, after
the steam is up, in thirty
minutes.
I have
timed it often. Indeed the process of cooking
is so rapid that another important
advantage
results—the wood used for fuelis just completely charred, and ‘upon the application of a little
water you have a nice lot of charcoal, enough
for your hogs till more is made in steaming, to
which, you know, hogs on high feed should at
all times have access. Better feed the potatoes
when cooked, without any mashing or watering.

The hog, though dévoid of reason, can tell how
much water he wants

with

his

potatoes.

Why

and let the hog do his own shelling and grinding?
I will guarantee that, when the corn is

al ideas at the (Ecumenical Council.
Gustave

—

will be swamped back into the swamp whence it
was evoked by that splendid Tartar, Peter the
Great boor,—and churches and synagogues will
all be swallowed.
Lots on the banks of the Neva
are not good investments.
They should be con-

by - fifty

dignitaries, will defend

APPLES.

on

ad
its citizens in the evenh 18 much talked about in Washr Hyacinthe has sailed for. this

18 in a very unsettled condition.

sidered water lots,
Nearly 4000 miles of railway

have heen com-

pleted in India, and about 1,700 miles are under
contract.
A greaf part of the material for their
construction had to be conveyed from England,
amounting to 5,339 ship loads of goods.
Last
year nearly fourteen millions of passengers were
conveyed over them, more than thirteen millions of whom were third-class passengers. The
railroads are effecting a wonderful social change,
bringing into close contact those whom caste has
rigidly separated. At first there were separate
accommodations provided for women and the
different castes; but all is now changed, and the
locomotive is. breaking down. the distinctions
which have been the curse of India and one of
the greatest barriers to the spread of the truth.
Prince Napoleon, in a letter replying to the
address of certain Americans in London, con-

gratulating him on the views
speech

in the Senate,

contained

institutes

in his

a parallel

be-

steamed

to

the

ear, that

the hog

pulpy

softness

will

of the

roasting-

make it available

toll than: the miller.

for less

In feeding the hog with

cooked potatoes, let me suggest the m xing in,
this season,of Hubbard squash or sweet pumpkin when you steam potatoes. "Then you have
the sugar and the starch, and, unless in very
cold weather, the corn may be adjourned.
This
1 suggest from
but a very little different experience—the use of sweet apples.
I might say
that my © rig’ has not cost me more than ninety cents a year. For thirteen years it has been
used when the state of the pork and
potato
market indicated its use.

Taking

up Plants for Winter.

A)

——

\

Many of the half-hardy plants which
have
bloomed in the borders, such as Fuschias, Carnations, Roses, Geraniums, etc., should now be
prepared for their winter quarters and potted
at once.
These may be kept in a cold frame or

pit,or in a dry cellar,

The

succulent

shoots

should be cut away at the time of
ng, and
be exposed to the air, but shaded until they become established. The longer they can
be képt
out without injury from frost, the better will

litical sentiments of both
adeord.

they

Miss

Vinnie Reani, the

in

sculptress,

complete

that

she is employed

cinthe, the new

upon

appears

Luther, General

Fremont,

Hya-

and

our consul in Paris, Meredith "“ Read.
Gustave
Dore, and our minister, Mr. Washburne, it is
reported, have promised to sit to her for their
busts. Miss Vinnie
goes to Rome, it is said,
this month, to spend the winter.
;
Frances Power Cobbe, in her Final Cause of
‘Woman, treats with characteristic humor the

traditional *“ Martha” who is held up
ly patron

saint which

follow as an exemplar,
woman
mestic.

“womanly

” can

Miss Cobbe says:

No

canbe truly domestic who is only doAnd there could be no worse punish-

After the flowering

Chrys-

is over, cut

Insects on Apple

as the on,

women

confinement.

|.

A good farmer will

every

month

during

always

examine

his

the growing season,

and

ment for those men who denounce schemes for
the higher development of woman than to ordain that women should only learn to cook, sew,

completely clear out all the insects, and scrape
the bark frequently to clear it of lice. A lady
complained that her husband, when he return-

term

‘before he looked at her, The worst foe is the

homes as are. made

apple-tree borer. [The signs of this pest are a
black spot or spots near the root, As they only penetrate the bark the first year, they are
easily cut out at this season. The next spring

| and nurse bables;
than that they (the. men) ed from a journey, always looked to his orchard
should

be compelled to spend the wholé

of their

natural lives in such

by the female incapables formed on such prinei-

ples.

Existence with one of these fidgety, ser-

vant-abusing women is like the toil of the water-wheel. The stupid machine
creaks and

grinds, and jolts and clatters, and all the time
carries up to the sky and

| only a bucket of mud.”

down

|
]

The

fo the depths

they

begin to bore into the-wood, and their

Bubitation may he found by the chips at the

door, looking much like sawdust. Take a limber wire or whale-bone, and with it stab him

26@
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Apply at
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if it is taken soon.
;

;

-
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Orinoco .
25 @ 30%
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00
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Freeport, Me.|

sixty years

iictestin

&

MRS.

&

It
in

Salve.

me, and every time 1

it with

Boston:
known

ly used in many cases.

successfu

Mass

]

Mise Sawyer’s

it a supe-

I consider

Well wordy the confidence of those

aremedy.

bb

:

R. RICHARD CLAY, M.D.

Boston, Dec, 10,1567.

:

© [From Rev. Nathaniel Butler.]
It is simply an act of justice and peihaps it will be
a favor to the public to ssy that I have used Miss
Sawyer’s Salve for ten years and believe it to bea

N. H.

most valuable

remedy for.thie

purposes for which is is

It is most effective

recommended,

animals

for

in

cases where a salve is ever used for them.
It has
roved an almost certain eure for ordinary scratches

I horses.

NATH'L

Camden,

BUTLER,

Me., Nov. 15, i867,

[From the Patten Voice, Jan. 1869.]
:
As we said last month, cases are coming te our
knowledge every few days of cures performed b
a person that has tried it
Miss Sawyer’s Salve. Naot
y have
has expressed the least dissatisfaction.
ad the advertisement
come for the second box.
and Jou will iow FY jat 3 Sluts te 20, . Oued ur
.
y
e lis
neighbors wou
tried it on her head and face when suffer.
gia ot

cui

D

greatly from Nouralgia, and was relieved by one

ication.

Ea

and Reflector of Jan. 28, 1869.)

Miss SAWYER'S SALVE, so largely advertised in our
columns the present and past weeks, by L. M. Rob-

Co, m1)

but, made
bins, Rockland, Me., 18 no quack nostrum,
qualified for the
by an excellent

im

The Genuine has Dr, Abbott’s name and address on

each box. Direct all orders to
; ye T, R. ABBOTT, Jersey City, New Jersey.
3m

3

CATHARTIC,

Rev
Rev
Rev
Rev
Gen

H

E F Cutter,
W O Holman,
Joseph Kaljock,
George Pritt,
J P Cilley and wife,

Capt J Crocker and wife,

Capt D Ames and wife,

and in
body to
healthy
laws of

lady well

We, the. undersigned, have been acquainted with
Miss Sawyer for many years, and believe her to be a
Christian lady and a skillful nurse, and having used
her Salve in our families, it
gives us great pleasure
in Saying it is the best general medicine we haye ever
us

MISS SAWYER'S

Christian

service, is a preparation of real merit. No such demand as exists for this could be created for an fuferior article, It is, in fact, what every family wants.

Sasinsiphted,)

A PURELY VEGETABLE

KENDALL.

to try Miss Sawyer’s

advised

requiring sueb

Antidote,

humbug

R.

From Dr. R. Richard Clay,

the firm to be prompt and
“a!
b>

WM,

This is 10 certify that I have

ing

Abbott

We

&ec., &e.

Swelled Joints.

falve for more thin five years, and of its having been

system, possesses great nou

Al

Sore

Sealdos.

Burns,

for

remedy

t ey the Watchman

Wm

Wilson and wife,

E R Spear,
AS Ties
!

.

Geo W Kimball,
OR

Hon N A Burpee;
Francis Cobb,
John T Berry,
Wm H Titcomb,
Murs Chas Snow,

Mrs Alex Snow,
i
Dr E P Chase and wife,
J Wakefield and wife,
Wm Beattie and wife,
Jacob Shaw and wife,

John § Case and wife,

Mallard,

HW

Wight and wife,

Ephraim Barrett,
W O Fuller and wife,
Leander Weeks,
Thomas Colson and wife,
the human system, and may, therefore, be safely em
ployed in various forms of diseases.
Dea Henry Ingrabim and wife
They are
Farwell
(
or- of Rockland) and w
for Liver Complaints, Jaundice; Dys—| epsia, Fevers,
Fevrs, Piles, Piles, Headache,
I
rw aya ot of Rockland) hy
ry
pepsin,
[eadache,
Coughs, Neuralgia
1 K Kimball and wife, Willlam McLoon,
Worms in Children, Nervous disorders, Fen
dis.
eases, &c., &o. For all direases of the Blodd
these
Pills 8 hould be used, let the cause be what it may.
Pat up in Boxes at 25 ¢ts.y 50 ots., and $Leach.
A great saving is made by taking a large Box.
Fre
ared by Mies OC. SAWYER, and
put up byl. MX.

For

.

.

A cheeriully
Salve.

thought of it I would ub te Juma with the Salve,
box the tumor entirely disap
and before I used one
aM.
JOHN G, DILLINGH
peared.

L.R. BURLINGAME,

ness, producing a moist condition of the skin,
a word, enabling the different organs of the
perform their functions in a natural and
manner, They operate in harmony with the

@.. 835

Bucks-

For Rheamaare afilicted with.
Nervous Headache, it gives in.

1 got a box and carried

Address

Dover,

MR.

rior article, and

Strengthen the digestive organs, avoiding costive-

85

Dry Hide «vve.0 @.r +r

ot

We have used it for several years, and

size, till I was

4139

Anti-Bilious Pills

|Ohio & Pennsylvania ~

now

om JShn G. Dillingham, of Freeport, Me.]

.

Tobacco

Yin

[] 1
[ 1
1
1
@
0 1
e 1
0 1

large ones.
COOMBS,

to certify thav I had a tumor on my face,
et
It kept increasing
was there about three years.

gon tells me ke has seen
his recent western tou)

@ 11%
@ 8

it

Miss Sawyer’s Salve,

R. K‘ndall,

Wm,

family
Joints,

z

«.

@ ..
@ 16%
@ 16%

a rem-

takes out

Freeport, March 17, 1860.

STREET,
NEW YORK CITY.

¢

rs for

.R.

|Refined

Crushed...
.....
| Powdered..l6}
Coffee crush 13.4
TALLOW
Rendered, b..11%
|Rough. .s......7%
TEAS,
(Gunpowder,
| Per
[Imperial .....1
|Hyson......
95
Young Iyson..90
|Hyson Skin....7>
(Souchong.. ...75
Solongs:sersess 10

Tears, and

recommend

Ican

Helmershausen,
port, Mine)

Salt Rheuni,

Throst,

Western, dry...20 @ 28% [Portland ceeeeeiss @oveee
do, wet.......11

rec-

cheerfully recommend it to the public as being perfectly safe, and good for many more aches than we
have mentioned.

ening
power, is unequaled as a Tonic,
enables the stomach to dj
tl
refreshing, and establ

Muscovado—

for thirty

he had not found

I can do better with the
Yours, &¢., ELIZABETH

unfailing

find it an

stating ter-

E. FISK

Price List.

Sead for

nvigorates the

|Fair tog'd rerllX @ 12

leg

keeps it healed, and

Mr. & Mrs.

stant relief.

@ 16%

[NewOrleans......

his

heal
have

re than you

25, 1867.

the human
t'sm, Lame

RO-

Nine Full

Nos.18to 20...16 @ 16}

21 |Cuba

Ayres, dry...29 @.. 31

Grande..

Nos.18t017..23%

evel [hing

E. A. HELMER-HAUSEN,

January

8. | Nos.8to 12. 11%@ 184

Calcutta Cow,
8
hter...21% @.. 22

tri

and consider it superior to any wii
>commend it to all in want of a good

NTED TO REMOVE ALL DESIRE FOR TOBACCO.
getable and harmless.
It purifies and

:

It

-

GOuD AGEATS—Male and Female

r. Burton’s

Wheat,west’rnl 35 @ 1 75 |Cassia,¥
1 gold,45 @ . 47

even

This certifies that I have nsed

To

market.

in

The retail price of every instrument of this quality
is 125,00. This excellent Organ will be sold at a

bargain,

and

all that he can ask.

ew small ones

PORTABLE CABINET ORGAN.

Southernyel 1 15 @ 1 18 | Linseed, Am. 2 40 @ 2 5C
Westernmx’d1 05 @ 1 10 'Canary.......6 00 @ 6 50
Yellow .......1 15 @ 1 18
SPICES.

has

anything that
yours, asd we

a good many things that you have not, for I use it for
everything. I consider it iavaluable ina family. If

For Sale at this Office.
One new MASON & HAMLINS FIVE OCTAVE

in,

Fever .Sore on

for him

Watches

yet published, 512 pag@yfith

lished 1869.

16

He

the inflammation, proud flesh, and swelli .g, and does

An orgavization of capitalists for the purpose ofimporting Teas and distributing them to Merchants
Estab.
throughout the counury at Importer’s prices.

HerdsGrass..b 0v @ 5 25
RedTop.#bag,3 00 @ 4 60

=

had a

ely in your Salve,

[From

NOSCHURCH
P. 0. BOX 5506.

Layer......0 00 @ 3 40 | Westand South. @.. 00

it.

‘wou d be a cripple to-day, if

TEA COMPANY,

50
00
28
28

1867.

omm
d it to be. We bi¥e had it it the family 5 or
6 years, and have used it for'everything,and can truly
say we have never found its equal
I use it for a
weak back and it acts like a charm:
My, Coombs has

GREAT ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC

«.

Aprile,

Among the many Salves now in use, Miss Sawyer’s +
stands pre emineat for almost all the aches and pains

Puge Illustrations.

16

@..

@ . 20 | new ¥b....2 25
@{0 00 |Onions.¥bbl 00 VO
@00 00 |Poultry...e.... 26
EgBBecesscscees ss
@ + ++
_ SEED.
. ..

to

are wanted everywhere.

8 1 8

without

both found it to be all

ELGIN
GENUINE
your own locality or
be honorable.

yitory desired, experience, &¢.

17

along

else and Has never found
his leg as that Salve of

om you know
Lo and Sales Room 159 & 161 Lake

MANCE

38

Brunswick,

SAWYEK :—I received your letter last evening
very glad you concluded to let me take our
1 think [ can do well with it, and it will be
accommodation to my husband, as he cannot

[From the Rev, Mr.

a; ply to dealers in

FPYHE MOST EXCITING

Blue Pod...2 25 []@ 2 50
@[J 7 00
Cape.......pb 00 @ 8 00

Soft Shell.....15 @ . 25
Shelled.......36 @ . 40

Rio

yet

Gweowdd

@ 3 75
@ 8 00

Almonds—

HID

[From Mrs, Elizabeth Coombs, Brunswiek, Me.
M188
and was
Salve.
quite an

Street, Chicago, IIL

Rye Flour....5 60 @ 6 00 |Cranberriés,budé

5 50
Corn Meal....5 25-@
. FRUIT.

¥

RECOMMENDATIONS.

The following are a few selected from the multitude

by

send

Publishers, Springfield, Mass.
@..

with

+ (.0.D." PURPORTING
to be of our make.” We
furnish nome for that
urpose, There are imiget

00

gl1

900
do,new#bbl
50
U0 | Butter, ¥ 1b.”
50 | Vermont......37
.. | Beans,¥ bush,
00 |Smallandex. 8 00
50
Marrow ....2 75

is

contents, and

directions

you can put this testimony together, and it can be of
any service to you,
you are welcome.
"You can send me
large boxes if you
please, and a

ations

choice extra.7 25 @ 8 00 | Apples dried,tb.14 @.. 17
Canada,supeid 50 @ 5 7
o sliced..... 18 @.. 1:

Full

to be the most correct
Time Keepers made.
Avoid parties who ad.
vertise to

|

is not satisfied,

be retunded.

of recommendations in the possession of the Agent,

Pronounced by Watch

th

will

each box.

Makers, Railroad and Ex
press men, East and West,

WATCHES,

that

merits of the

invited to return the box, with half the

OF ELGIN, ILL.

00 g38 00

agent is so well satisfied with the

the money

The National Watch Co,

87

State in the Un.

to c¢xten-ive

trial according to directions, and

nited
4wi0

Manufactured

became

Medicine that he guarantees it to cure all diseases for
which it is recommended, and any one who vives it a

used when first taken. Always have a bottle in the
house in readiness. and you will never regret it.
Price, Fifty Cents and One Dollar. Sold by ‘the

0C @)7 00

Clear.37

Mich. and Indiana

Fing
Mi

The

complaints.

Druggists and Storekeepers throughout the
States. Depot, 10 Park Place, New York.

The demand finally

the was unable to meet it, and ste made an arrangenrent with L. M. ROBBINS, a druzgist of Rockland,
to take charge of the bu-ingss and sur plv_the trade.

if used as directed:
Chronic Rheumatism,Sore Throat, Headache, Toothache, 8prains, Bruises, Old So es, Swellings, Mosquito Bites, and Pains in the Back, Chest, or Limbs.—
Also taken incernally, for Cholera, Diarrhea, Dyseatery, ( roup, Colic, Sea Sickness, Spasms, etc.
It is
perfectly harmless to take internally.
(See oath accompanying each bottle).
It has never failed to cure
every case of Diarrhea, Dysentery, and Croup. if

medium do..6 50 @ 7 25 | Lard, bbl. 5..20x @.. 21
choice d0....7 00 @ 8 00 | Hams smoked..20 @.. 22
Illinois and Ohio,
Pickled......... 6:
choice extra, 7 50 @ 8 00 | Hogs, dressed12) @ 13€

Ry€..eeeeesesd1' 25
Barley.
000
Oats.cieees... 60
Shorts
¥ ton.28 00

jon.

DRUGGISTS.

will positively cure the undermentioned

the

L of Mune.
So popular did it become thar while it was
oily put up in old mastard boxes, without labels or
the help of advertisements, Miss Sawyer received or
ders for it from nearly or quite every

SOLD

among

hundreds of men engaged at Rockland and vicinity in
the hazardous business of quarrying rock and burning lime, and also among the seamen along the coast

ands who are now using Dr. Tobia’ Celebrated
Venetian Liniment.
It has been introduced since
1847; and no one once trying it is ever without it. It

West'rn sup-.5 (0 @ 5 75
Prime .... 27 (0 @i8 b0
com.extras..6 25 @ 6 50 | Lard keg,b....... Q:. ..

@

abroad, ss well as in private families and

The Greatest Discovery of the Age.
HIS IS ADMITTED to be the fact by the Thous-

(8

Hn

has compounded remedies for use in certain diseases
in her own practice.
Among other compounds
she
has fir many years mace a Salve, which soon obtain.
ed an extensive sale, snd is now in great demand

Speakers

440

[Extra

Bunch,
¥ box..

Equal

Public

a

WHO IS MISS SAWYER ¥
Miss Sawyer lives in the city of Rockland, Knox
County, Maine. She has devot d the bi st yesrs of her
life to uursing the sick, and has had niore experience
in the cures of obstinate diseases—old tores snd Ul
cers,—and has also been consulted in more cases of
accidents, such as Burns, Sealds and Bruises, than
any other person in New; England, professional or
otherwise. She has competed successfully with the
most able physicians in the States, as well as with
nurses and Indian doctors; From time
to time she

AT LAST,

IT

extra brand
6 50 @ 7 00 | Clear......56 V0 @37 Ov
choice extra 9 00 @10 00 | Mess, best.52 50 @t3 (0

leme.. «..ed6
Lemons, #bxi0 00
Oranges......0 00
Raisins—
Blue cask . ..

BR

Asthma,

Croup.

no

has
Ministers

St.Louis, sups+

Currant8....... 11
Citron..veeess +3
Af.PeaNuts..1 40
Figh, common..l3

Cures deafness by putting
in the ears on a piece of
cotton. For Felons this 18 superior to any
5
known. For Pimples this acts like a charm.
Burns and SeuldeappIL the Salve at once and it
gives immediate relief,
For Old Sores, apply once a
ay.
:
FOR HORSES AND CATTLE.—~For Sores or Bruises
on Horses or Cattle this Salve is invaluable, ana has
astonishing effect in curing scratches on horses. This
Salve has worked its own way into notoriety, and is a
safe and sure remedy for all the above ailments.

AS AN EXPECTORANT

Family ....18 00 @22 00
|Pork,

@ 6
@ 7
@ 7
@..
@ 7
@10

—Rub it on the lias gently, once or twice a day.—

CURING

Bronchitis,

Head, Teething

Cuts, Bruises, Croup, Cracked

in several cases it has cured paleied limbs. For Piles,

Consumption, Coughs,

It

ingredi-

it has been discovered to be a sure remedy.
that have been affeted for soars have been relie
by a few aoplications. For Erysipelas it works won
ders, allaying the inflammation and quieting the patient
For Chapped Hands it produces a cure immediately. Let those with Sait Rheum obtain this Salve,
and apply it freely, and they will find it invaluable.—
It is good
in cases of Scrofula and Tumors. Cancers
have been cured with it. The best Salve ever invented for Swollen Breast and Sore Nipples. No
injurious butsure to afford relief. Sore or Weak
Eyes

It is composed of the active principles of roots and
plants, which are chemically extracted,so as to retain all their medical qualities.

.

dangerous

Hipes and Sores on Children.
:
t never fa.ls to cure Rheumatism if properly applied. Rub it on well with the hand three times a day.

Bdbertisements,
ALLENS LUNG BALSAM

@ 14

od

no

The principal diseases for.which this salve is reec-

‘Oct. 6, 1869.

Herring, pick .4 25 @ 8 50
FLO
AND MEAL.

25>
com.extras..6
medium do. 6 50
choice d0....700
Southern,sup . -.
extras.......6 59
choice Balt. 9 00

1I¢

American Goldeeuioionair.
RE
IRSTTTRTIIePrees
§ {.)
U. 8. Five-Twenties, 1867..
sesanan srssssasll8™
U. 8.5208of 1865..c000avaee
U. 8. Ten-Forties...oovesese
TREE
TES (LF
U. 8. Coupon Sixes, 1864 esssssensnnesescrseses 1203

|Naptha......... i3 @.. 21
PROVISIONS,

Alewives..... 475 @ 5 25 | Beef—Mess,
‘Western...15
Salmon. tce..32 00 @33 00
@..

healing proverties, with

A remedy at hand for the many pains and aches,
wounds and brmses to which flesh is heir. Is more
easily applied than many other remedies, never producing abad effect but always relieving pain however severe,
k
it is prepared by Miss Sawyer, who has used it in
her own extensive treatment of the sick, for nearly
tw: nty years with great success.
\
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a salve combining soothing and

ommended are, Chilblains, Rheumatism, Pues, Scrofula, O'd Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Burns, Fever
Sores, Felons, Pimples, Erusipelos, Sore Eyes, Barber’s Itch, Deafness, Boils, ng Worms, Corns, Bites
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give this Balsam a fair trial, they will be pleared with
the result, and confess that the SURE REMEDY 18
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Who are so often afflicted with throat diseases, will
find a sure remedy in this Balsam.
l.ozenges and
wafers sometimes give relief, but this Balsam, taken
a few times, will insure a permanent cure,
:
Will all those afflicted with Conghs or Consumption,
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ed as suggested, and worn a little several months
before they are to be put to daily service.
This
is the true way to save your shoe-money.
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Boots and shoes should be treat-

Goat Skins,
Madras.......65 @ 75..
Patnas...... 4 @ 5
the stems and place the pots in the cellar, Some
of the Geraniums will bloom during the winter ‘ Bwedish— IRON,
in the house, if taken up early and well cut back
Com.ass’d14000 @14500
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at the time, Ivy for house growth will bear
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it to a cold room.
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bloom.

papers says

busts of Pere

endure their winter

anthemums, for blooming in-doors, should now
be potted.
They will wilt somewhat at first,
but will soon recover, and give a satisfactory

tp be vEYy actively engaged in Paris just now.
A correspondent of one of our daily

will wear

easy to the feet.

AIN,
Corn, ¥ 656 bs

tween France and the United States, and says
that, while their methods differ, the end sought
by both is identical; and that constitutional
liberty established in France will place the pocountries

soles, they
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Green Winter4 00 @ 7 00

headed shoe-nails be driven around the edge of the
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for Hogs.

not steam his corn in the ear with his potatoes,

is writing a history
L]

of Orleans,

church

Food

a | overwhelmed by water, and some day or other it

FOREIGN.

The

;

placed in an arch, with proper chimney draught,
and from the lid a steam pipe enters a box upon the side, just above the bottom boards.
A
false bottom, with inch auger-holes two inches
above said bottom boards, is used to allow the
steam to act upon all parts of the contents of
the box alike. A close lid is placed upon the

by

The Jews, who are a sefisible race, generally,
appear to be falling into, the senseless expenditure of the times. They mean to build a synagogue in St. Petersburg at the eost of a million
of roubles. A tenth part of the sum would suffice to pay for as good a religious edifice as any
people need for their worship.
Were itin the
power of the Jews to rebuild the Temple of Solomon, there would be some reason for their
coming down magnificently with the shekels,—
but as they do not mean to remain so far away

Mansion and the several departmentsbe draped
in mourning, and all businéss suspended,on the

American

as a Paint.
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COFFEE.

see any special reason for the Italians taking the
lead in the matter, as they had no hand in the

inst; his funeral was appointed for the 11th. The
. President issued an order that the Executive

P.,

r

Petroleum—and mix nothing with it.

and the man

determined

towns
the

un!
nding quarters.
She sees but few persons, and these generally American ladies whom
she knew during Mr. Lincoln’s administration.

Thomas Hughes, M.
of Alfred the Great.

so

For the week ending, Oct. 6 1869.

you cannot hit ‘him in his den, cut him out with
chisel and mallet..
You may save all this trouble by washing. your trees in one part soft soap,
three garts water, and one, quarter of a pound
of sulphur; this, applied in June,
July, and
August, is sure death to eggs; (best done ina
dull day or late in the afternoon).
These three
washings will also kill all bark-lice, and promote the health and beauty of the tree.
Another
pest is caterpillars. They must be looked for
early, or they will be seen late without look:
ing. The eggs may he found in the fall or winter, cemented
around
the ends of the limbs.
Cut them off and burn them as soon as the leaves

with Petroleum.
A good way to do this is to
bore a hole with an auger -into-the stick of timber, and “fill it with the oil, and as it is absorbed, add more. The hole
should afterwards be
plugged up. ' The ends of all the timber should
also be washed over repeatedly with Petroleum
before being putin the building.
In this way,
soft maple,
black ashyand bass wood, may be
made durable timber, and as useful as oak when
strength is not required. . We repeat that PetroJeum is not a paint. It preserves wood by filling
the pores.
Itis worse than useless to mix anything with it. Ifitis desirable to paint, let ordinary paint be used.
But if nothing more is
desired than the preservation of the wood, use

celebrate this year the discovery of America by
Columbus.
The anniversary of the discovery of
San Salvador falls on the 12th of October. We
did not imagine that there were Italians enough
.in that polyglot city to get up a celebration of
any kind. There ought to be celebrations of the

at Frankfort,

ticket and a legislature, which will choose
U. 8. senator to succeed James W. Grimes.
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MISS SAWYER'S SALVE,

NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.
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under the fifth rib. You may know by the looksof your sword whether he is slain or not. If

wl

timbers of barns and other buildings, in the
parts most liable to decay, should be treated

He declined a re-election, and Rev.

who claimed to have been injured took him out
of the house and horsewhipped him until he
was supposed, to be dead.
He was afterwards
taken back to the house and -lies in a delicate
condition, nursed by the same family.

. 88D. Ds., and 64 LL. Ds.
Lincoln

lighter

the
and
the
out

Seventy-five colleges have conferred this season, according to the Yale Courant, 1708 degrees
in course, and 272 honorary.
The latter include
Mrs.” Abraham

fectual,

wives.

The Public Debt was reduced seven and a
half million dollars during the month of Septem-

=.

be ef-

A man was lately tipped out of the stage enter_ing Salt Lake and seriously injured.
He was
carried into the city and nursed by a Mormon
family.
Before he was able to walk, the head of
the family accused him of seducing one-of his

press Freight Train, and make the trip in less
thanten days. We predict that next season will
witness a large increase of business on this
©’
train.

ber—making nearly sixty millions
since Gen. Grant’s inauguration.

Y

Dr. Miner was chosen for the ensuing year. The
meeting passed a resolution re-affirming its conviction that the sale of all intoxicating drinks as
a beverage should be prohibited, and the laws be
impartialty enforced.
’

New York,

grants to California for $70 from

*
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Petroleum

hibitory law, though he believes that, to

intoxicants.”

carrying

commenced

The Pacific Railroader

PR

A paper mill was in operation in East Iirtford
Itwas owned by Watson &
as long ago as'1776.
much of the paper that
d
supplis
and
Ledyard,

portion of Vermont, on Tuesday morning, the
bth,

“

There are two objections to the use of Petrolenm as a paint. 1st, it will not dry; and 2d,it
gives out an odor that to some people’is far from
by the American army-in the Revolu- agreeable, We know a farmer who had an old
was used
buggy from which the paint and varnish had
;
tion.
cracked off in ‘spots. He painted it over with
A well authenticated caseof poisoning from
Petroleum, and while it stood in the carriagethe use of hair dye, is attracting the attention of
house ‘it looked “as good as new ;” but the first
Physicans, It is wonderful that'there have been no
time he drove out it happened to be a dusty day,
more cases, when so many people use the lead
hair dyes. A casein Iowa, has been carefully and when he returned,the buggy was * a sight to "start in the spring. or the eggs will hatch by
thousands. They are easily crushed at this
behold.”
And no amount of subsequent washinvestigated,and it was the opinion of Physicians
ing and rubbing has removed the dust.
There
stage; if neglected until late, you will find them
that hair dye was the cause of death.
itis, a
there it will stay as long as the varnat home morning, noon, and night. Let your
The Basin mill at Orono, Me.,is the largest mill
ish and paint underneath adhereto the wood.
visits be more frequent than welcome.
in the world.
Itis440 fedt long, 66 feet wide,
But Petroleum, nevertheless, can be used to great
has 4 gang saws, bsingle saws, 2 circular saws,
advantage ona farm-as a preserver of wood.
It
5 lath machines, 1 shingle and 1 clapboard maCare of Boots and Shoes.
is not properly a paint. No coloring matter
chine.
It saws daily two hundred thousand feet
Sy
—
\
should ever be mixed with it. Ordibary linseed
of long lumber, 200,000 laths, 10,000 shingles, and
oil paint preserves wood by forming a coat that
Boots and shoes, if taken care of properly, will
4000 clapboards, and by requirement of law burns
excludes the atmosphere from the pores.
Petrolast two orthree times longer than they usually
up about.120 cords of waste wood each day.
It
do, and, at the same time, fit the feet far
leum penetrates the wood and excludes the air
is owned by the Veazie heirs, and rents for $25,
more satisfactorily. and keep them dry and more
by filling up the pores.
For light, porous wood,
000 a year. The drought does not affect it, and
a rather heavy quality of Petroleum shouldbe comfortable in wet and cold weather. The upper
its harbor for logs is among the safest, and at
leather should be kept soft and pliable, while the
used, but for hard wood such as oak, ash, ete.,
some future
day must make a mighty factory
soles need to be hard, tough, and impervious to
a Petroleum of a lighter specific gravity is best,
site.
:
water. The first thing to be done with any pair
as it penetrates the pores better.
For wagons,
Dr. Willard Parker estimates that there are
of new shoes for farm use, is to set each one ona
machines, implements, tools, ete., from which
two hundred and thirty-five thousand
smokers
the paint has more or less disappeared, there is platter or an old dinner-plate, and pour on boiled
linseed-oil sufficient to fill the vessel to the upper
in New York. It they smoke two cigars a day
nothing better than Petroleum.
For a reaper,
edge of the soles. Allow the leather to absorb as
at the low; priceof ten cents each, these smokers
where it is importantto keep the platform from
pay $47,000 daily for cigars, without mentioning warping, and the frame from shrinking, we find much oil as it will for eight hours. Linseed.oil
drinks ; making an expenditure of $17,155,000 .a Petroleum invaluable. The wood should be kept
should not be applied to the upper leather,as it
year for the privilege of beclouding their brains
will soon become dry, rendering the leather hard
saturated “with it. It is poor policy to leave maand tough. But if the soles be saturated with this
with tobacco smoke.
This solves the puzzle of chines, wagons, and implements, exposed to sun
how it is that those two-by-four cigar shops manoil, it will exclude the dampness, and enlarge the
and rain, but when this is necessary, Petroleum
age to thrive, though planted so closely as to be
pegs, so that the sole will never get loose from the
will do much to prevent injury.
within two or three doors of each other.
Old barns from which the paint is worn off upper leather. If the shoes be sewed, the linseed
oil will preserve the thread from rotting. Now,
Professor William C. Esty, of Amherst Colwill be much improved by a liberal coat of Petrowet the upper leather thoroughly when the boots
lege, has recently finished a computation
of the
leum. It can be put on with a whitewash brush.
orbits of Saturn's satellites, a long and difficult The point is to get on as much as the wood will or shoes are to be put on the feet, so that those
parts which are tight may render a trifle, and
work, which no mathematician has before ac- | absorb.
It is better to go over the work rapidly
thus adapt the form of the shoe to the foot far
complished.
Itgives him high praise in high
and then the next day go over it again.
For
more satisfactorily than when the upper ‘leather
shingle roofs, new ofold, nothing is better than
circles. ..
Petroleum, In making anew roof we would is not wet. Keep them on the féet until the leathThe Mass. Temperance Alliance held its annual
meeting on the 29th ult, in Boston, The Presi, dip the shingles by the bunch in Petroleum: er isnearly dry. Then give the upper leather a
dent, Hon. Wm. B. Spooner, in his address firmly until they are saturated, before putting them thorough greasing with equal parts of lard and
on. This would save the expense of applying tallow, or tallow and nefv’s-foot_ oil. If shoes
and positively reiterated his adherence to a’ probe treated in this manner, and a row of roundThe sills and
it on the roof with the brush.
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